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NUMBER TITLE RELEASE DATE

_, January 7, 1977

77-01 European Innovation Could Assist Space Shuttle Experimenters (UR)
Orbiter Crew Escape System

77-02 Tested January 11, 1977

77-03 Shuttle Contract Agreement to Rockwell International January 12, 1977

77-Q4 JSC Co_bines Science Orflanizations January 17, 1977

77-05 Space Shuttle Astronaut Rpplications Pass the 000 Mark

;_-_/_ <? _._ January 19, 1977
77-06 Note to Editors (Overland) Upon Rece_tp

February 17-18, Observance of Black History January 28, 1977
77-07 Month at JSC

&_XX_ 77-08 Northrop Contract Extended February 4, 1977

_&X_ 77-(]9 Eighth Annual lunar Science Conference March '4-]8 February 8. 1977

77-10 NASA Symposium'77 to be Held at the JSC February 24, 1977

77-11 LockheeidAwarded Support Services Contract February 25, 1977

77-12 Ham Std. gets Shuttle Spacesuit Contract i Bbruary 28, 1977

_arrler _, rcra_ n77-13 _e[_lAi lines g ts Co ract to Maintai February 28, 1977

77-14 European Innovation Could Assist Space RIkx-ltz¥
Shuttle Experimenters March 1. 1.977

77-15 Wi ldland Inventory Experiment Begun by NA_ M& March 1, 1977

77-16 Gibson Rejoins Astronaut Office March 4, 1977

77-17 Astronaut Evans to Leave NASA March 8, 1977

77-18 Ham. Std. gets Shut[tle_)xygen System Contract March 7. 197_
4" ._

77-19 Solar Heating Syster6for Mission Control 3-10-77
jC_ntmr

.C,on_itruction Begun
77-20 _one¥t.v_ton-m_g_n on New Lunar Sample Buildln 3/14/77



NEWS RELEASE LOG

NUMBER TITLE RELEASE DATE

77-22 NASA Picks Northrop to Maintain Aircraft at J5 4/8/77 2 pm cst

77-23 NASA Negotiates with Kentron for support contract at JSC
4/8/77 2 pm cst

77-24 NASA Negotiates with Pan-Am for JSC Maint. 4-12-77 2pm cst
Contract

NASA signs Add-on contract with Rockwell for 4-12-77 2pm cst
77-25 Shuttle work

77-26 NASA AwardsRockwell to cover Orbiter Changes 4-15-77

Space Engineers Design Emergency Console 4-22-77
77-27

77-28 Hometown Release on R. Frazer - Exceptional Upon receipt
Service Award 4-26-77

77-29 Hometown Release On Simpkinson - Exceptional Upon receipt
Service Award 4-26-77

77-30 Fact Sheet - Space Solar Power April 1977

Contractor Announced for NASA-BLM Earth Upon Rec't (5-6-77)
77-31 Resources Project

77-32 Spacelab network simulation starts at JSC 5-13-77

77-33 lote To Editors 5/79/7_

77-34 NASA Modifies Contract to Cover Engr. Changes 6-2-77

77-35 Pan American Gets JSC Maintenance Cont tct 6/7/77

77-36 &stronaut Carr Leaves NASA to Join Engineering 6-16-77firm

77-37 NASA Gives Rockwell Go for Third Orbiter Start 6/20/77

77-38 NASA Reduces Shuttle Orbiter Contract 6/20/77

77-39 Over 8,000 Apply for Space Shuttle Astronaut P'ogram at JSC 7/15/77

77-40 NASA Amends Rockwell Contract to Cover Orbiter 7-19-77
Changes 2 p.m. CDT

77-41 Third manned captive flight of Shuttle Orb. 7-21-77
Immediate

77-42 NASA to interview Astronaut Applicants 7-29-77
Immediate



NEWS RELEASE LOG

NUMBER TITLE RELEASE DATE

Note To Editors - Summer Workshop on Near Eartk

77-43 Resources to be held August 6-13, 1977 August 4, 1977

77-44 Second Group of Astronaut Applicants.to be August 9 1977intervzeweo

Lockheed Awardec Contract for August 9, 1977
77-45 Technical Support Services 3:00 p.m. CDT

77-46 Third Group of 20 Astronaut Applicants August 25, 1977
Include Eight Women 1:00 pm CDT

Lunar Science Stations To Ceasee Functioning
77-47

Septeember 30 Sept. 1, 1977

77-48
First Shuttle Payload to Investigate Earth Upon Receipt

Kesources Typed 9-7-77

77-49 Second Shuttle Orbiter FF Set forS_t. 13 Sept.9, 1977

77-50 JSC Extends Lockheed Contract for Computer Sept. 13, 1977

Services 2:00 pm CDT

NOTE TO EDITORS - JSC to Get Saturn V First
77-51 Stage Display Sept. 15, 1977

NASA Selects Fourth Group oS Astronaut

77-52 Applicants

9/20/77

77-53 Third Free Fli§ht of Shuttle scheduled for 9_ Upon Receipt

77-54 Fifth Group of Astronaut Candidates _m_d_te

NASA, St. Regis Paper Company Sign Cooperati
77-55 Agreement Forest Resources Applications September 28, 1977

77-56 Sixth Group of Applicants come here Immediate
October 3, 1977

77-59 Seventh Group of Astronaut Applicants Report 11)/17/77 October 12, 197;
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77-64 Saturn V Upper Stages Arrive for JSC Display 10/19/77

77-65 Fifth Shuttle Orbiter Free Flight Set for October 26 10/20/77

77-66 Eighth Group of Astronaut Applicants October 25-29 10/20/77 2 pmCDT

77-67 The Johnson Space Center will host October 21, 1977
visits from two dignitaries

77-68 NASA Signs Supplemental Agreement with Ford 10/31/77
Aerospace

77-69 JSC Picks Taft Broadcasting for TV Contract 10/31/77
Negotiations

77-70 Ninth Group of Astronaut Applicants for Shuttle 11-4-77
at JSC Nov. 7-11 noon

77-71 JSC Picks ILC Industries for Shuttle Crew Equipment 11-4-77
2 pm CST

77-72 Stonesifer Heads New JSC Experiments Office 11-4-77

NASA's Landsat to Monitor Commercial Timber Upon recpt.

)_ _.__ Resources

77-74 Shuttle Orbiter Ferry Flights Planned 11-7-77

_ _ Tenth Group of Astronaut Applicants 11-11-77

77-76 NASA Signs Add-On to Orbiter Contract 11-15-77 2:00 pm

77-77 NASA Signs Add-On to Ford Contract 11-15-77 2:00 p

77-78 United States, Soviet Space Talks Scheduled Upon Recpt.

77-79 JSC Extends Alpha Constr. Pact 11-17-772:00 pm

77-81 NASA Signs Orbiter Contract Add-On 12-5-77

77-82 Hometown Release on Thornton Upon Recpt

77-83 Hometown Release on Giuli " "

77-84 JSC Signs IBM to Maintain Orb. Data Processing 11-28-77

77-85 NASA Supplement Covers Dozen Orb. Changes 12-12-77

77-86 Mission Control Center Benefits from solar power ]2-15-77



77-87 James E. Myrick 12/14/77

77-88 New Lunar ScienceTeechingAid DevelopedBy NASA 12/15/77



- N/ A News
NationalAeronautics and
Space Administration

kyndon B, Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas77058
AC713 483-5111

Robert Gordon For Release:

RELEASE NO: 77-02 January 12, 1977

ORBITER CREW ESCAPE SYSTEM TESTED

A test to determine the effectiveness of the crew escape system for

the Space Shuttle Orbiter was successfully conducted Tuesday for the NASA by

the U.S. Air Force at Holloman Air Force Base, Alamogordo, New Mexico.

Two instrumented dummies were ejected from a mockup of the Orbiter

and were landed "safely" by parachute at the high-speed test track of the

USAF's 6585th Test Group at Holloman. The dummies, attached to ejection

seats, were propelled 300 feet into the air where individual parachutes

were deployed.

- more -
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Tuesday'stest, which was the fourth of a series which began in

December,was a static firing in which the upper portion of the Orbiter

crew compartment remained in a fixed position. The next test, scheduled

in early February,calls for the cabin section,equipped with ejection

seats and dummies,to be propelledalong the test track. The escape system

will be initiatedwhile the test articleis traveling at speeds up to

438 knots.

The crew ejection system,seat and parachutesystem,will be

aboard the Orbiter later this year during the Approach and LandingTests

at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center. The Orbiterwill be carriedto

an altitudeof about 24,000 feet by a modifiedNASA 747 jetliner. The

initialflightswill be with an unmannedOrbiter, followedby a series

of flightswith astronautsin the Orbiterwhich will not be releasedfrom

the 747. The final "free" flight tests will have the astronautsat the

controlswhen the Orbiter is releasedfrom the 747 and descendsto landings

at the EdwardsAir Force Base.

The static test was designed to verify the capabilityof the

escape system to provide safe crew escape and recoverywhile the Orbiter

is atop the 747 on the ground. Subsequentdynamic tests will determinethe

effectivenessof the system during inflightphases of the ALT program and

during launchphases of Shuttlebefore the Orbiter reachesthe altitude

of 75,000 feet.

###
NASA-JSC



News
NationalAeronautics and
Space Administration

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas77058
AC713 483_5111

Robert Gordon For Release:

RELEASE NO: 77-03 January 12, 1977

SHUTTLE CONTRACT AGREEMENT TO ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL

NASA has signed a supplemental agreement to the Shuttle Orbiter

contract with Rockwell International, Space Division. Value of the

procurement action is $10,031,250.

This agreement incorporates nine contract changes previously

authorized by NASA for configuration change to the Orbiter for the Approach

and Landing Test, changes in definition of a quarter scale ground vibration

test model and additional simulation efforts to cover support of Orbiter 102,

the first orbital flight test vehicle.

The majority of the work covered in these changes has been or will

be performed at the RI facility at Downey, California, with support from

RI field offices in Houston, Texas, and at the Kennedy Space Center, Florida.

This supplemental agreement brings the estimated value of the basic Shuttle

contract to $3.038 billion.

###

NASA-JSC
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News
NationalAeronautics and
Space Administration

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas770,58
AC713 483-5111

Terry White For Release:

January 17, 1977

RELEASE NO: 76-04

JSC Combines Science Organizations

Richard S. Johnston has been named Director of Space and Life

Sciences at the NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, in a merger of two

Center organizations -- the Life Sciences Directorate and the Science

and Applications Directorate. The reorganization is effective

immediately.

Peter J. Armitage is Assistant Director for Plans and Programs.

Dr. Lawrence F. Dietlein is Assistant Director for Life Sciences, and

Dr. Owen K. Garriott is Assistant Director for Science.

The new organization absorbs the five divisions in the former

directorates: Science Payloads Division, Space Research and Operations

Division, Bioengineering Systems Division, Earth Observations Division,

and Lunar and Planetary Sciences Division.

- more -
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Johnston, 50, began his federal service in 1946, at the U.S.

Naval Research Laboratory as a research chemist. He transferred to the

U.S. Navy Bureau of Aeronautics (BuAer) in 1955, where he worked on

aircraft liquid oxygen breathing systems and low-altitude escape systems.

Johnston transferred to the NASA Space Task Group at Langley

Field, Virginia, in 1959, as an environmental control system engineer on

Project Mercury, later becoming chief of the Manned Spacecraft Center

(now Johnson Space Center) Crew Systems Division. He was named special

assistant to the JSC director in 1968, and managed the Apollo Lunar

Quarantine Program and the preparation and operation of the Lunar

Receiving Laboratory.

He was appointed deputy director of JSC Medical Research and

Operations in 1970, and became Director of Life Sciences in 1972. He

joined the Bunker Ramo Corporation, Oak Brook, Illinois in January

1976 as special assistant to the president, but returned to JSC and

federal service in the fall of 1976.

"I enjoyed my brief stay in industry," said Johnston, "but I

missed JSC, its people and the broad spectrum of scientific and technical

problems we encounter in the space program. The new directorate will be

a challenging job for me professionally, and I feel that JSC will receive

many benefits from pooling its limited resources into a stronger science

organization."

###

NASA-JSC



News
Nalional Aeronaubcs and
Space Administration

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
Houston. Texas 77058
AC713 483-5111

For Release:

Bruce L. Bennett January 28, 1977

RELEASE NO: 77-O7

JSC TO OBSERVE BLACK HISTORY MONTH

Guest speakers, public school groups, and art and jewelry displays will

highlight JSC's February 17-18 observance of Black History month.

U. S. Representative Bob Gammage, NASA Federal Women's Program Coordinator

0ceola Hall and Houston City Attorney Otis King will speak on the second

day.

The theme, "Heritage Days: The Black Perspective," recalls such black

contributions as the development by botanist and chemist George Washington

Carver of hundreds of products from peanuts and sweet potatoes. It also

reflects the works of inventor-draftsman-engineer Lewis H. Latimer, in-

cluding his patent drawing of the first telephone and his invention of

the first incandescent light bulb with a carbon filament.

African-style jewelry, portraits and graphic art works will be exhibited

both days at the Building 2 Auditorium. Performances of the Woodson

-to76 -_q'_
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Carter Junior High School modern dance group and the Forest Brook

High School stage band are scheduled to begin at 11:30 am, Thursday,

February 17.

At 1 pm Friday, February 18, the program will be opened by Attorney

Henry Smith, Chairman of JSC 1977 Black History Observance program

committee.

Gammage will speak following the welcoming by Administration and Program

Support Director Philip Whitbeck.

After Hall's presentation, King will be the concluding speaker of the

afternoon.

Other JSC and contractor employees participating on the program include

Rhonda Alcorn, Theodore Bossette, Herman Hines, Izella Mitchell, Shirley

Price and Horace Williams.

All JSC and contractor employees have been invited.

###

NASA-JSC



News
NationalAeronauticsand
SpaceAdministration

kyndon B.Johnson Space Center
Houston,Texas77058
AC713 483-5111

Terry White For Release:

RELEASE NO: 77-08 February 4, 1977

NORTHROP CONTRACT EXTENDED

The NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston,has signed a contract with

Northrop Services, Inc., for operation and maintenance of life sciences

and engineering laboratories, and the Lunar Curatorial Laboratory at the

Center.

Effective February 1, 1977, and expiring January 31, 1978, the

cost-plus-award-fee contract is valued at $9,083,393, bringing the total

estimated value of the Northrop contract to approximately $46,230,135.

###

_.j_ 0_. NASA-JSC
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_ NASA News
NationalAeronauticsand
SpaceAdministration

LyndonB. Johnson Space Center
Houston,Texas77058
A0713 483-5111

Charles Redmond For Release:

RELEASE NO: 77-09 Upon Receipt

EIGHTH ANNUAL LUNAR SCIENCE CONFERENCE MARCH 14 - 18

The Johnson Space Center and the Lunar Science Institute will host

the 8th annual Lunar Science Conference, March 14 through 18, at the space

center in Houston. More than 600 scientists from around the world are

expected to attend.

New information gained about the moon from a wide variety of scientific

studies of lunar samples and data obtained from Apollo surface and orbital

experiments, and new interpretations and refinements of previous models

of lunar origin and history will be presented at the conference.

This eighth consecutive lunar science meeting is also the second

"planetary" science meeting, continuing a trend begun at last year's

conference where topics of planetary interest were introduced for the first

time.

- more -
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The conferencewas expanded to includethe planets lastyear becauseof

the accumulatingdata from the recent NASA and Soviet exploratorymissions

to Venus, Mercury,Mars and the outer planetswhich provide importantdata

on planetaryorigin and evolution,which is of primary concernto lunar

scientists.

This year's conferencewill includepapers based on the recent explora-

tion of Mars by the Viking spacecraft.

Also at this year's conferencethe Soviet Union will present lunar

material from their recent Luna 24 missionto NASA scientistsfor examination

and analysis.

A delegationof Soviet scientistswill presentfive half-gram-size

samplesretrievedby the Luna 24 spacecraftlast August. Two samplesfrom

the Luna 24 mission are already at the JohnsonSpace Center Lunar Curatorial

Facility. They were presentedto the agency this past December at cere-

monies in Moscow. The Luna 24 samples representmaterial from the eastern-

most limb of the moon, an area not previouslysampledby either the U.S.

Apollo program or the U.S.S.R. Luna program.

The scientifictopics to be consideredat this eighth conferenceare:

Constraintson structureand compositionof

Planetaryinteriors.

Characteristicsand movementsof materialson

lunar,planetaryand asteroidalsurfaces.

Characterizationand evolutionof maria and other

volcaniclandforms.

- more -
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Characterizationand evolutionof planetary

crusts.

Nature and effects of impact processes.

Extraterrestrialmeterials as solar/interplanetary/

interstellarprobes.

Earliest historyof the solar system.

The conferencewill open with a generalsessionfollowedby four days

of concurrentsessions concerningthe varioustopics outlined. A summary

sessionwill be presentedon FrSday,March 18.

Conferenceco-chairmenare Dr. MichaelDuke, Acting Chief, Lunar

and PlanetarySciences Division,JSC, and Dr. Robert Pepin, outgoing

Director,Lunar Science Institute.

###

Editor's Note:

Reporterswishing to cover the conferenceshould report to the

News Center,Building 2, JohnsonSpace Center (713/483-5111). Conference

personnelwill not accreditnewsmen. A summarypress conferenceis planned

followingthe summarysessionon Friday. Transcriptsof the summarysession,

press conference,and any specialsessionsscheduledwill be made available

to media about 4 weeks followingthe conference.

For further informationplease contactJohnsonSpace Center,Public

InformationOffice, (713) 483-5111.

February9, 1977
NASA-JSC



I I/ A News
NationalAeronauticsand
SpaceAdministration

LyndonB. Johnson SpaceCenter
Houston,Texas77058
AC 713 483-5111

Janet Wrather For Release:

RELEASE NO: 77-10 Upon Receipt

NASA SYMPOSIUM '77 TO BE HELD AT THE JOHNSON SPACE CENTER

More than 2000 students from Texas junior and senior high schools

will gather at the Johnson Space Center, March 1-3, to participate in

"NASA Symposium '77."

A first-of-its-kind event for NASA, the symposium is designed to

motivate youth -- particularly female and minority students -- to seek

engineering and science careers.

Some 700 students and counselors from school districts in 17

Texas cities are expected to attend each day of the event.

JSC and contractor employees will conduct workshops and will

discuss their own careers as scientists or engineers. Tours of various

work areas are also planned.

"Hopefully, the use of center employees as 'role models' will

serve as an effective motivating factor for the students," stated Joseph

Atkinson, Chief of the Equal Employment Opportunity Office.
- more -
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A specialguest at the symposiumwill be actressNichelleNichols

of the Star Trek televisionseries.

Themes for the symposiuminclude: Space ResearchActivities--

Past, Present, Future;Space Technology-- Its PracticalApplicationsand

Benefits;NASA's Research and DevelopmentProgram;MotivatingMinorities

and Women Into Science and EngineeringCareers;and Future Careersin

Science,Engineeringand Technology.

Administratorsfrom collegesand universitieswhich enroll high

percentagesof minority and female studentshave been invited to attend

a seminar duringthe symposiumconcerningNASA's research,trainingand

employmentopportunities. The informationthey receivewill be passed

on to their students.

Symposiumactivitieswill take place in the Buildings2 and 3U

auditoriums,the GilruthCenter and appropriatejob-site areas.

Awards will be given to studentswho submittedoutstandingscience

papers prior to the sj_nposium.The papers are being judged by professional

scientistsand engineers.

Programssimilar to Symposium '77 have been held in the past at

three universities. This will be the first time NASA has sponsoredone

of the events at a field center. A similarsymposiumhas been scheduled

at Kennedy Space Center,Florida.

###

February 24, 1977

NASA-JSC



_ NAS^ News
NaDonalAeronautrcsand
SpaceAdministration

Lyndon B Johnson Space Center
Houston,Texas77058
AC713 483_5111

Terry White For Release:

RELEASE NO: 77-]l February 25, 1977
2:00 p.m. CST

LOCKHEED AWARDED SUPPORT SERVICES CONTRACT

The NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, has awarded a contract

to Lockheed Electronics Company, Inc. Systems and Services Division for

site support services at the Center's White Sands Test Facility,

Las Cruces, New Mexico.

The estimated amount of the cost-plus-award-fee contract is

$12 million, and covers the third year of support services at White

Sands. The total three-year value is estimated at $24 million.

###
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__IIJ/ ^ News
NationalAeronauticsand
SpaceAdministration

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
Houston,Texas77058
AC713 483-5111

Terry White ForRelease:

RELEASE NO: 77-12 February 28, 1977
2:00 p.m. CST

HAMILTON STANDARD GETS SHUTTLE SPACESUIT CONTRACT

The NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, has signed a letter contract

with Hamilton Standard Division of United Technologies Corporation, Windsor

Locks, Connecticut, for fabrication and field support of Space Shuttle crew

spacesuits.

Called the Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU), the system consists

of a spacesuit with integrated life support backpack for astronaut spacewalks

outside the Shuttle Orbiter's pressurized cabin. The spacesuit will be

small, medium and large upper and lower torso standardized sections instead

of the individually customed-fitted suits in earlier manned space flight

programs.

Hamilton Standard will provide equipment and spares for seven suits

and supporting hardware, and training, manpower and field support at dSO

and other NASA centers.

The letter contract to Hamilton Standard is valued at $2 million,

and the estimated value of the final definitive contract is $18.5 million.

###
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News
NationalAeronauticsand
SpaceAdministration

LyndonB Johnson Space Center
Houston,Texas77058
AC713 483-5111

Terry White ForRelease:

RELEASE NO: 77-13 February 28, 1977
2:00 p.m. CST

AMERICAN AIRLINES GETS CONTRACT TO MAINTAIN SHUTTLE CARRIER AIRCRAFT

The NASA Johnson Space Center has signed a letter contract with

American Airlines, Inc. Maintenance and Engineering Center, Tulsa,

Oklahoma,for maintenance and operations support of the Boeing 747 Shuttle

Carrier Aircraft "NASA 905."

American Airlines will perform the work primarily at the NASA

Dryden Flight Research Center, California,where the aircraft serves

to carry the first Space Shuttle Orbiter in atmospheric and glide-flight

landing tests. The letter contract is for an initial value of $200,000,

and the total estimated contract cost is $806,000.

###
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News
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
Houston. Texas 77058
AC713 483-5111

Cha r1es Redmond ForRelease:

RELEASE NO: 77-14 Upon Receipt

EUROPEAN INNOVATION COULD ASSIST SPACE SHUTTLE EXPERIMENTERS

In a novel twist to an old story, the space agency stands to

benefit from an industrial innovation. Spin-offs usually come from,

rather than go to, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

This particular industrial spin-off is a European innovation

establishing standards for electronic subassemblies used between com-

puters and scientific hardware. The standards, known as CAMAC, have

been used in Europe for over six years ahd have resulted in tremendous

cost savings for European university and industrial experimenters.

At the Johnson Space Center, Houston, equipment built to CAMAC

standards has been used for slx years in scientific experiments flown

aboard high-altitude balloons. The CAMAC equipment has performed

satisfactorily at great reductions in cost over previously-used

custom-built electronic assemblies.

_VOL_/O
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Cost savings are envisioned during the 1980 Shuttle era by

which time experimenters from many different American universities and

companies will share Shuttle Orbiter space with European experimenters.

The CAMACequipment would provide data and control links between

the Shuttle Orbiter computers and experiment hardware in the payload bay.

Experimenters would be able to cut experiment costs since major elec-

tronics sections would be assembled from a CAMAC subassembly pool.

Experiments with common subassemblies would be able to share spare parts,

thereby reducing the cost of reliability.

The CAMAC equipment has been shown to be compatible with the

"shirt sleeve" environment aboard the Orbiter. The Marshall Space

Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama, is currently examlning different

CAMAC equipment to determine reliability during the stresses of launch

and landing.

###

March 7, 1977
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News
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas77058
AC713 483-5111

Cha rles Redmond ForRelease:

RELEASE NO: 77-15 Upon Receipt

WILDLAND INVENTORY EXPERIMENT BEGUN BY NASA & BLM

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Department

of the Interior have begun preliminary work on an experiment involving the

remote sensing of wildland resources in the western United States.

Interior's Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and NASA's Johnson Space

Center (JSC) have identified joint responsibilities for the cooperative

experiment which will test and implement a system using Landsat satellite

information to provide the BLM with an inventory of major streams, sail and

vegetation types, drainage patterns, major lakes, ponds, and other reservoirs,

and fire occurrence and hazards.

Landsat is an Earth resources satellite which provides multispectral

information capable of being computer enhanced and processed. It orbits

the Earth at an altitude of 570 miles. Two Landsat satellites are presently

in orbit with a third due for launch this October.

- more -
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NASA will provide satellite data and sophisticated processing

techniques to extract inventory information from the data. Most of the

NASA share of the experiment will be done at the space center in Houston.

The experiment will concentrate first on a portion of southcentral

Alaska east of Mount McKinley National Park. The area is called the

Denali Planning Unit by the BLM and includes northern spruce and fir

trees in a tundra ecology.

The second phase, if approved, will concentrate on the Shivwits

Planning Unit, an area in northwestern Arizona representing a desert

ecology. The final phase of the experiment will cover the Owyhee Planning

Unit in southwestern Idaho representing the sagebrush and grassland com-

munity of the intermountain west.

Each phase of the experiment will last about one year. At the

completion of the experiment, now expected to be late 1979, the partners

expect to have developed an automated inventory system capable of providing

extensive, timely information about the BLM's land holdings.

This experiment is a continuation of NASA's applications program

in the Earth resources disciplines. Previous applications which NASA has

developed for other agencies and private concerns include a water mapping

system for the Corps of Engineers, a forest inventory system for the U.S.

Forest Service, and a coastal wetlands inventory system for the Sate of

Louisiana, all using Landsat information. The applications program aims

to transfer the technology gathered during these experiments to all

possible public users.

- more -
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The Bureau of Land Management is an agency of the U.S. Department

of the Interior which has broad management authority over 473 million acres

of land in Il western states including over two-thirds of Alaska. The

BLM was recently granted the authority to inventory public lands and to

prepare comprehensive land-use programs for the lands held in public

trust under the BLM's stewardship.

The Johnson Space Center is NASA's lead center for the development

of earth resources applications programs.

###

March 7, 1977
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News
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas77058
AC713 483-5111

Jack Riley ForRelease:

RELEASENO: 77-16 March 4, 1977
2:00 p.m. CST

GIBSON REJOINSASTRONAUTOFFICE

Dr. Edward G. Gibson,sciencepilot on the 84-daySkylab 4

mission in 1973-74,will rejoin the JohnsonSpace Center'sAstronaut

Office on Monday,March 7.

Gibson,40, resignedfrom NASA in December 1974, to become

a senior staff scientistat AerospaceCorp., E1Segundo, California.

In 1976, he joinedERNO, Bremen,West Germany,prime contractorfor

Spacelabwhich will fly aboardthe Space Shuttle.

He will be assignedto the MissionSpecialistOffice,headed

by AstronautJoseph P. Kerwin,MD. Gibson'sPh.D. degree is in

engineeringand physics.

###



News
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

Lyndon B, Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas 77058
A0713 483-5111

For Release:

Jack Riley March 8, 1977

RELEASE NO: 77-17

ASTRONAUT EVANS TO LEAVE NASA

Astronaut Ronald E. Evans will leave NASA March 15 to become a

coal industry executive.

Evans, 43, command module pilot of Apollo 17 in 1972, has been

named Executive Vice President of Western America Energy Corporation

and Director of Marketing for WES-PAC Energy, the coal producing con-

cern of WAEC. Headquarters is in Scottsdale, Arizona, where the Evans

family will reside.

"l really appreciate the opportunity I've had to participate in

this nation's space program, and I'd like to thank everyone involved

for their help to me and in making the program a success," he said.

Evans was selected as a NASA astronaut in 1966. He logged 301

hours and 51 minutes in space during Apollo 17's mission to the moon,

including a one-hour, six-minute "space walk." He was a member of

the astronaut support crews for Apollos 7 and 11 and was backup command

-more-
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module pilot for Apollo 14 and the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project.

He retired from the Navy as a captain in May 1976, but remained

in the astronaut corps where he has been responsible for the operational

aspects of the ascent phase of the Space Shuttle orbital flight tests

scheduled to begin in 1979.
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HAMILTON STANDARD GETS SHUTTLE OXYGEN SYSTEM CONTRACT

The NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas, has awarded Hamilton

Standard Division of United Technologies Corporation, Windsor Locks,

Connecticut, a contract for development and production of the Space Shuttle

portable oxygen system.

The system consists of a face mask, rebreather loop, heat exchanger,

oxygen bottle and recharge kit which can operate independently or connected

to the Shuttle Orbiter's oxygen system. Orbiter crew and passengers will

use the portable oxygen system for emergency oxygen in case of cabin

atmosphere contamination, for prebreathing prior to spacewalks for

denitrogenizing crewmen's circulatory systems, life support during rescue

operations, and emergency oxygen after landing if the atmosphere around

Orbiter is contaminated.

The cost-plus-fixed-fee contract is valued at $2,752,000.

###
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RELEASE NO: 77-19 March 10, 1977

SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM FOR MISSION CONTROL CENTER

A solar heating system for year-round humidity control of computer

areas in the Mission Control Center at the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration's Johnson Space Center is scheduled for completion later

this year.

The estimated 1,527,922,000 BTU's annual energy savings of this

system is enough to provide heat and hot water for at least 16 average size

four-bedroom homes in the Houston area.

The $309,000 project provides for solar collecto_ panels to be

mounted on the roof of Mission Control Center. The area of the panels will

be approximately 5,600 square feet and they will be oriented south with a

29 degree tilt angle to provide maximum exposure to the sun. The solar

collectors will be set back from the edge of the Mission Control Center

- more -
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roof and will not be readilyvisiblefrom the ground level.

NASA and the Energy Research and DevelopmentAdministrationare

jointlyfunding the program. The goal of the program is to stimulatethe

advancementof an industrial,commercialand professionalcapabilityfor

using solar energy in heating and coolingof residentialand commercial

buildingsto reduce the demandon presentfossil fuel supplies.

Most of the computerequipmentin the Mission ControlCenter is in

operation24 hours a day year-round. The solar heatingsystem will provide

at least a 30 percent savingsin naturalgas used for reheatingthe building

air after it is chilledfor humiditycontrol.

On cloudy days and at night, the existing steam convertercurrently

in use for Mission ControlCenter will provide the additionalheat needed.

Final design of the solar collectionsystem is scheduledfor

completionin mid-March. Modificationto the presentsystem to tie-in the

solar system will begin in May with installationof the solar collectors

on the roof of the Mission ControlCenter in August and September.

Activationof the system is scheduledfor October.

This project is one of severalscheduledfor facilitiesat NASA

centersin California,Florida, Virginia,and Alabama.

The role of governmentin the solar energy field is to stimulate

potentialusers of the equipment and to assist industrywith development

and demonstrationprograms that will lead to the early, widespreaduse

of this energy source.
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CONSTRUCTION BEGUN ON NEW LUNAR SAMPLE BUILDING

Construction for the Johnson Space Center's new Lunar Curatorial

Facility began Monday, March 14. The new facility will replace the

presently crowded facility in Building 31.

General contractor for the construction is Spaw-Glass, Inc., of

Houston. Construction is expected to be completed by September 1978.

Construction budget is $2.02 million. A special feature of the new

facility is a glass viewing area on the second floor so clean-room

operations can be viewed from outside the clean area.

The new facility will be a 14,000-square-foot two-story addition

to Building 31. It will provide clean, secure storage space, processing,

experimental and simulation labs for the samples.

NASA astronauts brought back from the moon 844.1 pounds of

material. One hundred twenty-one pounds of it is in back-up storage

in San Antonio, and the remainder is stored at JSC. In addition to

American lunar samples, the Curatorial Facility also houses a small

- collection of lunar material provided by the USSR Academy of Sciences

from the Soviet Luna exploration program.

NASA-JSC ### March 14, 1977
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SHUTTLE CREWSPRESS CONFERENCEAND BRIEFINGS ON SHUTTLE ORBITER OPERATIONS

April 4-5, 1977, NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas

Briefings on Space Shuttle Program and Orbiter systems and f!ight operations
wil! be held Monday and Tuesday, Apri! 4-5:

Monday

1:00 pm Space Shuttle Robert F. Thompson, Manager
Space Shuttle Program, JSC

Shuttle Orbiter Aaron Cohen, Manager
_ Orbiter Project Office, JSC

Orbiter Subsystems Lewis R. Fisher, Deputy Manager
Orbiter Engineering Office, JSC

Tues day

9:00 am Approach & Landing Donald K. Slayton, Manager
Test (ALT) Approach & Landing Test, Shuttle

Program Office, JSC

ALT Flight Operations M.P. "Pete" Frank, Chief,
Flight Control Division, JSC

12:30 pm ALT Crews Press Conference with Astronauts Fred Haise,
Gordon Fullerton, Joe Engle and Richard Truly

Briefings and press conference will be in Room 135, Building 2 at the
NASA Johnson Space Center.

For additional information call the Public Information Office, 713/483-5111.
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HAROLD BLACK PARTICIPATES IN SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER APPROACH AND LANDING

TESTS (ALT)

Harold Black, formerly of Clifton, New Jersey, is a member of the flight

control team participating in the NASA Johnson Space Center's Space Shuttle

Orbiter Approach and Landing Test (ALT) program.

Black is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Rosen of 217 E. 9th st., Clifton.

The ALT program is to confirm the subsonTc airworthiness and pilot-guided

and automatic landing capabilities of the Orbiter, a reuseable spacecraft

scheduled to begin Earth orbital missions in early 1979.

The Orbiter will be carried to altitude by a 747 jetliner for captive and

free flights through January 1978. The tests are conducted at the NASA

Dryden Flight Research Center in California. The control center for the

test is at JSC in Houston.

-more-
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Black serves as Instrumentation and Communications Systems Officer. He

manages and operates Orbiter communications and instrumentation systems.

He is a 1961 graduate of Newark College of Engineering with a BS

degree Tn electrical engineering.
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RELEASE NO: 77-21/2

MICHAEL F. COLLINS PARTICIPATES IN'SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER APPROACHAND

LANDING TESTS (ALT)

Michael F. Collins, formerly of E1 Campo, Texas, is a member of the

flight control team participatTng in the NASA Johnson Space Center's

Space Shuttle Orbiter Approach and Landing Test (ALT) program.

Collins is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie W. Collins of 911 Ave. F.,

E1Campo.

The ALT program is to confirm the subsonic airworthiness and pilot-guided

and automatic landing capabilities of the Orbiter, a reuseable spacecraft

scheduled to begin Earth orbital missions in 1979.

The Orbiter will be carried to altitude by a 747 jetliner for captive

and free flights through January 1978. The tests are conducted at the

-more-
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NASA Dryden Flight Research Center in California. The controt center

for the test is at JSC in Houston.

As the lead Aerodynamics Flight Controller, Collins is responsible

for safety-of-flight monitoring of the stability and control, vehicle

dynamics and structural loads of the Orbiter.

Collins works in the Flight Dynamics Section, Flight Control Division.

He is a 1966 graduate of the University of Texas at Austin with a BS

degree Tn aerospace engineering.
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RELEASE NO' 77-21/3

JAMES M. HELFLIN PARTICIPATES IN SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER APPROACH AND

LANDING TESTS (ALT)

James M. Helflin, formerly of Edmond, Oklahoma, is a member of the flight

control team participating in the NASA Johnson Space Center's Space Shuttle

Orbiter Approach and Landing Test (ALT) Program.

Helflln is the son of Mr. Jim Helflin of Edmond.

The ALT program is to confirm the subsonic airworthiness and pilot-guided

and automatic landing capabilities of the Orbiter, a reuseable spacecraft

scheduled to begin Earth orbital missions in 1979.

The Orbiter will be carried to altitude by a 747 jetliner for captive and

free flights through January 1978. The tests are conducted at the NASA

Dryden Flight Research Center in California. The control center for the

test is at JSC in Houston.
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As Shuttle Mission Officer for Kinematics, Hydraulics, Electrical, and

Environmental Systems, Helflln provides realtime flight test support by

determining operational suitability of the 0rbiter electrical, mechanical

and envlronmental systems.

Helflin works in the Electrical, Mechanical and Environmental Systems

Branch, Flight Control Division.

He is a 1966 graduate of Central State University with a BS degree in

physics and mathematics.
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RELEASE NO: 77-21/4

CORNELIUS L. GRIFFITH PARTICIPATES IN SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER APPROACH AND

LANDING TESTS (ALT)

Cornelius L. Griffith, formerly of Evansville, Indiana, is a member of the

flight control team participating in the NASA Johnson Space Center's Space

Shuttle Orbiter Approach and Landing Test (ALT).

6rlffith is the son of Mrs. Thelma E. 6riffith and the late Cornelius

A. Griffith of 810 Line St., Evansville.

The ALT program is to confirm the subsonic ai rworthlness and pilot-guided

and automatic landing capabilities of the Orbiter, a reuseable spacecraft

scheduled to begin Earth orbital missions in 1979.

The Orbiter will be carried to altitude by a 747 jetliner for captive

and free flights through January t978. The tests are conducted at the

-more-
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NASA Dryden Flight Research Center in California. The control center

for the test is at JSC in Houston.

As koads Monitor, he is responsible for monitoring the stresses and

strains in the struts connecting the Orbiter to the 747 carrier

aircraft. He also monitors other aerodynamic parameters to insure

that flight conditions are maintained.

Griffith works in the Flight Dynamics section, Flight Control Division.

He is a 1971 Princeton University graduate in aerospace engineering.
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RELEASE NO: 77-21/5

LARRY R. BELL PARTICIPATES IN SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER APPROACH AND
LANDING TESTS (ALT)

Larry R. Bell, formerly of Texas City, Texas is a member of the flight

control team participating in the NASA Johnson Space Center's Space Shuttle

Orbiter Approach and Landing Test (ALT) program.

Bell is the son of Mr. Homer Bell of Livingston, Texas.

The ALT program is to confirm the subsonic airworthiness and pilot-guided

and automatic landing capabilities of the Orbiter, a reuseable spacecraft

scheduled to begin Earth orbital missions in 1979.

The Orbiter will be carried to altitude by a 747 jetliner for captive and

free flights through January 1978. The tests are conducted at the NASA

Dryden Flight Research Center in California. The control center for the

test is at JSC in Houston.
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Bell serves as the Shuttle Mission Officer for Kinematics, Hydraulics,

Electrical and Environmental Systems.

He is in the Flight Control Division's Electrical Power section, and

is a 1965 graduate of Lamar University with a BS degree in mechanical

engineering.
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RELEASE NO: 77-21/6

DON BOURQUE PARTICIPATES IN SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER APPROACH AND LANDING

TESTS (ALT)

Don Bourque, formerly of St. Martinville, Louisiana, is a member of the

flight control team participating in the NASA Johnson Space Center's

Space Shuttle Orbiter Approach and Landing Test (ALT) program.

Bourque is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Sevan Bourque of Route 2, Box 332,

St. Martinville.

The ALT program is to confirm the subsonic airworthiness and pilot-guided

and automatic landing capabilities of the Orbiter, a reuseabie spacecraft

scheduled to begin Earth orbital missions in 1979.

Bourque serves as the prime Flight Controller for Guidance, Navigation

and Control Systems. He monitors all onboard avionics from the Mission

Control Center which includes computer complex, sensors, controllers,
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and other electronics and actuators required to fly the Orbiter manually

or automatically. He also determines crew actions required to proceed

with the flight safely.

Bourque is employed Tn the Guidance and Propulsion Branch, Flight

Control Division. He earned a BS degree in Electrical Engineering in

1961 from the University of Southwestern Louisiana, Lafayette, La.
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JOHN L. NELSON PARTICIPATES IN SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER APPROACH AND

LANDING TESTS (ALT)

John L. Nelson, formerly of Cheyenne, Wyoming, is a member of the flight

control team participating in the NASA Johnson Space Center's Space

Shuttle Approach and Landing Test (ALT) program.

Nelson is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul D. Nelson, 1319 West 32nd St.,

Cheyenne.

The ALT program is to confirm the subsonic airworthiness and pilot-guided

and automatic landing capabilities of the Orbiter, a reuseable spacecraft

scheduled to begin Earth orbital missions in 1979.

The Orbiter will be carried to altitude by a 747 jetliner for captive

and free flights through January 1978. The tests are conducted at the

NASA Dryden Flight Research Center in California. The control center for

the test is at JSC in Houston.
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As Data Processing System (DPS) Flight Controller during ALT, he

monitors the Shuttle data processing system and recommends corrective

action when problems occur in the DPS area.

Nelson works in the Guidance and Propulsion Systems Branch, Flight

Control Division.

He is a 1967 graduate of New Mexico State University with a BS degree

in mechanical engineering. Nelson is married to the former Aurelia

Alvarez of Las Cruces, New Mexico.
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RELEASE NO: 77-21/8

JACK KNIGHT_ JR. PARTICIPATES IN SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER APPROACH AND
LANDING TESTS (ALT)

Jack Knight, Jr., formerly of Nashville, Georgia, is a member of the

flight control team participating in the NASA Johnson Space Center's

Space Shuttle Orbiter Approach and Landing Test (ALT) program.

Knight is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Knight, Sr. of Box 5, Nashville.

The ALT program is to confirm the subsonic airworthiness and pilot-guided

and automatic landing capabilities of the Orbiter, a reuseable spacecraft

scheduled to begin Earth orbital missions in 1979.

The Orbiter will be carried to altitude by a 747 jetliner for captive and

free flights through January 1978. The tests are conducted at the NASA

Dryden Flight Research Center in California. The control center for the

test is at JSC in Houston.
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Knight serves as Flight Test Engineer for Environmental, Electrical,

and Mechanical Systems. He monitors and evaluates the health of the

systems and recommends alternate or corrective procedures if required.

Knight works in the Electrical, Mechanical and Environmental Systems

Branch, Flight Control Division.

He is a 1965 graduate of Georgia Institute of Technology with a BS

degree in electrical engineering.
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EDWARD LIEBMAN PARTICIPATES IN SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER APPROACH AND
LANDING TESTS (ALT)

Edward Liebman, formerly of Brooklyn, New York, is a member of the

flight control team participating in the NASA Johnson Space Center's

Space Shuttle Orbiter Approach and Landing Test (ALT) program.

The ALT program is to confirm the subsonic airworthiness and pilot-guided

and automatic landing capabilities of the Orbiter, a reuseable space-

craft scheduled to begin Earth orbital missions in 1979.

The Orbiter will be carried to altitude by a 747 jetliner for captive

and free flights through January 1978. Tests are conducted at the

NASA Dryden Flight Research Center in California. The control center

for the test is at JSC in Houston.

Liebman's duty is to monitor and analyze Space Shuttle telemetered

data as well as crew comments related to the guidance, navigation and
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control systems of the vehicle. He also recommends solutions and re-

configurations in response to onboard malfunctions.

Liebman is employed in the Guidance and Propulsion Branch, Flight

Control Division at JSC.

He received a BME degree in 1960, and MME degree in 1964 from the

City College of New York.
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DAVID A. BALLARD PARTICIPATES IN SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER APPROACH AND

LANDING TESTS (ALT)

David A. Ballard, formerly of Ware, Massachusetts, is a member of the

flight control team participating in NASA Johnson Space Center's Space

Shuttle Orbiter Approach and Landing Test (ALT) program.

Ballard is the son of Mr. Russell Ballard of Ware.

The ALT program is to confirm the subsonic airworthiness and pilot-guided

and automatic landing capabilities of the Orbiter, a reuseable space-

craft scheduled to begin Earth orbital missions in 1979.

The Orbiter will be carried to altitude by a 747 jetliner for captive

and free flights through January 1978. The tests are conducted at the

NASA Dryden Flight Research Center in California. The control center

for the test is at JSC in Houston.
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Ballard serves as Flight Data File Manager, Flight Activities Officer

and Secretary of the Crew Procedures Control Board.

He is in Flight Operation's Crew Training and Procedures Division, and

is a 1961 graduate of the University of Florida with a BS degree in

electrical engineering.
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EUGENE H. JOHNSON, JR. PARTICIPATES IN SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER APPROACH
AND LANDING TESTS (ALT)

Eugene H. Johnson, Jr., formerly of Littlefield, Texas is a member of

the flight control team participating in NASA Johnson Space Center's

Space Shuttle Orbiter Approach and Landing Test (ALT) program.

Johnson is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Hinson of Fort Stockton, Texas.

The ALT program is to confirm the subsonic airworthiness and pilot-guided

and automatic landing capabilities of the Orbiter, a reuseable spacecraft

scheduled to begin Earth orbital missions in 1979.

The Orbiter will be carried to altitude by a 747 jetliner for captive

and free flights through January 1978. The tests are conducted at the

NASA Dryden Flight Research Center in California. The control center

for the test is at JSC in Houston.

Johnson serves as the lead optical system support engineer. He prepares

test procedures and certifTes documents for ALT camera systems. In
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addition, he is the lead engineer for maintenance and operation of

16mm cameras for ALT.

Johnson was graduated in 1956 with a BS degree in electrical engineering

from Texas Tech University.
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LINDA PRITCHARD PARTICIPATES IN SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER APPROACH 'AND
LANDING TESTS (ALT)

Linda Pritchard, formerly of Newport News, Virginia, is a member of the

flight control team participating in NASA Johnson Space Center's Space

Shuttle Orbiter Approach and Landing Test (ALT) program.

Pritchard is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Manly Pritchard, Jr.,

7 Digges Dr., Newport News.

The ALT program is to confirm the subsonic airworthiness and pilot-guided

and automatic landing capabilities of the Orbiter, a reuseable spacecraft

scheduled to begin Earth orbital missions in 1979.

The Orbiter will be carried to altitude by a 747 jetliner for captive

and free flights through January 1978. The tests are conducted at the

NASA Dryden Flight Research Center in California. The control center

for the test is at JSC in Houston.

Pritchard's duty is to monitor and analyze Space Shuttle telemetered
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data as well as crew comments related to the guidance, navigation and

control systems of the vehicle. She also recommends solutions and

reconfigurations in response to onboard malfunctions.

Prltchard is employed in the Guidance and Propulsion Branch, Flight

Control Division at JSC.

She is a 1976 mathematics graduate of Virginia Polytechnic Institute

and State University.
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DONALD R. PUDDY PARTICIPATES IN SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER APPROACH AND
LANDING TESTS {ALT)

Donald R. Puddy, formerly of Ponca City, Oklahoma, is a member of the

f]ight control team participating Tn NASA Johnson Space Center's Space

Shuttle Orbiter Approach and Landing Test (ALT) program.

Puddy is the son of Mr. and Mrs° Lester A. Puddy of 2411 Mockingbird Ln.,

Ponca City.

The ALT program is to confirm the subsonic airworthiness and pilot-guided

and automatic landing capabilrties of the Orbiter, a reuseable spacecraft

scheduled to begin Earth orbital missions in 1979.

The Orbiter will be carried to altitude by a 747 jetliner for captive

and free flights through January 1978o The tests are conducted at the

NASA Dryden Flight Research Center in California. The control center

for the test is at JSC in Houston.
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As Flight Director, Puddy has total operational responsibility for the

realtime conduct of the five captive active and eight free flights

scheduled for May 1977 - February 1978.

Puddy Ts assigned to the Flight Operations Directorate.

He is a 1960 graduate of the University of Oklahoma witn a BS degree

in mechanical engineering and is currently working on a Masters in

Business Administration at the University of Houston, Clear Lake City.
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HERSHEL R. PERKINS PARTICIPATES IN SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER APPROACH AND
LANDING TESTS (ALT)

Hershel R. Perkins, formerly of Barksdale, Texas, is a member of the

flight control team participating in NASA Johnson Space Center's Space

Shuttle Orbiter Approach and Landing Test (ALT) program.

Perkins is the son of Mrs. Lillie Perkins of Barksdale.

The ALT program is to confirm the subsonic airworthiness and pilot-guided

and automatic landing capabilities of the Orbiter, a reuseable spacecraft

scheduled to begin Earth orbital m_ss_ons in 1979.

The Orbiter will be carried to altitude by a 747 jetliner for captive

and free flights through January 1978. The tests are conducted at the

NASA Dryden Flight Research Center in California. The control center

for the test is at JSC in Houston.

As Shuttle systems specialist, Perkins monitors the flight control systems.

He attended the University of Houston.
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HAROLD CLANCY PARTICIPATES IN SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER APPROACH AND
LANDING TESTS (ALT)

Harold Clancy, son of Mr. and Mrs° Harold Clancy of Elmhurst, Illinois,

is a member of the flight control team participating in NASA Johnson

Space Center's Space Shuttle Orbiter Approach and Landing Test (ALT) program.

The ALT program is to confirm the subsonic airworthiness and pilot-guided

and automatic landing capabilities of the Orbiter, a reuseable spacecraft

scheduled to begin Earth orbital missions in 1979.

The Orbiter will be carried to altitude by a 747 jetliner for captive

and free flights through January 1978. The tests are conducted at the

NASA Dryden Flight Research Center in California. The control center

for the test is at JSC in Houston.

As Control Officer, Clancy monitors the Orbiter control systems and

assures that the backup control system is operating properly.

He was graduated in 1963 with a BS degree in physics from John

Carroll University.
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MAKOTO SUGANO PARTICIPATES IN SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER APPROACH AND
LANDING TESTS (ALT)

Makoto Sugano, formerly of chicago, Illinois, is a member of the

flight control team participating in NASA Johnson Space Center's Space

Shuttle Orbiter Approach and Landing Test (ALT) program.

Sugano is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Takeo Sugano of 6007 S. Sheridan Rd.

29E.

The ALT program is to confirm the subsonic airworthiness and pilot-guided

and automatic landing capabilities of the Orbiter, a reuseable spacecraft

scheduled to begin Earth orbital missions in 1979.

The Orbiter will be carried to altitude by a 747 jetliner for captive

and free flights through January 1978. The tests are conducted at the

NASA Dryden Flight Research Center in California. The control center

for the test is at JSC in Houston.
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Sugano is responsible for realtime monitoring of Orbiter aerodyanmic

characterlstics.

He is employed in the Mission Operations Branch, Flight Control Division.

He is a 1970 aerospace engineering graduate of the University of

Illinois.
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TRAVIS R. BRICE PARTICIPATES IN SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER APPROACH AND

LANDING TESTS (ALT)

Travis R. Brice, formerly of Splendora, Texas, is a member of the

flight control team participating in NASA Johnson Space Center's Space

Shuttle Orbiter Approach and Landing Test (ALT) program.

Brice is the son of Mr. and Mrs. James H. Brice of Splendora.

The ALT program is to confirm the subsonic airworthiness and pilot-guided

and automatic landing capabilities of the Orbiter, a reuseable spacecraft

scheduled to begin Earth orbital missions in 1979.

The Orbiter will be carried to altitude by a 747 jetliner for captive

and free flights through January 1978. The tests are conducted at the

NASA Dryden Flight Research Center in California. The control center

for the test is at JSC in Houston.

-more-
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As Loads and Dynamics Officer, BrJce will assist in managing the

captive, active and free flights.

He received a BS degree in aerospace engineering in 1964 from Texas

A&M University and in 1968 received a MS degree from the University

of Tennessee Space Institute.
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DR. CHARLES HUGH DOPSON PARTICIPATES IN SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER APPROACH AND
LANDING TESTS (ALT)

Dr. Charles Hugh Dopson, formerly of Rayville, Louisiana, is a member of the

flight control team participating in NASA Johnson Space Center's Space

Shuttle Orbiter Approach and Landing Test (ALT)program.

Dopson is the son of Mro and Mrs. M. L. Dopson of 209 Sixth St., Rayville.

The ALT program is to confirm the subsonic airworthiness and pilot-guided

and automatic landing capabilities of the Orbiter, a reuseable spacecraft

scheduled to begin Earth orbTtal missions in 1979.

The Orbiter will be carried to altitude by a 747 jetliner for captive

and free flights through January 1978. The tests are conducted at the

NASA Dryden Flight Research Center in California. The control center

for the test is at JSC in Houston.

-more-
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As Communications and Command Officer, Dopson is responsible for mission

planning and control of spacecraft communications and commands during

manned flights operations.

He is employed in the Communications and Command Section, Flight

Control Division.

Dopson received a doctorate in physics from Rice University in 1970, and

a doctorate in physiology in 1970, and a doctorate in physiology in 1974

from the University of Texas (Houston).
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CHARLES DEITERICHPARTICIPATESIN SPACE SHUTTLEORBITER APPROACHAND

LANDINGTESTS (ALT)

Charles Deiterich,formerlyof Galena Park, Texas, is a member of the

flight controlteam participatingin the NASA JohnsonSpace Center's

Space ShuttleOrbiterApproach and LandingTest (ALT) program.

Deiterichis the son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Deiterichof 1406 Third

St., Galena Park.

The ALT programis to confirmthe subsonicairworthinessand pilot-guided

and automatic landingcapabilitiesof the Orbiter, a reuseablespacecraft

scheduledto begin Earth orbitalmissions in 1979.

The Orbiterwill be carried to altitudeby a 747 jetlinerfor captive

and free flights throughJanuary 1978. The tests are conductedat the

NASA Dryden Flight ResearchCenter in California. The controlcenter

for the test is at JSC in Houston.

As a FlightdynamicsOfficer, Deiterichis responsiblefor flight profile

developmentand realtimetrajectorycontrol.

He is in the Flight ControlDivision'sFlight DynamicsSection,and

is a 1960 graduateof the Universityof St. Thomas.
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NASA PICKS NORTHROP TO MAINTAIN AIRCRAFT AT JOHNSON CENTER

The NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, has selected Northrop

Worldwide Aircraft Services, Lawton, Oklahoma, for negotiat4ons leading

to award of a contract for maintenance and modification of aircraft

assigned to the Center.

Aircraft assigned to JSC include 15 Northrop T-38A's for

astrona'utspaceflight readiness training; two T-38A's for Space Shuttle

program support; one T-38A for aircraft research and development test

projects; one Martin WB-57F, one Lockheed NP-3A, one Lockheed NC-13OB,

one Bell 206B helicopter and one Bell 47G helicopter for the airborne

instrumentation research program; one Grumman G-159 for administrative

transportation; one Boeing KC-135A for the reduced-gravity program;

and two Grumman G-1159 Shuttle Training Aircraft. Northrop will provide

servicing, maintenance, modification, and related engineering and

logistics support for these aircraft.

Northrop's proposed estimated cost and award fee for the initial

one-year contract is $4,789,000. The contract will begin May 1, 1977,

and two additional one-year periods are expected to be negotiated.
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NASA NEGOTIATES WITH KENTRON FOR SUPPORT CONTRACT AT JOHNSON

The NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, has selected Kentron

Hawaii, Ltd. for negotiations which will lead to a cost-plus-award-fee

contract for technical information and public affairs support services

at the Center.

The proposed contract covers technical editing, writing and

report preparation; preparation of program, flight and systems operation

documentation; library materials processing and documentation retrieval;

graphic arts services; logistical library services; publications and

forms distribution; microfilming; and public affairs services.

Kentron's proposed cost and fee for providing the services from

May 1, 1977 through April 30, 1978, is approximately $2,600,000.
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NASA NEGOTIATES WITH PAN-AM FOR JSC MAINTENANCE CONTRACT

The NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, has selected Pan American

World Airways, Inc. Aerospace Services Division of Cocoa Beach, Florida,

for negotiations leading to award of a contract for maintenance and

operations support services at the Center.

The contract will cover maintenance and operation of Center

utility systems such as heating and cooling, electrical power, potable

water and waste disposal; maintenance of buildings, roads, parking lots

and drainage ditches; maintenance of JSC-occupied buildings and utility

systems at nearby Ellington AFB; special-purpose equipment maintenance

such as laboratory test, machine shop, photographic processing, cafeteria,

printing and reproduction, and elevators; and facility emergency and

disaster planning.

Pan America's proposed estimated cost and award fee for the

initial one-year contract starting May 1, 1977, is $7,495,000. Two

additional one-year extensions are expected to be negotiated.
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NASA SIGNS ADD-ON CONTRACT WITH ROCKWELL FOR SHUTTLE WORK

The NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, has signed a supplemental

agreement with Rockwell International Corporation Space Division, Downey,

California, for additional work on the Space Shuttle Orbiter.

The agreement includes design changes in the Orbiter airlock

and tunnel which permit "shirtsleeve" movement of crewmen between the

Orbiter and the European-built Spacelab in Orbiter's cargo bay. Rockwell

performs the bulk of the Orbiter work at the Downey plant and at field

offices in Palmdale, California, Houston, and at Kennedy Space Center,

Florida.

The $3,076,250 supplement brings the estimated value of the

Orbiter cost-plus-award-fee contract to approximately $3,042,181,353.

###
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NASA AMENDS ROCKWELL CONTRACT TO COVER ORBITER CHANGES

The NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, has signed a supplemental

agreement to the contract with Rockwell International Corporation Space

Division, Downey, California, covering eight engineering changes to the

Space Shuttle Orbiter. The changes include incorporation of windows in

both the Orbiter airlock and in the payload tunnel adapter, and other

adaptations for the European-built Spacelab to be carried into space in

Orbiter's 15 x 65 ft. cargo bay.

The supplemental agreement is valued at $5,189,500, bringing

the estimated value of the cost-plus-award-fee Rockwell contract to

$3,047,370,853.

Rockwell performs the bulk of the Orbiter work at its Downey

plant with support from field offices in Houston and at NASA Kennedy

Space Center, Florida.
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SPACE ENGINEERS DESIGN

EMERGENCY MEDICAL CONSOLE

Out in West Texas, where there is nothing but "miles and miles of

miles and miles," physicians and nurses have better things to do than to

figure out how to _'patch" an incoming ambulance radio call into a

hospital phone system. Most attempts at wiring together radio and

telephone communications between a central hospital and on-scene

ambulance paramedics usually resemble yesterday's spaghetti.

Communications and biomedical engineers at the NASA Johnson Space

Center in Houston have designed and built a prototype emergency services

communications unit which has been installed in the Odessa Medical Center

Hospital, The hospital is one of several medical facilities in the

Permian Basin Emergency Medical System, and Ts the medical "control

center" for the ]7-county system,

The communications console, scarce]y larger than an e)ectric

typewriter, was built from commercially-available components and includes

a11 emergency medical system (EMS) communications functions that are

needed for a regional hospital, In the radio section of the console,

easy-to-operate controls allow a physician or nurse to consult with local

or regional ambulance drivers and paramedics, other hospitals, receive

incoming electrocardiograms, set up a radio-to-telephone patch, and

- more -



EMS Console 2

page hospital staff members. The telephone system includes a hotline

from the Emergency Medical System's resource control center, an automatic

dialer for special-care centers and other facilities in the Permian Basin

network, incoming or outgoing electrocardi_ographic data for cardioscope

displays and strip recorders between hospitals, and a hospital intercom

terminal.

After several months of field testing in the Odessa Hospital, NASA

engineers will make whatever design changes are needed to the console.

Complete sets of design and manufacturing drawings for the console

are expected to be available to EMS organizations by May 30, 1977 from

the Technology Utilization Office, NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston,

Texas 77058. EMS groups would then contract locally for construction

of consoles fitting their specific needs.

- end -
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FRAZER RECEPIENT OF NASA EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE MEDAL

Robert R. Frazer who is currently NASA Palmdale Operations Manager

recently received NASA's second highest award - the Exceptional

Service Medal - for his work with the recently successful Viking

Mars Project.

Frazer was recognized for "his outstanding contribution to the conduct

of the Viking Lander integrated test program. His experience and pro-

fesslona] skills were essential to the eventual success of Vlking's

exploration of Mars." In 1974-75Frazer was temporarily assigned to

Denver, Colorado where he served as assembly and test manager on the

Viking Project.

During his more than 14 years with NASA , Frazer a native of Santa Monica,

California, has served in various jobs with NASA's manned sDacefliqht

team at the Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas, and at the Rockwell

International facilities at Downey, California.

- more -
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Frazer received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Electrical Engineering

from the New Mexico State University in 1958 and a Master's degree in

business administration from the University of Neveda in 1971. Frazer

has been at Palmdale since 1975.

Before joining NASA in 1963, Frazer was an electronics engineer with

Shell Oil (1958-59), and engineer with General Dynamics Corporation

(1959-62) and for two years he was a senior electronics engineer

with the Aerojet General Corporation.
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SIMPKINSON RECEPIENT OF NASA EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE MEDAL

Scott H. Simpkinson, a native of Piqua, Ohio and a 1943 graduate of

the University of Cincinnati, has for the fourth time been awarded the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Exceptional Service

Medal.

Simpkinson, 57, who has been with NASA since 1943 received the latest

Exceptional Service Medal "in recognition of dedicated leadership as

chairman of the Viking Special Critical Design Review Team which

contributed significantly to the success of the Viking spacecraft."

Two Viking spacecraft landed on Mars (July and September) in 1976,

and provided scientists incredible information on the unexpectedly

dynamic planet.

In more than three decades with NASA, Simpkinson has received more

than 20 awards for his extra efforts during both manned and unmanned

U.S. Space Programs. He is currently serving at the NASA Johnson

Space Center, Houston, Texas, as Manager for Flight Safety for the

Space Shuttle Program, this nation's next manned spaceflight program.

- more -
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Simpkinson received a Bechelor of Science Degree in Hechanical

Engineering from the University of Cincinnati in 1943. Simpkinson

is married to the former Arleen Ann Baxa of Cleveland.
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INTRODUCTION

To support a growing population and to improve the quality of life for

that population, the requirements for energy in the U.S. and world will

continue to increase. Projections indicate that U.S. requirements may

grow by a factor of two to three between now and 2000.

The nation is actively pursuing alternate sources of energy because of

the problems or concerns related to obtaining required energy for the

future from oil, gas, nuclear, and coal sources. Solar energy is an

obvious candidate for consideration. Solar energy is inexhaustible and

clean. Its use in the past has been limited by the relative cost of

collecting and converting solar energy into electrical power. The in-

creasing costs of other energy sources will make solar energy more

attractive.

During recent years a new concept for the collection of solar energy has

been developed. This concept involves the location of solar power sta-

tions in space.

Engineers at the NASA Johnson Space Center, are presently studying the

technical and economic feasibility of the commercial utilization of

space solar power. These NASA studies have developed concepts for

constructing large satellites in space which could collect a part of

the seemingly limitless solar energy available there, convert the solar

energy to electricity and then to radio frequency energy in the microwave

spectrum, and subsequently transmit this microwave energy to receiving

stations on earth where it would be converted back to electricity by a

local power company for commercial distribution through their power lines.

A SPACE SOLAR POWER CONCEPT

The space solar power concept is illustrated in Figure 1. A large solar

collector is located in a geosychronous orbit that is approximately

22,000 miles above the earth. In geosynchronous orbit there is no day



or night, clouds, or atmosphere to interfere with the solar energy reaching

the collector. Six to fifteen times as much solar energy will be received

in space as on the ground in a given period of time for a given size

collector. Equally important, it will be continuously received. The

geosynchronous location of the solar collector means that it remains

fixed over the same spot on the earth and can provide continuous power

to a given location.

The solar energy collected in space is converted into microwave energy

by devices such as klystrons or amplitrons. Energy is beamed to earth

by using a transmitting antenna as illustrated by the circular device at

either end of the large collector. The energy is received at the earth's

surface by a "rectenna" (rectifying antenna). The received microwave

energy is converted to conventional forms of electrical power and trans-

mitted to nearby cities and industries. It should be noted that the

receiving rectenna can be located in the area where the power is to be

used and does not have to be located in areas of the country where there

is a high percentage of sunlight. This is because the microwave beam is

not affected by day, night, or clouds, and only by the atmosphere under

particularly adverse conditions.

APPARENT ADVANTAGES AND NEW REQUIREMENTS

The apparent advantages of the concept and related requirements for new

or improved technologies are summarized in Figure 2. Due to the day-

night cycle, clouds and atmospheric effects, and relative earth-sun

positions, the solar collector in space will be exposed to 6 to 15 times

more sunlight over a period of time than an equal-sized collector located

on earth. The location in geosynchronous orbit provides near continuous

access to sunlight and allows the system to operate as a baseload plant.

Essentially, the microwave beam is unaffected by weather. This inde-

pendence from weather results in location of receivers to meet power

demands rather than obtain optimum sunlight conditions.
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The concept appears to offer a number of advantages; however, for the

system to be viable it requires new or improved technologies. Solar

cells or other energy collection techniques need to be improved in

efficiency while simultaneously reduced in weight and production costs.

Transmission of large amounts of power by microwave techniques needs

to be explored and systems optimized. Techniques for constructing

large structures in space need to be developed and demonstrated. Cost

of moving men and materials to orbit needs to be significantly reduced.

Preliminary studies indicate the possibility of these technology advance-

ments.

TYPICAL RESULTS OF INITIAL STUDIES

Preliminary studies of the space solar power concept have been conducted

by industry and government.

The results presented in Figure 3 are considered typical of results from

a number of studies. The studies considered a silicon solar cell system,

although at the present time other photovoltaic and solar thermal systems

are possible options.

The "range of estimates" presented reflects optimistic and conservative

projections of the required technology. It should be noted that each of

the weight estimates includes an allowance of 50 percent for growth or

underestimation. The range of cost estimates is a reflection of these

projections. The difficulties of projecting costs for a system 15 to 20

years in the future should be recognized. The primary intent of the pre-

sent estimates was to determine whether the cost estimates would be in

the tens of mills as compared to hundreds or thousands of mills per

kilowatt-hour. The resulting estimates of 30-115 mills/kWh indicate

that the potential costs are in a range where the concept is worthy of

further investigation.
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The significance of the cost of solar cells and space transportation is

described later in this fact sheet. The environmental effects of the

system are generally favorable, particularly in terms of minimal air and

thermal pollution. Studies will be required to provide definite answers

to questions related to the microwave beam.

The study indicated that the aerospace industry represents a base of

knowledge, capability, and organization required for the development and

implementation of the space power concept. In general, the requirements

of the system represent extensions of capabilities developed and exercised

during the past 20 years.

It was concluded that the space concept appeared competitive with other

advanced power generation systems when a variety of factors were con-

sidered, including technological feasibility, cost, safety, natural

resources, energy payback, environment; baseload characteristics, loca-

tion flexibility, land use, and industrial capability.

A TYPICAL CONFIGURATION

Figure 4 presents a typical system configuration resulting from an initial

study. The dimensions and weights are approximately midpoints of the

ranges presented in Figure 3.

This configuration produces a total of lO,O00 megawatts of power at the

ground rectenna(s) for introduction into the electrical grid. Five

thousand megawatts are available from each of two rectennas which operate

with the same satellite. This particular two-antenna-rectenna combination

is not required but is convenient to "balance" the Space Solar Station.

The large size of the satellite is related to its large power output

capability. Additional studies will be required to determine the optimum

size for the solar power stations, although they are expected to be quite
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large for reasons of economy. An additional consideration of utilizing

this size for the study was the projected requirements for large electri-

cal parks of this size in the period 2000 and beyond.

This configuration assumes silicon solar cells operating at a conversion

efficiency of 10.3 percent at lO0°C. Reflectors are used to concentrate

the sunlight on the solar cells. The energy from the solar cells is

converted to microwave energy and transmitted to earth at a frequency

of 2.45 GHz. The efficiency of this conversion and transmission is

estimated to by 58.3 percent, resulting in an overall collection-con-

version-transmission efficiency of 6 percent. The transmitting antenna

consists mainly of microwave generators, in the form of klystrons or

amplitrons, and waveguides.

The ground-based rectenna or rectifying antenna collects the microwave

radiation from space and rectifies this power into direct current. The

rectenna elements consist of a half-wave dipole antenna and a half-wave

rectifier (Schottky barrier diode).

The weight of the configuration is estimated to be 75,000 metric tons.

This total estimate was made by estimating the weights of each component

in the system and adding a 50 percent growth allowance.

GROUND-BASED ACTIVITIES

Solar Cells

The Energy Research and Development Administration embarked on a program

to reduce the cost of solar cells for terestrial applications. This

work, in which the Jet Propulsion Laboratory is playing a key role, has

a goal of achieving solar cells with a cost of $500 per kilowatt by 1986

(see Figure 5). Costs of $100-300 per kilowatt are projected by the

year 2000 based on a demand of 50 gigawatts equivalent power. The

implementation of a commercial Space Solar Power Program would increase
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this demand still further. The technical data and cost estimates

presented herein assume a cost of solar cells varying from a conserva-

tive $500 per kilowatt to an optimistic $100 per kilowatt in the 1995-

2025 period.

Present studies have emphasized silicon solar cells because they are

technically the most advanced. In addition, our space experience has

been limited to the silicon cells. Solar cells from materials such

as gallium arsenide show considerable promise. Recent results of

laboratory tests (see Figure 5) indicate an improvement in efficiency

of these cells of 50 percent in the last 2 years. If further projected

improvements are achieved, the size, weight, and cost estimates of the

space system may be reduced by as much as 40 percent.

Microwave Transmission

Microwave transmission is basic to space and other communications systems.

Microwave transmission of power in large quantities is less familiar.

Early tests were conducted from a helicopter to ground. More recently,

preliminary tests have been conducted within the context of the space

solar power concept. Tests have been conducted using the microwave

radiation capabilities of the large space tracking system located at

Goldstone, California (see Figure 5). In these tests, 30 kilowatts of

power were transmitted via microwave to a receiving antenna located at

a distance of 1 kilometer from the transmitting antenna. Laboratory

tests have also been conducted which have successfully demonstrated a

number of concepts and components contained within the system.

The use of microwave transmission immediately raises questions as to its

characteristics and effects. The characteristics of the full scale beam

are shown in Figure 5 as a function of the power density at the receiving

antenna and the surrounding area. The maximum intensity at the center

of the rectenna is 23mW/cm2. The intensity at the edge of the rectenna

is 0.9 mW/cm2. For reference, current U.S. standards for old and new

m_crowave ovens are 10 and 5 mW/cm2, respectively. Radiation beyond
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the edge of the rectenna is less than O.1 mW/cm2 or 1 to 2 percent of the

allowable limit.

The earth rectenna and space satellite represent an integrated microwave

transmission system. Failure of this system would not result in a move-

ment of the beam "off" the rectenna, but a "defocusing" of the beam such

that the level of dispersed radiation would be 0.003 mW/cra2. It is

recognized that, while the beam intensity beyond the edge of the rectenna

is very low, research is required to conclusively establish that exposure

to these levels would have no significant effects on humans, animals, or

vegetation.

SPACE PROJECTS FOR EVALUATION OF CONCEPT

A complete evaluation of the concept will require continuing analysis,

ground testing and development, and a series of space projects. Ground

tests and development related to solar cells and microwave transmission

have been mentioned. Also, ionospheric heating tests and electric pro-

pulsion devices should be pursued. Experiments should be conducted to

develop techniques for beam fabrication, performance of "unjacketed"

microwave power tubes, and properties of materials in space. In conjunc-

tion with ground development and space experiment activity, a series of

space projects is required to synthesize the results of the smaller

individual projects that lead to systems results on which future deci-

sions and activities can be based.

Figure 6 illustrates a series of possible projects that will provide

pertinent information and, if implemented, will lead to a large scale

power generating capability. The initial project would consist of the

construction in low earth orbit of a 500-kilowatt solar array and

transmitting antenna. The project will allow evaluation of construction

techniques and microwave transmission tests. Such a space power system

would have continued use for other space applications.
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Subsequent space projects require definition during the next several

years. Conceptual projects are shown in Figure 6. The second project

might be the construction of a larger 2- to lO-megawatt solar array in

low earth orbit to allow construction productivity analyses and an antenna

of a scale adequate to provide "proof of design concept."

The third project might involve the use of a test article at geosynch-

ronous orbit to conduct phase control tests to earth, as well as to

demonstrate manned and unmanned operations including refueling between

low earth orbit and geosynchronous orbit in support of deployment/

assembly of the test article.

A series of space projects plus ground development and space experiments

would provide the basis for a complete evaluation of the space solar

power option in the 1985-1990 time period. If the decision was made to

proceed, a possible sequence of events would include the deployment of

a lO00-megawatt prototype station utilizing previously developed trans-

portation systems. This system probably would not be economically

competitive. It would be a useful technical and demonstration activity

prior to bringing on the large scale lO-gigawatt systems in the mid-

1990's with requirements for large new transportation systems.

AN INITIAL FLIGHT PROJECT

The initial flight project is designed to achieve a number of related

goals for the evaluation of the space power concept. The int_lementation

of a 500-kW solar array represents an increase by a factor of 15-20 over

past space power systems (Skylab - 30 kW). The antenna would provide

the capability to assess the phased array techniques by measuring the

beam pattern with a receiving antenna device located some 15 kilometers

away (see Figure 7). The antenna would also allow assessment of a critical

heating problem related to the microwave generators and the structure. The

instrumented solar array would provide a test article for structural



measurements to assess computer models.

One of the most important aspects of the test would be to evaluate

various construction techniques. The figure illustrates the construc-

tion sequence. Structural members are fabricated with a beam builder

and held in place by an appropriate ji,g. The latticework of beams is

thenpassed through the jig, at which time the solar array blankets are

attached to the structure. The antenna is taken to orbit in modules and

assembled by using a remote manipulator.

The last illustration in the sequence shows the deployment of the

receiving antenna which is located some distance from the solar array.

This device is built on the ground and then packaged to be deployed

in space with a minimum of manned assistance. Consequently, the overall

project exercises the three basic construction techniques of fabrication

(solar array structure), assembly (antenna modules), and deployment

(receiving antenna).

SPACE CONSTRUCTION

The size of the solar power systems will require their construction in

space. The space location, however, offers a number of advantages

related to the zero gravity environment and the relatively small loads

placed on the structures by the various environmental and systems forces

involved.

Figure 8 presents an interesting comparison between a typical earth

structure and a space structural beam such as might be used in construc-

ting the solar power station.

Structural beam building machines for space use have received consid-

erable study related to the space solar power concept. It appears that

existing concepts used on earth may be applicable to space fabrication

in a relatively straightforward manner.
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SPACE TRANSPORTATION

Low-cost transportation is a key to the economic viability of the space

power concept. Very large systems would ultimately be required to achieve

minimum cost of electricity. The Shuttle system, however, which is now

under development, will be adequate for initial space experiments and major

low earth orbit space projects. The phase of space projects to be con-

ducted at geosynchronous orbit would require an extension of the Shuttle

system to provide greater payload capability and an orbital transfer

vehicle to transport the test article to geosynchronous orbit and, also,

to transport a small crew of men for short periods to assist in the

deployment/assembly of the test article. This orbital transfer activity

would require and demonstrate a refueling capability in low earth orbit,

travel to geosynchronous orbit, and return to a low earth orbit base for

transfer to the Shuttle and return to earth. Development and demonstration

of this capability (low earth orbit to geosynchronous orbit and return)

with its space facility and operations requirements is considered a

desirable prerequisite to commitment to the large scale program activity.

Figure 8A.

SPACE CONSTRUCTION

Because of the large size of the space solar power stations, these

structures must be fabricated assembled and/or deployed in space. The

conceptual equipment and techniques for fabricating and assembling a

ladder-like structure of triangular cross section trusses is being

studied by JSC engineers. Such a structure would be suitable for mounting

solar cell arrays. The detail information contained herein is presented

in the context of a proposed experiment to be conducted from the Shuttle

in the 1980-84 time period as an early experiment in the development of

techniques for the construction of large space structures that would be

required for space solar power stations and other large systems.
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BEAM BUILDER

The beam builder (concept)depictedon Figure 9 continuouslyand

automaticallyfabricatesa triangularcross section truss (dimensions

on the order of 1.5 meters on the side) of practicallyany desired

length,from strip materialstored on reels. The strip material is

processedand wound onto the reels as an earth-basedoperation,and

the beam buildermay be "reloaded"with material as often as desired.

A likelymaterial is graphitefiber reinforcedthermoplastic(such as

polysulfone),as is used in this design. The truss consistsof three

cap members (one at each corner of the triangle)plus side members

which interconnectthe caps to completethe truss. In operation,

a cap is formed as follows: strip material unwindsfrom the reel and

travelsthrougha heatingmodule where it is heated by radiantelectric

heaters,for example, to its plastic, or forming, temperature(about

600°F}. Then it travelsthrougha series of matched rollerswhich form it

from a flat strip to a flaged,triangularshape. As it leavesthe last

of the forming rollers,it enters a coolingsectionwhere its temperature

is reducedto the "rigid"state (about275°F) by radiationto cold plates,

for example. Now it is a finishedcap moving throughthe beam builder

to be joined to the side members. The side membersare fabricatedas

follows: material is processedat earth-basedfacilitiesinto a flat,

patternedsheet, as indicatedon the illustration,and wound onto a

reel (threeidenticalreels of materialfor the three sides). The

material is unwoundfrom the reel, heated in the same manner as the

caps, and stiffeningbeads (the "beads"are not shown in the illustration)

are formed into the cross member portions by a press formingmechanism

(whichmomentarilytranslatesthe formingdies to match the velocity

of the strip material as it moves throughthe beam builder). The

material is then cooled (radiationto cold plates) and is positioned

onto the caps where it is joined by ultrasonicspot welders.(Ultrasonic

vibrationproducesmelting of the thermoplasticat the laying surface

with subsequentfusion of the surfaces.)
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Precisecoordinationof the velocityof all members is'requiredto

fabricatea "straight"truss member and to avoid "buckling"of a cap

member,for example,in case that cap is being driven throughthe

formingrollersfaster than the other caps.

A "closed-loop"type controlsystem employingappropriatesensors,

electronicsand servo-mechanismswill be employed to controland coor-

dinate the machine operations.

The rate of fabricationmay be relativelyslow, by commercialstandards,

to reducepower demandsand minimizethe weight and size of the beam

builder. A fabricationrate of about one inch per second is considered

to be appropriate. However, at this slow rate, the machine could fabri-

cate a one-mile long truss in lessthan 18 hours.

The reel sizes indicatedon the drawingare sufficientto fabricate

a lengthof truss in excess on one kilometer,withoutreloadingthe

beam builder.

MACHINE DESIGN-PROCESSOPTIONS

Figure l0 depicts,schematically,severalprocessoptionsthat are

representativeof those that may be utilizedby the beam builderto

fabricatea truss beam. A primaryobjectiveof initialdesign studies

of the beam builderwill be to select the appropriateprocesses,con-

sideringthe beam configurationto be fabricated,the material to be

used for the beam, and the relativemerits of the variousfabrication

processes.

As indicatedby the illustration,the cap materialstock is likelyto be

strip which is stored on reels,either multiplereels supplyingthin

stripswhich are "laminated"or consolidatedinto a single, thicker,

strip by the beam builder,or a single reel of strip materialof the
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desired thickness. The choice will depend on the desired final thickness

and material type and characteristics. For 9raphite fiber reinforced

thermoplastic material, for example, a single reel is a likely choice.

In this case, multiple strips of "pre-prep" tape -- each with appropriate

fiber orientation -- consolidated into a single composit strip on earth.

Three possible cap-forming processes, as indicated, are "spiral tubeform,"

"roll-form," and "pultrusion." These basic processes are in regular

commercial use today. The spiral tubeform process can form a tubular cap

member of relatively large diameter from narrow strip by spirally winding

the strip and continuously joining the overlapping edges. A fundamental

problem with this process for use in the beam builder, however, is that

the forming mechanism plus the material supply reel must rotate about the

longitudinal axis of the tube. The roll-form process uses mating rollers

to continuously bend the flat strip into shape as it passes between the

rollers. Multiple rollers, arranged in series so as to form progressively

in "stages" are used for complex shapes, each stage of rollers forming

a portion of the final shape. Almost any shape, including a closed sec-

tion such as a tube, can be roll-formed. The pultrusion process uses

dies (similar to extrusion dies) through which the flat strip is "pulled"

to form the shape. The pultrusion process is most appropriate for

thermosetting plastic where heated forming dies produce the formed shape

and supply heat to provide the final thermal "cure" of the material.

The sidemembers of the truss beam (c_ossmembers and diagonals) may also

be formed from strip, using the roll-form or pultrusion process. A

continuously formed section would be periodically cut to the appropriate

member length to span between the caps, and a mechanism would position

each member for fastening to the caps. Sidemembers could also be pre-

formed on earth and stored in "clips," from which they would be removed

sequentially and assembled into the truss beam by automated mechanisms.

The shape of the pre-forms would be selected so that they wo_ld stack

together, as indicated, in a dense package.
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An entirely different pro_ess than those previously described for

fabrication of truss sidemembers involves spirally wrapping tape

around the caps from six reels, as indicated. The tape would be a

thermosetting composite which would be designed to thermally cure

to a curved cross section shape as indicated, thus being capable of

compression loading. Tension diagonals (X-members), may simply be

cables or wires fed from supply reels in the spiral wrap manner, or

the reels may be fixed and additional mechanisms employed to install

the wires in a "back and forth" action between compression cross-

members.

The sidemembers (crossmembers and diagonals) could be integrated in

the form of a pre-cut sheet as shown in the illustration. Instead of

cutting from a large sheet, the material could be fabricated in the

pattern shown, using automated composite material layup machinery similar

to that currently used for aircraft structure. Then, during beam builder

operation, the sheet is unrolled from its supply reel, stiffening beads

or flanges are formed in the appropriate members, and the sheet is

joined to the caps.

For fastening the sidemembers to the caps, three appropriate techniques

are bonding, welding, and punch tab. The punch tab technique would

only be considered for metals, such as aluminum, and involves shearing

a small tab from the pieces to be joined and bending it over to form a

joint somewhat like a hollow rivet. Welding would likely be resistance

spotwelding for metals and ultrasonic spotwelding for thermoplastics.

Bonding would involve the application of a tape, activated by heat,

between the faying surfaces to be joined. The use of rivets or bolts

is not contemplated because of the problem of debris from punched or

drilled holes.
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STRUCTURE FABRICATION SYSTEM CONCEPT

FOR LADDER CONFIGURATION

(LONGITUDINALS)

Figure 11, indicates the use of the beam builder and an "assembly

jig" which are carried into orbit in the Space Shuttle Orbiter's payload

bay, deployed into operating position -- remaining attached to the Orbiter

-- and used to fabricate a large, lightweight structural assembly (or

"platform") with minimum participation by the four-man crew of the Orbiter,

within a time frame of one week in orbit.

In operation, the beam builder is positioned to fabricate, in sequence,

four longitudinal truss members, each 1.5 meters wide and about 200

meters long, and each being fabricated "in situ," such that when com-

pleted and cut off from the beam builder, the assembly jig will grip the

beams through a system of rollers, maintaining their relative positions.

In this illustration, the beam builder has just commenced fabrication of

the fourth longitudinal. By repositioning the beam builder to fabricate'

the longitudinals in their proper relative positions, the problem of

repositioning the long members, with their very high mass moments of

inertia about a transverse axis plus their flexibility, is avoided.

The next illustration depicts the final stage of fabrication.

STRUCTURE FABRICATION SYSTEM CONCEPT

FOR LADDER, CONFIGURATION

(CROSSMEMBERS)

The beam builder as illustrated in Figure 12, is in position to fabricate

lO.5-meter-long crossmembers, in situ, with the first crossmember

nearing completion. When the first crossmember is completed, it will

be cut off from the beam builder and gripped by the assembly jig rollers.
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Crewmen will then exit from the Orbiter through its airlock and attach

the crossmember to the longitudinals by using handheld ultrasonic

welders to join two caps of the triangular crossmember truss to the caps

of each longitudinal where they cross (four places at each longitudinal).

After the first crossmember is attached, the structural assembly will be

moved through the jig by driving appropriate rollers to a position for

installation of another crossmember about 20 meters from the first. This

operation is repeated until nine crossmembers are installed, to complete

a structural platform about 10.5 meters wide by 200 meters long. This

size is representative of the capabilities afforded by one "standard"

shuttle mission.

The crew would be utilized (in extravehicular activities) to attach the

crossmembers, inspect the fabrication process close up, and aid in

assembly jig setup. Complete automation could be achieved; however,

determining the value of the crew operations is an important part of the

experiment.

After completion of the platform, various engineering tests and experi-

ments would be performed while it is attached to the Orbiter, and a

myriad of subsequent mission options are possible. The platform would,

finally, be released from the jig and the jig and beam builder returned

to earth in the Orbiter.

FABRICATION'SEQUENCE LADDER CONFIGURATION

The sequence of fabrication of the structural platform, shown schematically

on Figure l_ is as follows: The beam builder is first positioned relative

to the assembly jig as shown in the left-hand view by _ positioning mecha-

nism on the jig. It fabricates the first longitudinal beam, to the proper

length, and stops operation. The beam is "gripped" by rollers on the

assembly jig and the beam builder cuts off the longitudinal beam. Then

the beam builder is moved along a track on the side of the assembly jig

until it is in position to fabricate the second longitudinal, adjacent
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and parallelto the first longitudinal,in the same operationalmanner.

This sequence is repeated until the fourth longitudinalis completed.

The beam builder is then rotated into the positionto fabricatethe

first crossmember. After it is completed,the crossmemberis joined

to the longitudinalsby an Orbiter crewmanusing a portable ultrasonic

spotwelder(16 places - where the crossmemberand longitudinalbeam

cap members cross each other).

The partiallyconstructedplatformis then driven "across"the assembly

jig by the retainingrollersuntil the longitudinalsare in position

relativeto the beam builderfor fabricationand attachmentof the second

crossmemberin the same manner as the first. These events are repeated

until installationof the last crossmember,which completesthe construc-

tion of the platform.

SUBSYSTEMINSTALLATION

Figure 14 illustratesthe installationof subsystemsto the structural

platform. Modularizedequipment assemblieswould be carried in the

Orbiterpayload bay and installedonto the platform,using the Orbiter's

remotemanipulatorsystem (RMS) to move the equipmentassembliesinto

position,and an Orbiter crewmanto make the structuraland electrical

connections.

Representativesubsystemsincludereactioncontrol (RCS),solar cells

and batteries,communicationsequipment,experimentequipmentand data

recorders.

Developmentof the techniquesand design featuresnecessaryfor equipment

installationin space is an importahtobjectiveof the construction

experiment.
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MISSION PROFILE

Figure 15 indicatespossible significantmissionevents superimposed

on a plot of platformaltitudeversus time resultingfrom normalorbital

decay (withoutapplicationof orbit-keepingpropulsion). Becauseof its

high drag area relativeto its mass, the platformshouldbe constructed

at an orbitalaltitudeof approximately300 nauticalmiles to insure that

it has adequateorbitallifetimefor reasonableUtilizationof its experi-

ment potentialities.

The platform can be constructed,and importantstructuralengineering

tests can be performed,utilizinga single Shuttleflight of seven days

duration. The platformwould be separatedfrom the Orbiter at the end of

the seven days and the Orbiterreturnedto Earth. Subsequently,the

platformwould be trackedby radar from Earth to determineits actual

orbitaldecay rate. The platformwould be in a free-driftattitudemode

after separationfrom the Orbiter, but would tend to align itself along

a radiustoward the Earth'scenter due to gravitygradientforces.

A second Shuttleflight is contemplatedabout six weeks later,wherein

the platform is reattachedto the assemblyjig that was used to construct

it on the first flight. The developmentof the techniqueand equipment

to "dock" the Orbiter to the large, lightweightstructuralplatform is

an importantmissionobjectiveof the second flight -- being a require-

ment for full utilizationof space construction. A wide range of sub-

sequent accomplishmentsare possibleon the secondflight. For example,

solar cell "blankets"could be installedon the platformto create a

space solar power test bed. Reaction controlsystems could be added, to

investigatethe technologyof attitudecontroland propulsionof large,

relativelyflexiblestructuralassemblies. Specialequipmentcould be

installedto performexperimentsutilizingthe unique, largesize of

the platform,and its rapid orbitaldecay rate. The missionprofile

indicatestwo such experimentalpossibilities,the geodynamicsand

atmosphericcompositionexperiments. For the geodynamicsexperiment,
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the platform'sorbital attitudeis very accuratelytrackedfrom the

ground and a satellitein synchronousorbit, resultingin more accurate

knowledgeof the Earth'smass distribution. For the atmosphericcom-

positionexperiment,a laser emitter and reflectorare installedat

oppositeends of the platform and the platformis set into rotationby

the reaction controlsystem. During the subsequentorbitaldecay period,

the laser deviceobtains data that allow determinationof the atmospheric

compositionfrom that initialaltitudeuntil entry into the lower atmos-

phere.

During atmosphericentry, the platformwill be entirely "burned,"due

to its large area, low weight characteristics,constitutingno hazard

to the Earth'ssurface.
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News
NationalAeronauticsand
SpaceAdministration

Lyre:IonB. Johnson Space Center
Houston.Texas77058
AC713 483-5111

Char1es Redmond ForRelease

RELEASE NO: 77-31 Upon Receipt

CONTRACTOR ANNOUNCED FOR NASA-BLM EARTH RESOURCES PROJECT

ESL Incorporated, Sunnyvale, California, has been selected by

the Johnson Space Center for award of a cost-plus-fixed-fee contract

for primary work on a joint NASA-Bureau of Land Management earth resources

applications project.

The ESL contract covers the time period May 1, 1977 through

April 30, 1978. Contract amount is $399,600.

The NASA-BLM project involves application of Landsat data to the

inventory of wildland vegetation in a representative area of Alaska east

of Mount McKinley. The BLM is interested in developing an automatic

inventory system for the 474 million acres currently in its custody.

The Alaska area represents a tundra ecology.

ESL will be required to develop the vegetation inventory, the

sampling methodology, the acreage compilations and verify accuracy for

the satellite estimates. Complete documentation and technology transfer

including training for BLM staff are included in the contract.

NASA will provide Landsat data and contractor supervision for the

project. Should this first year effort prove successful, NASA has options

for additional work covering representativ:edesert and sagebrush grass-

lands ecologies.

Landsat is NASA's earth resources survey satellite. There are

currently two in orbit.

###

May ll, 1977
NASA-JSC
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Terry White ForRelease:

RELEASENO: 77-32 May 13, 1977

SPACELABMEDICALSIMULATIONSTARTS AT JOHNSONSPACE CENTER

Three lifesciencesspecialistsTuesdaywill close the hatch

behin.dthem for a seven-daysimulationof a typicalSpacelabmission

to be hauled into space in the 1980's aboardthe Space Shuttle.

Astronaut-physicianDr. WilliamE. Thornton,missionspecialist,

Dr. Carter Alexander,payload specialist,both of NASA JohnsonSpace

Center,Houston; and payload specialistDr. Bill A. Williams of NASA

Ames Research Center,Mountainview,California,will live aboard a

high-fidelitymockup of the Spacelab and the Shuttle Orbiter crew deck

during the week-longLife SciencesSpacelabMission DevelopmentTest III.

Similar tests were held at JohnsonSpace Center in October 1974 and

Jamuary 1976.

- more -
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Spacelab is under developmentby a consortiumof ten European

nations and will be carriedinto space in ShuttleOrbiter's15 x 65-foot

payload bay. A wide range of scientific,medical and engineering

experimentswill be flown aboardeach Spacelabmission.

Spacelab life sciencespayloads,similarto the developmental

experimentsin the week-longsimulation,will be aimed toward determining

the effectsof the space environmenton living organismswhile at the

same time improvingspace crew health care during future space exploration

missions. Additionally,the payloadswill be used to develop life

supportsystems for people living and workingin space and applications

of space technologytoward clinicalresearch and health care on Earth.

Medicalmonitoring and health servicesfor the Spacelab simulation

crew wil1 be providedby Dr. Thornton.

A "rack" of 20 life sciencesexperimentswas developedand built

at the Ames Research Center and shippedto Houston for the simulation.

An additionalsix JohnsonSpace Centerexperimentswill be run during

the seven days of the test in JSC's Bioengineeringand Test Support

Facility.

###

NASA-JSC
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ForRelease:

RELEASENO: 77-33 June 3, 1977

NOTE TO EDITORS

The first manned test flight of the Space ShuttleOrbiterscheduled

for June 9, 1977, at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center,Edwards,

California,has been delayed. The exact date of the flight is expected

to be one to two weeks beyond June 9, but is dependentupon successful

completionof Orbiter ground tests currentlyunderway at DFRC.

This flight begins the second phase of the ShuttleApproach and

Landing Tests, a program designedto verify the aerodynamicsand flight

controlcharacteristicsof the Orbiter while still attachedto the 747

carrier aircraft.

This postponementis due to the malfunction,during tests yesterday,

of equipmentassociatedwith the vehicle'sauxilarypower system. A leak

developedin a fuel pump seal in one of the three auxilarypower units

causinga small amountof APU fuel (hydrazine)to vent overboard.

This problem in APU #2 developedduring a "missionrun" of the

Orbiter APU system, one of the final tests scheduledbefore the first

manned flight. The test was haltedwhen the leak was noticedabout

30 minutes into the one-hour long scheduledtest.

APU #2 will be replaced and a full mission run will be rescheduled

at DFRC. This work is expected to take betweenfour and seven days.

Media representativesplanning to attend the manned captive active

flightsshould contactRalph Jacksonat DFRC Public Affairs (805 258-8381)

for additionaldetailsand proper accreditation.

Up-to-datestatus reportson Shuttle test flight activitiesat DFRC

are availableat 213 354-4213 (Los Angeles)or 805 258-4474 (Edwards).

###
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Terry White ForRelease:

Release No: 77-34 June 2, 1977

NASA MODIFIES ORBITER CONTRACT TO COVER ENGINEERING CHANGES

The NASA Johnson Space Center has signed a supplemental agreement

to the contract with Rockwell International Corporation Space Division,

Downey, California, covering engineering changes in the Space Shuttle

Orbiter.

The $1.1 million addition covers ten changes in the Orbiter flight

control system and relocation of the remote manipulator system, and

brings the total estimated value of the cost-plus-award-fee Rockwell

contract to $3,052,386,391.

###
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RELEASENO: 77-35 June 7, 1977

PAN AMERICANGETS JSC MAINTENANCECONTRACT

The NASA JohnsonSpace Center,Houston,has signed a contractwith

Pan AmericanWorld Airways, Inc. AerospaceServicesDivisionfor Center

plant maintenanceand operationssupportservices. The contractcovers

operationof all utilitysystems and maintenanceof utilities,buildings,

roads, ditches and specialequipment.

Pan Americanwillemployabout 300 people for the year ending

April 30, 1978. The cost-plus-award-feecontracthas an estimated

value of $7,470,591.

###
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RELEASENO: 77-36 June 22, ]977
l:O0 p.m. CDT

ASTRONAUTCARR LEAVES NASA TO JOIN ENGINEERINGFIRM

Skylab 4 commanderGerald P. Carr, will leave the astronautgroup

at the NASA JohnsonSpace Center June 25, to join the Houston consulting

engineeringfirm of Bovay Engineers,Inc.

Carr was one of 19 astronautsselectedin April 1966, and shares

the world's spaceflightdurationrecord of 2,017 hours (84 days) with

his Skylab 4 crewmatesDr. Edward G. Gibson and William R. Pogue. He

retiredfrom the U.S. Marine Corps in September1975, to become a NASA

civilianemployee.

At Bovay Engineers,Carr will be the corporatemanagerfor business

developrment."Leaving a career in aviation and spaceflightis a diffi-

cult thing to do, but ! feel that it is time for me to take a new direc-

tion,''said Carr. "I wouldn't trade the past 22 years as a Marine aviator

and astronautfor any other experience,and I look back over those years

with great satisfaction."

Carr headed the designsupport group within the OSC Astronaut

Office at the time he joined Bovay. With Cart's departure,27 astronauts

remain on the active list at JSC.
NASA-JSC
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RELEASENO: 77-37 June 20, 1977
3:00 p.m. CDT

NASA GIVES ROCKWELLGO FOR THIRD ORBITER START

The NASA JohnsonSpace Center has signed a $40 million letter

contractwith Rockwell InternationalCorporationSpace Division,Downey,

California,coveringmodificationsto the first Space ShuttleOrbiter

and for start of designwork for the third Orbiter.

Funded in part by the EconomicStimulusBill, the contractis

aimed toward generatingadditionalemploymentopportunities.

###

NASA-JSC
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RELEASENO: 77-38 June 20, 1977
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NASA REDUCESSHUTTLEORBITERCONTRACT

The NASA JohnsonSpace Centerhas signed a supplementalagreement

with Rockwell InternationalCorporationSpace Division,Downey, California,

coveringwork deletedfrom the Space ShuttleOrbiter contract.

Covering two contract changesfor deletionof a neutral-buoyancy

trainerand vibroacoustictestingof the Orbiter aft fuselage,the

decreaseof $25,334,750lowers the value of the cost-plus-award-fee

Rockwellcontractto $3,013,971,603. Most of the deletedwork was to

have been done in Rockwell'sDowneyplant with supportfrom Houston and

KennedySpace Centerfield offices.

###

NASA-JSC
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RELEASE ND' 77-39 July 15, 1977

OVER 8,000 APPLY FOR SPACE SHUTTLE ASTRONAUT PROGRAM AT JSC

Over 8,000 individuals have applied for the 30 to 40 positions the

Nationai Aeronautics and Space Administration has opened for Space Shuttle

astronaut candidates.

To be eligible, applications had to be postmarked prior to midnight

June 30. Many waited until the last day to apply and total application

numbers are still being tallied.

The astronaut selection board at the Johnson Space Center in

Houston is now in the process of narrowing the selection to those best

qualified in each category. From thes_ approximately 150 applicants will

be selected for preliminary screening and physicals at JSC.

Thirty to 40 candidates will be accepted for a two-year training

and evaluation period at JSC. Pilot and mission specialist candidates

will be notified of their selection by December.

The candidates will report for duty at dSC in Houston in 1978.

Final selection as an astronaut will depend on satisfactory completion

of the evaluation period.

- more -
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The latest tally indicates that 8,037 men and women applied for

the astronaut program. The mission specialist category had 6,735 appli-

cants and the pilot category had 1,302 applicants.

A total of 24,618 inquiries were received after the program was

announced a year ago, and of these 20,440 requested and were sent applica-

tion packets.

Women applicants for the two positions numbered 1,142.

Pay for civilian candidates will be based on the Federal Govern-

ment's General Schedule for pay scale from grades GS-7 through GS-15, with

approximate salaries from $It,000 to $34,000 per year. Candidates will be

compensated based on individual academic achievements and experience. Other

benefits include vacation and sick leave and participation in the Federal

Government retirement, group health and life insurance plans.

Military candidates will be assigned to JSC but will remain in

active military status for pay, benefits, leave and other military matters.

Currently, 30 persons are available as Space Shuttle crewmen,

inclbding 10 scientists. Twenty-seven of them are astronauts assigned

to the Johnson Space Center and three hold government positions in

Washington, D.C.

The Space Shuttle is a reusable vehicle that will replace virtually

all of this nation's space launch vehicles. Space missions could include

deploying and retrieving satellites, servicing satellites in orbit,

operating laboratories for astronomy, earth sciences, space processing

and manufacturing, and developing and servicing a permanent space station.

- more -
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Launched like a rocket, the Shuttle will perform earth orbital

missions of up to 30 days, then land like an airplane and be refurbished

for another mission. Pilot astronauts will control the Shuttle during

launch, orbital maneuvers and landings and be responsible for maintaining

vehicle systems. Mission specialist astronauts will be responsible for

the coordination of overall Orbiter operations in the areas of flight

planning, consumables usage and other activities affecting payload

operations. At the discretion of the payload sponsor, the mission

specialist may assist in the management of payload operations, and may,

in specific cases, serve as the payload specialist. They will be able

to continue in their chosen fields of research and to propose, develop

and conduct experiments.

Crews will consist of a commander, a pilot and may include a

mission specialist and payload specialists. Payload specialists need

not be NASA employees.

###
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RELEASE NO: 77-40 July 19, 1977
2 p.m. CDT

NASA AMENDS ROCKWELL CONTRACT TO COVER ORBITER CHANGES

The NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, has signed a supplemental

agreement to the Rockwell International Space Division contract for the

Space Shuttle Orbiter.

Valued at $7,142,250, the supplement to the cost-plus-award-fee

contract covers nine contract changes previously authorized by NASA.

Rockwell does most of the Orbiter work at its Downey, California plant

and at field offices in Palmdale, California and Houston.

###
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THIRD MANNEDCAPTIVE FLIGHT OF SHUTTLE ORBITER SCHEDULED

The thlrd manned flight of NASA's Space Shuttle Orbiter "Enterprise"

atop its 747 carrier aircraft now is scheduled for no earlier than

July 26, at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, California.

Takeoff time of the 747/Orbiter is planned for 8 a.m. PDT.

Astronauts Fred W. Haise and C. Gordon Fullerton will be at the controls

of the Orbiter during the 55-minute captive test flight which is a full

dress rehearsal for next month's first free flight of the Orbiter. If

flight and test objectives are sucessfu!ly accomplished, the first free

flight will be no earlier than August 12.

This is the second flight for Haise and Fullerton. Their first flight

was June 18.

Astronauts Joe Engle and Richard Truly were the Orbiter pilots during

the captive flight June 28.

The 747 will carry the Orbiter to a maximum altitude of 7,895 meters

(25,905 feet) when the 747 will push over in a practice run of Orbiter-747

separation. The Orbiter and 747 crews will perform all of the functions

-more-
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up to but not including actual separation. The 747/Orbiter will land at

Edwards about tO minutes after the pushover maneuver.

The 747/Orbiter combination will make one circuit of the 135 by 39

kilometer (84 by 24 mile) "racetrack'l.

The two previous manned captive flights met all test objectives. The

first flight, which lasted 56 minutes, was a low altitude and low speed

flight during which time flight control systems and Orbiter controls

were tested by Haise and Fullerton. Engle and Truly reported everything

went well during their 63 minute flight, which reached an altitude of

6,278m (20,600 ft.) and a top speed of 500 km/hr (310 mph).

###
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THIRD MANNED CAPTIVE FLIGHT

Event Altitude T-Time* PDTa.m. EDT

Crew Wakeup T-240 4:00 7:00

Crew Depart VOQ T-210 4:30 7:30

Crew Arrives Trailer (physical & breakfast) T-195 4:45 7:45

Crew Departs for Sultup T-160 5:20 8:20

Crew Departs Trailer T-125 5:55 8:55

Start Ingress T-120 6:00 9:00

Ingress Complete T-98 6:22 9:22

ALT Ground Team/Flight Team Handover T-67 6:53 9:53

Orbiter/SCA Move From MDD T-62 6:58 9:58

Orbiter/SCA Tow to NASA Ramp T-56 7:04 10:04

SCA Engine Start T-42 7:18 10:i8

SCA Begin Taxi T-32 7:28 10:28

SCA Arrive Runway T-12 7:48 10:48

Navigation Update T-4 7:56 0:56

SCA Brake Release, Takeoff, Climbout T-0 8:00 :00

Intersect Racetrack 16,905(AGE)** +13 8:13 :13

In-Flight FCS Checks 22,705 +24 8:24 :24

Reach MCT 200 FPM Ceiling 23,605 +28 8:28 :28

SCA Begin SRT 24,705 +36 8:36 :36

Pushover (Practice Separation) 25,905 +45 8:45 :45

SCA Touchdown +55 8:55 :55

Deploy Landing (Orbiter)
DurTng SCA Ro]lout

Note

* Events and times are preliminary and may change prior to flight day.

** Altitudes are above Ground Level (AGL) and are referenced to Orbiter

ground aim point on the runway. Add 2,300 ft. to AGL to obtain

altitude above Mean Sea Level (MSL).
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John E. Riley

Immediate

RELEASE NO: 77-42

NASA TO INTERVIEW ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS

The first 20 of approximately 200 Space Shuttle astronaut applicants to be

selected for individual interviews and physical examinations will report to

the Johnson Space Center, Tuesday, August 2.

Women and minorities will be among the number chosen for further screening

from 8,079 applicants. NASA expects the number to be interviewed at JSC to

be about evenly divided between pilot and mission specialist applicants. All

in the initial group are pilot applicants.

"We are pleased with the quality of applicants," JSC Director Christopher

C. Kraft, Jr., said. "It is difficult to narrow the field for interviews

and paring that number will be a real challenge."

Each group of applicants will spend about one week at JSC. Officials

expect to complete the process by mid-November.

In December, NASA will select as many as 20 astronaut candidates in each

of the two categories -- pilot and mission specialist. The candidates

will report to JSC in mid-1978 for two years of training and evaluation.

Final selection as an astronaut will depend on satisfactory completion

of the evaluation period.

-more-
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The names, places of birth, high school (HS), and currentduty stations
of the first 20 applicantsselected for interviewsare:

Maj. Gerald K. Bankus, 34, USAF
Milan, Missouri- HS: BossierCity, Louisiana
Pentagon,Washington,D.C.

Lt. RichardE. Batdorf, 30, USN
Wauseon,Ohio - HS: Bryan, Ohio
NAS Patuxent River, Maryland

Maj. John E. Blaha, 34, USAF
San Antonio,Texas - HS: Norfolk,Virginia
Pentagon,Washington,D.C.

Capt. Gary D. Bohn, 33, USAF
Halstead,Kansas - HS: Halstead,Kansas
Tyndall AFB, Florida

Capt. Claude M. Bolton,Jr., 31, USAF
Sioux City, Iowa - HS: South Sioux City, Nebraska
EdwardsAFB, California

Lt. Cmdr. DanielC. Brandenstein,34, USN
Watertown,Wisconsin- HS: Watertown,Wisconsin
Attack Squadron 145, FPO San Francisco,California

Maj. Roy Bridges, Jr., 34, USAF
Atlanta, Georgia- HS: Gainsville,Georgia
HeadquartersUSAF/RDPN,Washington,D.C.

Maj. FrederickT. Bryan, 35, USMC
Melrose,Massachusetts- HS: Watertown,Mass.
PacificMissileTest Center, Point Magu, California

Capt. John Casper, 34, USAF
Greenville,South Carolina- HS: Cha_lee, Georgia
EdwardsAFB, California

Lt. Cmdr. MichaelL. Coats, 31, USN
Sacramento,California - HS: Riverside,California
USN Post GraduateSchool, Monterey,California

-more-
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Maj. Stewart E. Cranston, 33, USAF
Watertown,South Dakota - HS: Rockledge,Florida
TyndallAFB, Florida

Lt. Cmdr. John O. Creighton, 34, USN
Orange, Texas - HS: Seattle,Washington
FighterSquadronTwo, FPO San Francisco,California

Lt. Cmdr. William V. Cross II, 31, USN
Omaha, Nebraska- HS: Washington,D.C.
USS Nimitz,Norfolk, Virginia

Capt. Edward L. Daniel, 32, USAF
Eagle Pass, Texas - HS: Alexandria,Virginia
Edwards AFB, California

Capt. MichaelE. Durbin, 35, USAF
Dallas,Texas - HS: Dallas,Texas
36th Tactical FighterWing, Bitburg,Germany

Lt. James O. Ellis,Jr. 30, USN
Spartanburg,South Carolina- HS: Marietta,Georgia
NAS PatuxentRiver, Maryland

Mr. James D. Erickson,35, Civilian
Spokane,Washington- HS: Veradale,Washington
FederalAviationAdministration,Ft. Worth, TX

Lt. Cmdr. Kent H. Ewing, 34, USN
San Angelo,Texas - HS: CollegePark, Georgia
NAS Cecil Field, Florida

Capt. Guy S. Gardner, 29, USAF
Altavista,Virginia - HS: Alexandria,Virginia
EdwardsAFB, California

Capt. Thomas E. Fitzpatrick,32, USMC
Winter Haven, Florida- HS: Haines City, Florida
Naval Air Test Center,PatuxentRiver, Maryland

###
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Charles Redmond ForRelease:

RELEASE NO: 77-43 August 4, 1977

NOTE TO EDITORS

SLIMMER WORKSHOP ON NEAR EARTH RESOURCES TO BE HELD AUGUST 6-13, 1977

A summer workshop on Near Earth Resources to discuss the possible

scientific and technological exploitation of lunar and asteroidal materials

will be held at the University of California at San Diego from August 6

through 13.

Participants for the workshop have been chosen already and

represent a cross-section of geo-scientists and geo-engineers from govern-

ment, private industry and the university community.

Purpose of the workshop will be to explore present lunar and

asteroidal knowledge to determine the level of our understanding. Gaps

in this knowledge will be examined to ascertain the importance of finding

the answer. The technological and scientific utilization of lunar and

asteroidal materials also will be discussed. The group will be working

towards recommendations concerning what research should be attempted and

what exploitation can be accomplished.

Lunar researcher and UC professor Dr. James Arnold is chairman of

the workshop committee and will present the group's recommendations to

NASA office of Space Science officials at the conclusion of the workshop.

Recommendations of the workshop will be used as a step in providing

the Office of Space Science with a logical and useful rationale for scienr

tific and technological follow-up to the previous decade's extra-terrestrial

exploration.

- more -
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A press conference will be held at 1 p.m., Saturday, August 13,

in Urey Hall at UC/San Diego. Copies of the list of recommendations

will be made available to members of the press.

For further information:

La Jolla, California

Florence Kirchner 714 452-2909 or 3575

Paul Lowenburg 714 452-3120

Houston, Texas

Charles Redmond 713 483-5111

###
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Arnold
2-2-2

PRESS COVERAGE: Prof. Arnold has asked that the press not attend
the actual working sessions. But aside from these sessions,he has assured
his full cooperationwith members of the news media to discuss the activities
of the workshop. Prof. Arnold and some of his colleagueswill be working
on a report of the workshop activitieson SUnday, August 14. He has indicated
a willingnessto speak with the media at that time to give a summaryof the
proceedingsand recommendations.

COMMENTS FROM PROF. ARNOLD:

"It is only in the last few years that proposalsto use the resourcesof
the Moon and of the Earth-crossingasteroidsfor hun_q benefithave begun to
be developedand put forward to technicallyqualifiedaudiences. The materials
on the surface of these bodies are accessiblefrom space in a way that the
Earth's resourcesare not. Their gravitationalbinding energies are far
less than the Earth's.

"Our task at the workshopwill be to survey what is known, and what is
- not known about the useful materialson the surfaceof the Moon, and in the

Earth-crossingasteroids. The two cases are quite different. We know a lot
about the Moon, but there are criticalgaps. We have only fragmentsof
informationabout the Earth-crossingasteroids,except for the fact that some
smaller representativesof this group, called meteorites,are in our hands.

"Examplesof the questionswe will examine are:

1. Is there a reason to expect local occurrencesof 'ores'on the moon?

2. Are there likely to be many Earth-crossingasteroidsof small enough
size to be interesting? If so, how can we best find them?

3. How well can we identifythe chemical componentsof asteroidsurfaces
from Earth-basedoperations?

4. What else do we need to be confiden_of our knowledge?

5. What is our knowledgeof criticallyvo]atile substances,particularly
water, on any of these objects?"

####

FOR FURTHERASSISTANCE: ContactPAUL LOWENBERG,Public InformationOffice,
- (714) 452-3120.
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SECOND GROUP OF ASTRONAUTAPPLICANTSTO BE INTERVIEWED

The second group of 20 Space Shuttleastronautapplicantsto be selected

for individualinterviewsand physicalexaminationswill report to the

JohnsonSpace Center, Monday,August 15.

Approximately200 of the 8,079 who appliedfor the astronautprogram

will be coming to JSC for furtherscreening. Women and minoritieswill

be among those chosen for screeninghere at JSC.

This second group, like the first group are all pilots. They will be

at JSC for one week. The selectionprocessis expected to be complete

by mid-November.

In December,NASA will select as many as 20 astronautcandidatesin each

of the two categories-- pilot and mission specialist. Reportingdate

for the candidateswill be in mid-1978. Satisfactorycompletionof a

two year trainingand evaluationperiodwill be a requirementfor final

selectionas an astronaut.

The names, place of birth, high school (HS), and currentduty station

of the second group of 20 applicantsselectedfor furtherscreeningare:

-more-
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Lt. Col. Leslie B. Anderson,III, 36, USAF
Wooster, Ohio; - HS: Winter Haven, Florida
436th TacticalFighterTrainingSquadron,HollomanAFB, NM

Capt. RichardS. Couch, 31, USAF
Hamilton,Ontario, Canada;- HS: Texarkana,Arkansas
4950th Test Wing, Wright-PattersonAFB, OH

Major RichardO. Covey, 31, USAF
Fayetteville,Arkansas;- HS: Shalimar,Florida
AFFTC, Detachment2, Eglin AFB, FL

Capt. Dale S. Elliott, 32, USAF
Lake Charles,Louisiana;- HS: Burlingame,CA
3246th Test Wing, Eglin AFB, FL

Lt. Robert L. Gibson,30, USN
Cooperstown,New York; - HS: Huntington,New York
Strike AircraftTest DirectorateFighterBranch,Naval Air Test

Center,Patuxent River,MD

Capt. Ronald J. Grabe, 32, USAF
New York, New York; HS: New York, New York
USAF/RAF ExchangeProgram,Amesbury,Wiltshire,England

Stanley D. Griggs, 37, Civilian
Portland,Oregon; - HS: Portland,Oregon
CC52/JohnsonSpace Center,Houston,TX

Major James G. Hart, 35, USMC
Minneapolis,Minnesota;- HS: Faribault,Minnesota
Air Test & EvaluationSquadron 5, Naval Air Facility,China Lake, CA

Lt. Cmdr. WilliamB. Hayden,32, USN
Oakland, California;- HS: Rockville,Maryland
FighterSquadron 14, Naval Air StationOceana, VirginiaBeach, VA

Lt. David T. Hunter, 29, USN
Tacoma Park, Maryland;- HS: Marietta,Georgia
Strike Aircraft Test Directorate,Naval Air Test Center,Code sYgO

Patuxent River, MD

Major Jack M. Jannarone,34, USAF
Ft. Gordon, Georgia;- HS: HighlandFalls, New York
6512th Test Squadron/DOTF,FighterBranch,EdwardsAFB, CA

-more-
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Major Don E. Kenne, 35, USAF
Baltimore,Maryland;- HS: Dayton,Ohio
475th Test Squadron,Air DefenseWeaponsCenter,TyndallAFB, FL

Capt. Kerry E. Killebrew,30, USAF
Murray,Kentucky;- HS: Memphis,Tennessee
6512th Test Squadron/DOTF,FighterBranch, EdwardsAFB, CA

Major James R. Klein, 35, USAF
Dubuque, Iowa; - HS: Cedar Rapids,Iowa
USAF Test Pilot School, EdwardsAFB, CA

Lt. Joseph F. Lucey, 31, USN
Minneapolis,Minnesota;- HS: Minneapolis,Minnesota
Strike AircraftTest DirectorateFighterBranch, Naval Air Test

Center,Patuxent River, MD

Lt. Cmdr. John M. Luecke, 33, USN
Macomb, Illinois;- HS: Freeport,Illinois
Box 84, COM NAV ACTS UK, FPO New York

Lt. Cmdr. Jon A. McBride, 33, USN
Charlestown,West Virginia;- HS: Beckley,West Virginia
Air Test & EvaluationSquadron4, Point Mugu, CA

Lt. Cmdr. Charles R. McRae, 33, USN
Miami, Florida;- HS: Miami, Florida
Strike Aircraft Test Directorate,Naval Air Test Center

PatuxentRiver, MD

Capt. Michael D. Marks, 34, USAF
Salt Lake City, Utah; - HS: Hazelwood,Missouri
Air Force Flight Test Center/DOVA,EdwardsAFB, CA

Capt. Marvin L. Martin, 30, USAF
Nevada, Missouri;- HS: Nevada, Missouri
USAF Test Pilot School, EdwardsAFB, CA

###
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LOCKHEED AWARDEDCONTRACTFOR TECHNICALSUPPORTSERVICES

LockheedElectronicsCompany, Inc., 16811 E1 Camino Real, Houston,

Texas 77058,has been awardeda contractfor technicalsupportservices

for the Earth ResourcesLaboratoryat the SlidellComputerComplex,

Slidell,Louisiana.

Lockheedwill furnish all personnel, includingmanagementand

staff, necessaryto support operationand maintenanceof four laboratories:

Data AcquisitionLaboratory,Data SystemsLaboratory,Data Processing

Laboratory,and Data PreparationLaboratory.

The contract is a cost-plus-award-feetype contract and is

awardedfor a 24-monthperiod beginningAugust 1, 1977, and ending

July 31, 1979. The contractorwill employ approximately80 persons,

and the estimatedamount of the contractis $4,004,715.

###
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THIRD GROUP OF 20 ASTRONAUTAPPLICANTSINCLUDESEIGHT WOMEN

The third group of 20 Space Shuttle astronautapplicantsselected for

individualinterviewsand physicalexaminationsare all in the Mission

Specialistcategory. They will report to the JohnsonSpace Center,

Monday,August 29, and be here one week.

Eightof the20 astronautapplicantsin this group are women. All 20 in

this group have PHD or medical degreesor both, and one has a degree

in veterinarymedicine.

Approximately200 of the 8,079 who appliedfor the astronautprogram

will be coming to JSC for furtherscreening. The selectionprocess is

scheduledto be completedin mid-November.

The astronautcandidatesselectedfor the two-yearevaluationperiod

before final selectionas an astronautwill be notifiedin December.

As many as 20 astronautcandidateswill be named in each of the two

categories--- pilot and mission specialist.

The names, sex; male (M), female (F), age, military rank and or degree(s),

place of birth, high school (HS) and currentduty station of this third

group of 20 applicantsselectedfor furtherscreeningare:

-more-
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James P. Bagian, (M), 25, MD
Philadelphia,PA; HS: Philadelphia,PA
Naval Air Test Center,PatuxentRiver, MD.

Stephen C. Boone,(M),39, MD, PHD
Navasota,TX; HS: Bellaire,TX
Walter Reed ArntvMedicalCenter,WashingtonD.C.

Nitza M. Cintron,(F}, 27, PHD
San Juan, P.R.; HS: Santuree,P.R.
Johns HopkinsUniversitySchool of Medicine,Baltimore,MD

Mark S. Davis, (M), 33, Lt. USN, MD
Philadelphia,PA; HS: Philadelphia,PA
Naval RegionalMedical Center,Oakland,CA

DanielleJ. Goldwater, (F), 29, MD
West Haven, CT; HS: New Haven, CT
StanfordHospital,StanfordUniversity,CA

Lionel O. Greene,Jr. (M), 29, PHD
Brooklyn,N.Y.; HS: Los Angeles,CA
NASA Ames Research Center,MoffettField, CA

Dale A. Harris, (M), 31, PHD
Amarillo,TX; HS: Amarillo,TX
LettermanArmy Instituteof Research,Presidioof San Francisco,CA

James R. Hickman, (M), 35, Lt. Col. USAF, MD
Elkhorn City, KY; HS: Huntington,W. VA
USAF School of AerospaceMedicine,Brooks AFB, TX

Michael P. Hlastala, (M), 33, PHD
Uniontown,PA; HS: Seattle,WA
Universityof Washington,Seattle,WA

Harry P. Hoffman,(M),34, Lt. Cmdr. USN, MD
New Bern, N.C.; HS: Bloomsburg,PA
Air Test and EvaluationSquadron4, NAS Pt. Mugu, CA

Bruce A Houtchens, (M), 39, MD
Olympia,WA; HS: Seattle,WA
Universityof Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah

Michael D. Kastello,(M), 32, Capt. US Army, PHD, DVM
LaSalle, IL; HS: LaSalle,IL
US Ar,tvMedical Instituteof InfectiousDisease, Fredrick,MD

-more-
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Wa_vneF. Kendall, (M), 39, Major USAF, MD
Harrison,ARK; HS: Harrison,ARK
Wright-PattersonAerospaceMedicalResearchLaboratory,OH

ShannonW. Lucid, (F), 34, PHD
Shanghai,China; HS: Bethany,OK
Oklahoma MedicalResearchFoundation,OklahomaCity, OK

B. Tracey Sauerland,(F), 29, MD, PHD
New Britain, CT; HS: New Britain,CT
JSC Space and Life SciencesDirectorate,Houston,TX

Margaret R. Seddon (F), 29, MD
Murfreesboro,TN; HS: Murfreesboro,TN
City of MemphisHospital,Memphis,TN

Anna L. Sin_, (F), 28, MD
Albany, N.Y.; HS: San Pedro, CA
Harbor GeneralHospital,Torrance,CA

Stephen C. Textor, (M), 29, MD
Denver,Colorado; HS: Anoka, Minn;
Boston UniversityHospital,Boston,MA

VictoriaM. Voge, (F), 34, Lt. Cmdr. USN, MD
Minneapolis,Minn.; HS: New Brighton,Minn.
Naval AerospaceMedical Institute,Pensacola,FLA

Millie H. Wiley, (F), 31, PHD
MineralWells, TX; HS: MineralWells, TX
VeteransAdministrationHospital,San Francisco,CA

###
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LUNAR SCIENCE STATIONS TO CEASE FUNCTIONING SEPTEMBER 30

On September 30, against the backdrop of a waning moon,

science instruments on the lunar surface will be turned off and the

ALSEP (Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package) control center at

NASA's Johnson Space Center, Houston, will be dismantled.

The Apollo lunar science stations will be shut down because

of dwindling power reserves at the stations and budgetary limita-

tions here on Earth.

Since July 20, 1969, scientists on Earth have been receiving

a continuous stream of information about the Moon, from the Moon. For

the past eight years much of what has been learned about the Moon has

been sent by the five ALSEP's left on the Moon's surface by the Apollo

explorers.

There are five operating stations, one each for Apollo missions

12, 14, 15, 16 and 17. The Apollo 11 crew placed a prototype station

on the Moon in July 1969. That first station, with a design life of

only 14 days, lasted 45 days and quit due to power supply failure.

The remaining five Apollo stations have been nothing short of tena-

cious. Specifications called for a one-year operating life for the

first four ALSEP's and two years for the Apollo 17 station. Apollo 12

- more -
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ALSEP is now well into its eighthyear and Apollo 17 ALSEP its fifth

year. Over 153,000commandshave been transmittedfrom Earth and

executedby the moon stations. More than one trillion(1012) bits of

lunar scienceand engineeringdata have been receivedon Earth. The

total accumulatedoperatingtime for all ALSEP stationsexceeds 29

years, this for equipment designedfor a cumulativetotal of only six

years. The extended life is attributedto the high reliability

requiredfor the first year's operation.

The stationswere built to provide long-termlunar surface

geophysicaland electricaldata. The surfaceexperimentsincluded

measuringthe heat produced by the Moon's interior,the kind and amount

of chargedparticles in the Moon's tenuousion atmosphere,measuring

the magneticenvironment,and most importantlyof all, measuringand

providingseismic data on moonquakesand meteroid impacts.Becauseof

the extended life of the ALSEP stations,earth scientistsreceived a

real bonus from the sciencestations,rather than only one or two

seismometersoperating at any given time, all four seismometers(one

each on Apollo 12, 14, 15 and 16) have been operatingas a seismic

network for the past five years. This networkhas greatlyenhanced

the analysesof the few large events which occur each year.

It is the seismicexperimentswhich have intriguedscientists.

For eight years seismologistshave been awaitinga large meteoroid

impacton the Moon's far side. With the informationfrom such

an event scientistsmight finallyhave been able to answerone

of the Moon's most perplexingquestions._ "What is the deep interior

- more -
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of the Moon like and does the Moon have a molten core?"

At the end of this fiscalyear the ALSEP stations will be left

on their own, all but their transmittersmuted. Fundingfor the

technicaland scientificsupport_eededtomaintainthe stationswill

cease on September 30. The timing is perhaps appropriate,for every

day the small radioactivethermoelectricgeneratorswhich power the

stations decay a littlemore. When next year rolls aroundthere are

good odds that at least one of the stationswill have so littlepower

only the transmitterscould functionan_a_ay.

The past eight years have been a time of tremendousincreasein

the knowledgeand understandingabout the Moon. The returned lunar

sampleshave playedan essenti_! part in this knowledgeexplosion,

but for some aspectsof the Moon, only the ALSEP's could have helped.

The ALSEP seismic information,magnetometerand heat flow experiments

have contributedthe principalinformationabout the Moon's interior.

It is now believed the Moon's crust is multi-layeredand from 60 to

100 km thick with the secondaryboundaryoccuring about 20 km deep.

The lunar upper mantle has been determinedto be fairly homogeneous

and to extend to about 500 km. It is believedto consist of olivine

or olivine-pyroxenematter, althoughother compositionsalso have

been proposed. From 500 km deeper the seismic data indicatethe Moon

may De iron-enriched,althoughthere is insufficientdata to determine

whether or not the Moon has a small or molten core.

Moonquakeshave been discoveredto show periodicityand to

recur at severalplaces in the interior. The mechanismfor this has been

- more -
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hypothesizedas releaseof tidal stress in the region between ll00 and 1500kin

depth and may occur along possiblepreviouslyexistingfaults or local

inhomogeneitiesat depth. The time cycle of the deep-focusmoonquakes

follows the tidal cyclesso closelyit appearslikely that tidal forces

are a major factor in triggeringdeep-focusmoonquakes.

Charged-particle,supra-thermalion and solar wind experiments

have also provided the principaldata for a new understandingof the

Earth'smagnetosphereand the interactionof the magnetospherewith

the solar wind. Ion measurementsalso detecteda lunar surfaceelectric

potentialof about +10 volts in daylightand about -100 (to periodically

-250) volts in night. These experimentsalso provided new information

concerningthe electrostaticlinesof force associatedwith the transi-

tion of the terminatoracross the lunarsurface. The phenomenonis

thought to be the result of a cloud of hot solar wind electronsnear

the terminator (the cloud presumablygeneratedby the limb shock of the

solar wind).Extensivelunar soil sputteringresultingfrom solar wind

impingementwas alsomeasured by the ALSEP'sand further augmentedby

sample analysison Earth.

Other questionsabout the Moon which have not been answered

by the Apollo program and the years of subsequentstudy includewhere

the Moon originatedand whetheror not there is recoverablewater on

the planet.

Even though the experimentswill be terminated,the transmitters

will continueto serve Earth as a referencepoint in astronomy. The

Jet PropulsionLaboratorywill continueto use the signalsfrom the

- more -
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ALSEP transmittersto assist in the Lab's deep space work including

geodeticand astrometricstudies and spacecraftnavigation. Also,the

motion of the lunar orbit will be accuratelymonitoredagainsta

backgroundof extra-galacticstars to test gravitationaltheories.

During the past eight years many of the instrumentsassociated

with each ALSEP stationhave experiencedengineeringproblems. Since

July, thisyear, engineers at JSC have been performingmore than their

usual maintenanceand engineeringfunctionson the ALSEP stations.

In preparationfor the S3pt.first shutdown, the ALS£P stationshave

been put through a slightly differentroutineto extract the last

ounce of engineeringdata possible. There are few engineeringmysteries

still puzzling the JSC team but each station,over the years, has

developeda personalityand a final understandingof that personality

will assist in the design of similarstations. The Moon and Mars are

the only planets now equippedwith remote sensors,but it is expected

that other planetswill have them too and a thorough understandingof

the harsh environmentinvolvedand the effectsof time will enhance

furtherthe reliabilityof these devices.

One station in particular,the Apollo 14 ALSEP, has a rather

dramatichistory of engineeringproblems. The ALSEP 14 station

startedworking correctlyand continuedthis for four years, then it

quit for two days in March 1975, and started uo again:then it quit again;

then it started uo again. This "on-aqain,off-again"oerformancewas

reoeated six times in the last two years. The oroblemhas been diaqnosed

as an intermittentshort circuit in one of two power conditioningunits.

- more -
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The short seemsrelatedto the temperatureof the unit, in turn related

to the position of the Sun over the lunar landscape. It is problems

like this, however, that need to be fully understoodto insure the

proper performanceof future generationsof remote science stations.

Over the years the ALSEP programhas cost $200 million, including

the design and developmentof the stationsthemselves,the support

engineeringwork in Houstonand the scienceanalysiswork performedin

dozens of universitylabs throughoutthe world. The stationshave been

costingabout $2 million a year to operate. The programhas involved

hundredsof engineersand scientistsand has produced a tremendous

source-bankof informationabout the Moon, both as a planet and as

an object wading throughthe electric and magneticenvironmentof the

Earth and Sun.

###

September1, 1977

Note

Bendix Aerospace,Ann Arbor, Michigan,was prime contractorfor the
ALSEP equipmentand providedtechnicalsupportfor the JSC
controloperations.

General Electricfurnishedthe radioisotopethermoelectricgenerators
which providedelectricpower.

NASA JSC providedprojectmanagement,operationscontroland integration;
and NASA Goddardprovidedtracking and comlnunicationswith the
stations.

NASA-JSC
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ALSO RELEASED AT NASA HEADQUARTERS

FIRST SHUTTLE PAYLOAD TO INVESTIGATE EARTH RESOURCES

The first payload to be carried into space by the Space Shuttle

will carry out investigations in Earth resources, environmental quality

and severe storm research in 1979.

The payload, under management of the NASA Office of Applications,

and the Johnson Space Center Space and Life Sciences Directorate, and

Earth Resources Program Office, will be on the second Orbital Flight

Test (OFT-2) scheduled for launch from the Kennedy Space Center, Florida.

Space Shuttle Orbiter 102, sister ship to the "Enterprise" now undergoing

Approach and Landing Tests at NASA's Dryden Flight Research Center,

California, will make the first several Shuttle space flights.

The Orbital Flight Test program is a series of six developmental

missions in 1979 and 1980 leading up to operational readiness of the

Space Shuttle in May 1980.
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Objectiveof the OFT missions is to evaluate the performance

of the Space Shuttleand its systems and to provideearly demonstrations

of the Shuttle'scapabilityto do what it is designedto do in space.

The first orbitalShuttlemission (OFT-l)will carry instrumen-

tation to evaluate its performanceand alsowill carry a specialpackage

called the InducedEnvironmentContaminationMonitor (IECM) to measure

the effectsof the Shuttle on the space immediatelyaround it. The

IECMwill be carriedon all six OrbitalFlight Test missions.

The payload carriedon the secondShuttle flight, like the

ShuttleOrbiter itself,is reusable. This will permit adjustmentand

modificationof the payload instrumentsand other hardware to allow

its use on subsequentflights at relativelyIow cost.

The first Shuttlepayloadinvestigationsand the principal

investigatorsas currentlyassignedare:

· All-WeatherSurfaceObservationInvestigation

Principal Investigator- Dr. CharlesElachi,
NASA Jet PropulsionLaboratory,Pasadena,California

For severalyears NASA researchspacecrafthave acquireddata

about Earth resourcesusing space sensorsthat see in the visible and

near infraredportions of the electromagmeticspectrum. This investi-

gation will extend these observationsinto the microwaveportionof the

spectrum.

Using an activemicrowavesystem (radar),this investigationwill

add a valuablenew demensionto the earlierdata and also allow observations

through cloud cover. This informationwill be particularlyimportant
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to mineralexplorationand to areas where clouds are present a high

percentageof the time. This investigationis also the start of a

program to determinethe optimumdesign for active microwavesensors.

- Measurementof Air Polqutionfrom Satellites
P-rincipalInvestigator- Dr. Henry H. Reichle, Jr.,
NASA Langley ResearchCenter,Hampton, Virginia

This investigationwill measure the amount and circulationof

carbonmonoxide in the middle and upper troposphere. This will be the

first measurementfrom space of pollutantsin the lower atmospheric

levels. As such, this investigationis an importantstep toward measuring

and monitoringglobal pollutionwhere it most directly affectspeople

and communitieson Earth.

- ShuttleMultispectralInfraredRadiometer
PrincipalInvestigator- Dr. AlexanderF. H. Goetz,
NASA Jet PropulsionLaboratory

This investigationwill use a special instrumentto providefor

testingof variouscombinationsof spectralbands and bandwidths in the

near-infraredportion of the spectrum. This allows continuedresearch

to optimize infraredsensor systemsfor future Earth resourcessatellites.

On the OFT-2 mission, this instrumentwill test spectral bands not now

used by the Landsat Earth resourcessatellitebut which appear to have

importantapplicationsto mineral and oil and gas exploration.

- Ocean Color Experiment
PrincipalInvestigator- Mr. HongsukH. Kim,
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center,Greenbelt,Maryland

The bioproductivityof the oceans is an importantindicatorof

the biologicalhealth of our planet and the impact of man's activities.

It is also of direct interestto commercialfisheriesfor locating and
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evaluatingfishingareas. This investigationwill attemptto get

bioproductivitydata by measuringvariationsin water color in the open

oceans. These variationsare expectedto identifyconcentrationsof

chlorophyllas an indicatorof the presence of plankton and algae.

Such concentrationsare feedingground for many commerciallysought

fish.

- Nighttimeand Da_FtimeOptical Surve_of Thunderstorm
Light'ningand Convec'tilveIBehavior
PrincipalInvestigator- Dr. BernardVonnegut,

State Universityof New York at Albany

This investigationwill examine the correlationbetween lightning

and varioustypes of severe storms. A standard 16mmmovie camerawill

be used, equipped with a photocellattachmentthat records lightning

flashes as signalson the sound track of the film. This is expected

to reveal detailsof convectivecirculationin storms and their rela-

tionshipto the character, locationand extent of associated lightning

discharges. It is hoped that this data will lead to the development

of satellitesystems that can identifysevere storms day or night.

Payloadhardware and scienceand technicalintegrationand mission

support are estimatedat approximately$10 million.

###

September8, 1977

NASA-JSC
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NOTE TO EDITORS

The second Free Flightof OrbiterEnterprisehas been rescheduled

for no earlierthan September 13 at the NASA Dryden Flight Research

Center,Edwards, California. Change-outs,updatesand testingof the

Orbiter'sfive onboardcomputerssince the initialFree Flight on

August 12 has taken longerthan anticipated. One computerof the

redundantset of four computersfailed after separationof the Orbiter

from its 747 carrier aircraft. The failurehas been isolatedand

identifiedas a single defectivesolder joint in one of the computer's

printedcircuitboards (PCB). The PCB has been replaced. Other PCB's

will be replacedin anotheronboardcomputeras a precautionarymeasure.

Work is anticipatedto be completedin time for the new flight date of

September 13.

###
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RELEASE NO: 77-49

SECONDSHUTTLEORBITER FREE FLIGHT SET FOR SEPTEMBER13

The second Free Flight of the ShuttleApproach and Landing Test,

with astronautsJoe Engle and RichardTruly at the controlsof Orbiter

Enterpriseis scheduledfor no earlier than September13, 1977, at the

NASA DrydenFlight ResearchCenter,Edwards,California.

This flightwhich closelyduplicatesthe initialFree Flight

on August 12, calls for the 75-ton (68,040kg) Orbiter to be released

from atop its 747 carrieraircraftfor an unpoweredlandingon the dry

lakeb_drunway,number 15 at the EdwardsAir Force Base. Engle and

Truly are scheduledfor about a five-minuteFree Flight from the time

explosivebolts separate the Orbiter from the 747 at about 24,000 feet

(7315 m) until the craft sets down on the desert runway.
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Engle, 43, (ColonelUSAF), NASA astronautsince 1966, and

Truly, 38, (CommanderUSN), were aboardthe Enterprise on June 28, 1977,

for a 62-minutecaptiveflight duringwhich they performedflight and

systems checkswhile the Orbiterremainedfirmly attachedto the 747.

Truly has been a NASA astronautsince 1969.

This second solo flight followsa series of unmannedand

manned captive flightswhich began at the Dryden in mid-February.

Three more Free Flights (afterFF2) for the Orbiter are planned in the Approach

and Landing Test series before the Orbiter is ferriedto the NASA Marshall

Space Flight Center,Huntsville,Alabama,for vibration testingearly

in 1978,

Takeofftime for the second flight is set for 8 a.m.PDT with

separationof the two vehiclesabout 45 minutes after takeoff. The

combinedweight of the vehicles is 585,000 lbs. (265,350kg).

The second solo flightwill generallyfollow this pattern:

The flight path of the Orbiter and 747 follows a racetrack

patternwith separationoccuringwhen the vehicles are about 8 miles

(13 kilometers)to the right and flying parallel to the landingrun-

way (#15).

At this point of separationthe 747 will be pitched down to a

minus 6 degreesand accelerateto approximately270 knots (500 kmh,

310.7 mph) equivalentair speed (KEAS). The Orbiter pilot will initiate

separationby arming and firing a series of explosivebolts (seven)at

an altitudeof about 24,000 ft. (7315 meters) above runway level.

- more -
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Immediatelyafter separationthe Orbitercrew will commanda

pitch up maneuverwhich will provide a verticalseparationof more than

200 ft. (60 meters) in about five seconds. While the 747 turns left,

the Orbiterwill be commandedto a right turn to providehorizontal

separationof the two vehicles.

About I minute and 15 seconds after separationand when the

Orbiter is about 18,000ft (5486meters),the crew will commanda 55 degree

left roll generatinga 1.8-g load turn on the Orbiter. One minute later,

when the Orbiterhas descendedto an altitudeof about 14,000ft.

(4267 meters), a'_econd left roll of about 10 degreesis performed. This

lines the vehicle up to its final approachto the lakebedrunway.

At an altitudeof 900 ft. (274meters) the crew commandsa change

in the vehicle'sattitudebringing it from a -9 degree glide slope to

a -1.5 degree slope. The landinggear is then deployed,between

200 and 300 ft. (60-90 meters) altitudeand landingflare is initiated

which establishes'a sink rate of approximately3 ft. (1,m) per second

which is held until touchdown. Airspeed at touchdownis expectedto

approximatethe 185 knots (212.9mph, 342.6 kmh) touchdownspeed of the

first Free Flight.

Elapsedtime from Orbiter separationto touchdownis 5 minutes

and O1 seconds. During rolloutvariousbrakingand steeringmethods

will be evaluatedat differentspeeds.

AstronautsFred W. Haise and C. Gordon Fullerton,who comprised

the crew during the August 12 Free Flight,are tentativelyscheduledto

pilot the Enterpriseduring the third Free Flight about two to three

weeks later.

###



ALT FREE FLIGHT TIMELINE

E t Altitude** T,Time* PDT a.m. EDT

Crew Wakeup T-240 4:O0 7:O0
Crew Depart Quarters T-210 4:30 7:30
Crew ArrivesTrailer
(physical& breakfast) T-195 ;_4:45 7:45

Crew Departsfor Suitup Trailer T-160 5:20 8:20
Crew DepartsTrailer T-125 5:55 8:55
Start Ingress T-120 6:00 9:00
IngressComplete T-98 6:22 9:22
ALT Ground Team/Flight
Team Flandover T-67 6:53 9:53

Orbiter/SCAMove From MDD*** T-62 6:58 9:58
Orbiter/SCATow to NASA Ramp T-56 7:04 10:04
SCA Engine Start T-42 7:18 10:18
SCA Begin Taxi T-32 7:28 10:28
SCA Arrive Runway T-12 7:48 10:48
NavigationUpdate T-4 7:56 10:56
SCA Brake Release, Takeoff
C1imbout T-O 8:O0 11:O0

T+O0

IntersectRacetrack 16,400 T+12 8:12 11:12
FCS Checks*** 22,000 T+22 8:22 11:22
R, _ MaximumClimb Thrust 24,100 T+28 8:28 11:28
Sc_ Begin SRT Climb*** 24,100 T+31 8:31 11:31
Pushover 26,500 T+45 8:45 11:45

Separation
Point

Orbiter Separation 23,200 0:00 8:46 11:46
Roll Right 22,900 0:03 8:46:03 ll:46:03
Roll Left 55o 15,600 1:16 8:47:16 11:47:16
Roll Left 12,000 2:35 8:48:35 11:48:35
InitiatePreflare 900 4:24 8:50:24 11:50:24
Deploy Gear 200 4:43 8:50:43 11:50:43
Touchdown 5:01 8:51:01 11:51:01

Note

* Events and times are preliminaryand may change prior to and during flight and are
dependentupon atmosphericand flight conditions.

** Altitudesare Above Ground Level (AGL) and are referencedto Orbiterground aim
point on the runway. Add 2,300 feet to AGL to obtain altitude above Mean Sea
Level (MSL).

**' SCA- Shuttle CarrierAircraft
MDD- Mate-DemateDevice
FCS - Flight Control System (or ForwardCrew Station)
SRT - Special Rated Thrust



ALT Free Flight 1

August 12, 1977

Actual Times/AltitudesTimeline

Event PDT Altitude_AGL Speed_ kts

SCA/Orbiterbrake release,takeoff 8:00:00

Intersectracetrack 8:15:30 19,500

Flight controlsystems check 8:22:14 22,500

Begin special-ratedthrust 8:36:43 26,200

Pushoverfor Orbiter separation 8:47:40 28,000

Orbiterseparation 8:48:29 24,000 270

Orbiter landing 8:53:51 0 185

Total OrbiterFree Flight time: 5 min 22 sec; Averagerate of sink

4615 fpm; Touchdownwas about .75 mile long (beyondpredictedTD

point);Touchdown-to-stoprolloutapproximatelyll,O00 feet.
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RELEASE NO: 77-50

ALSO RELEASED AT NASA HEADQUARTERS

JSC EXTENDS LOCKHEED CONTRACT FOR COMPUTER SERVICES

The NASA Johnson Space Center has extended the contract with

Lockheed Electronics Company, Inc., for engineering, scientific and

Computing Center support services for the Houston center. The contract

covers management, facilities and materials for general electronic and

scientific support services for the JSC Engineering and Development,

Space and Life Sciences, and Data Systems and Analysis Directorates.

Lockheed will employ approximately 1800 people under terms of

the cost-plus-award-fee contract. Valued at an estimated $41,056,000,

the contract period is from September l, 1977 to February 28, 1978,

with an option to extend to May 31, 1978.

###
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NOTE TO EDITORS

JSC TO GET SATURN V FIRST STAGE DISPLAY

A 144-ton first stage of the Saturn V launch vehicle, used for

boosting Apollo missions to the Moon and for placing the Skylab space

station into orbit, will arrive at the Johnson Space Center Monday for

permanent display.

The S-IC stage will leave the Michoud Assembly Facility aboard

the NASA Barge Little Lake at 5 a.m. CDT Friday and will arrive at the

JSC dock on Clear Lake at 1 p.m. Monday. Movement of the 33 by 138-foot

stage from the dock to its exhibit location near the Center's Antenna

Test Range will be made at 1 a.m. Wednesday morning when NASA Road 1

traffic is at a minimum.

JSC will eventually add the S-II and S-IVB upper stages and an

Apollo spacecraft to the permanent exhibit.

###

September 14, 1977
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FOURTHGROUPOF 20 ASTRONAUTAPPLICANTSREPORTTO JSC SEPTEMBER19

The fourth group of Space Shuttle astronautapplicantswill

report to the Johnson Space Center Monday,September19 for a week of

physical examinationsand individualinterviews. All are pilots in

this group, 19 military and one civilian.

Servicesrepresentedare U.S. Air Force, 12, U.S. Navy, four;

and the U.S. Marine Corps, three. This is the third group of pilots

selectedfor screeningat JSC.

Of the 8,079 who appliedfor the astronautprogram, approximately

200 are being broughtto JSC in groups of 20 for furtherscreening. The

final group is scheduledto report in mid-November.

Notificationof selectionof as many as 20 astronautcandidates

in each of lhe two categorieswill be made in December. The pilot and

missionspecialistcandidatesselectedwill report at a later date to JSC

for a two-yearevaluationand trainingperiod before their final selection

as astronauts.

The names, age, military rank, place of birth, high school (HS)

and current duty station of each of the pilots in this fourth group of 20

astronautapplicantsare:

- more -



FrederickH. Hauck, 36; CommanderUSN
Long Beach, California;(HS)Washington,D.C.
Naval Air Station,Whidbey Island,Washington

Ralph J. Luczak, 31; CeptainUSAF
St. Louis, Missouri;(HS) Clayton,Missouri
USAF 4950th Test Wing, Wright PattersonAFB, Ohio

Donald L. Marx, 35; Major USAF
Gary, Indiana;(HS) Merrillville,Indiana
Air Command& Staff College,MaxwellAFB, Alabama

Edward D. Mendenhall,41; civilian
Orange,New Jersey; (NS)Summit,New Jersey
NASA JohnsonSpace Center,AircraftOperations,Houston, Texas

Edward T. Meschko,33; Major USAF
Trenton,New Jersey; (HS) O_ensboro,Kentucky
USAF Flight Test Center,EdwardsAFB, California

Alfred P. Metz, 31; Captain USAF
Springfield,Ohio; (HS) Springfield,Ohio
USAF Flight Test Center,EdwardsAFB, California

David W. Milam, 37; Major USAF
Tucson,Arizona; (MS) Pueblo, Colorado
USAF Test Pilot School,Edwards,AFB, California

StephenJ. Monagan, 33; CaptainUSAF
Waterbury, Connecticut;(HS)Waterbury,Connecticut
3246th Test Wing, Eglin AFB, Florida

Roger A. Moseley, 31; Major USAF
St. George,Utah; (HS) Lawton,Oklahoma
3246th Test Wing, Eglin AFB, Florida

Steven R. Nagel, 30; CaptainUSAF
Canton, Illinois,(HS) Canton,Illinois
USAF Flight Test Center,EdwardsAFB, California

Bryan D. O'Conner, 31; Captain USMC
Orange, California;(HS) TwentyninePalms, California
Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Maryland

Alva E. Peet, Jr., 38; Major USMC
_Jacksonville,Florida; (HS) Louisville,Kentucky
Naval Air Station,Pt. Mugu, California

- more -



Larry G. Pearson,34; Lt. CommanderUSN
Red]ands,California;(HS) San Antonio,Texas
PacificMissileTest Center,Pt. Mugu, California

Gary L. Post, 37; Major USMC
Trilla, Illinois;(HS) Mattoon, Illinois
Naval War College, Newport,Rhode Island

KennethN. Rauch, 33; Lt. CommanderUSN
Syracuse,New York; (HS)Baldwinsville,New York
Student,CanadianForces College,Toronto,Ontario, Canada

RichardN. Richards,31; LieutenantUSN
Key West, Florida;(HS)St. Louis, Missouri
Naval Air Test Center,PatuxentRiver, Maryland

FrancisR. Scobee_,38; Major USAF
Cie Elum, Washington;(HS) Auburn,Washington
USAF Flight Test Center,EdwardsAFB, California

BrewsterH. Shaw, Jr., 32; CaptainUSAF
Cass City, Michigan;(NS) Cass City, Michigan
USAF Test Pilot School,EdwardsAFB, California

Loren J. Schriver,32; CaptainUSAF
Jefferson,Iowa; (NS) Paton, Iowa
USAF Flight Test Center,EdwardsAFB, California

Ivan J. Singleton,38; Major USAF
Tulsa,Oklahoma; (NS) Tulsa, Oklahoma
USAF Flight Test Center, EdwardsAFB, California

NASA-JSC
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Release No: 77-53

Third Shuttle Orbiter Free Flight Set For September 23

The third Free Flight of Orbiter Enterprise, now scheduled for

no earlier than September 23, 1977, at NASA's Dryden Flight Research

Center, Edwards, California, includes a 65-second test of the spacecraft's

automatic landing system during a five minute powerless descent to a dry

lakebed runway in the Mojave Desert.

Astronauts Fred W. Haise and C. Gordon Fullerton will be at the

controls of Enterpris9 when it is released from its 747-carrier aircraft

at an altitude of 24,100 ft. (7345.7 m). Haise and Fullerton will fly the

Orbiter, directing it through one tight 55 degree bank and guiding it to

a landing on runway 17 at Edwards Air Force Base. This is the second

Free Flight for Haise and Fullerton.
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At about 8,400 ft, (2560.3m) Haise will engage Enterpriseautoland

systemwhich turns flight controlover to the craft'sonboard computers

which are in turn linkedto a microwave landingsystem providinginforma-

tionaldirecti,onas Enterprisemakes its final approachfor landing.

At 2,000 ft. (609.6m) altitudeand less than one-minutefrom

touchdownthe crew will disengagethe autolandsystem, takeover,and guide

the 75-ton craft to a landing.

This flight closelyfollows the flightpattern of the two previous

Free Flightsof August 12 and September13. The familiar racetrackpattern

will be followedby the 747/Orbiteruntil separation. After a seriesof

explosivebolts are fired, the Orbitermakes a right roll in a separation

maneuverfrom the 747.

The flight will look like this:

- Separationoccurs at about 24,100 ft. (7345.7m) altitude as

Enterpriseand the 747 combinationare descendingat a rate of 250 kts

(463 km/h; 287.5 mph). Three secondsafter the seven explosivebolts are

fired, the Orbiter is commandedto a right roll for separationfrom the

carrieraircraft.

- At 19,000ft. (5791.2m) and at a speed of 290 kts (537 km/h;

333.5 mph) the crew directsvariousflight controlinputs to determine

aeroflightcharacteristicsof the Orbiterwith the vehicle'scenter of

gravitybeing slightly aft.

- One minute and 16 secondsafter release and at an altitudeof

15,300ft. (4663.4m) Haise will push Enterpriseinto a tight 55 degree

left roll. This turn generatesa 1.8 g load on the vehicleand crew and

- more -
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decreasesthe Orbiter'sspeed from 290 kts (537 km/h; 333.5 mph) to

200 kts (370.4km/h_ 230 mph).

A second set of programtest inputs are directed into the

system by the crew to determineEnterprises'aeroflightcharacteristics

at the reducedspeed of 200 kts (370.4km/h; 230 mph).

- The crew commands a final left roll at an altitudeof 12,100 ft.

(3688m) for the final approachto landing. When Enterprisereaches

8,400 ft. (2560.3m) altitude,Haise activatesthe automaticlanding

system. For tne next 65 secondsHaise and Fullerton,fly "hands off,"

as they monitor the descentof Enterpriseto an altitudeof 2,000 ft.

(609.6m). Haise disengagesthe autolandsystem and takes controlof the

Enterprisefor its final approachand landing.

- Touchdownwhich is scheduledfor 5:17 seconds after release

is expected to be in the 185-194kts (342.6-359.3km/h; 212.7-223mph)

touchdownspeed of the previousFree Flights. Gentle to moderate braking

and nose gear wheel steeringwill be appliedduring rollout.

###
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ALT FREE FLIGHT TIMELINE

Event Altitude** T-Time* PDT a.m. EDT

Crew Wakeup T-240 4:00 7:00
Cr_w_Depart Quarters T-210 4:30 7:30
Crew Arrives Trailer
(physical & breakfast) T-195 /,4:45 7:45

Crew Departs for Suitup Trailer T-160 5:20 8:20
Crew Departs Trailer T-125 5:55 8:55
Start Ingress T-120 6:00 9:00
Ingress Complete T-98 6:22 9:22
ALT Ground Team/Flight
Team Handover T-67 6:53 9:53

Orbiter/SCA Move From MDD*** T-62 6:58 9:58
Orbiter/SCA Tow to NASA Ramp T-56 7:04 10:04
SCA Engine Start T-42 7:18 lO:18
SCA Begin Taxi T-32 7:28 10:28
SCA Arrive Runway T-12 7:48 10:48
Navigation Update T-4 7:56 10:56
SCA Brake Release, Takeoff
Climbout T-O 8:00 ll:O0

T+O0

Intersect Racetrack 16,400 T+12 8:12 ll:12
FCS Checks*** 22,000 T+22 8:22 11:22
,achMaximum Climb Thrust 24,100 T+28 8:28 11:28

iCA Begin SRT Climb*** 24,100 T+31 8:31 11:31
Pushover 26,500 T+45 8:45 11:45

Separation
Point

Orbiter Separation 24,100 0:00 8:46 11:46
Roll Right 24,000 0:03 8:46:03 11:46:03
Roll Left 550 (1.8G's) 15,300 1:16 8:47:16 11:47:16
Complete Turn (200 KTS) 14,300 1:55 8:47:55 11:47:55
Program Test Inputs (Low Speed) 13,800 2:11 8:48:11 11:48:11
Roll Left - Pitch -10w 12,100 2:46 8:48:46 11:48:46

Engage Autoland 8,400 3:17 8:49:17 11:49:17
Control Stick Steering (Pilot) 2,000 4:22 8:50:22 11:50:22
Initiate Preflare 900 4:40 8:50:40 11:50:40

Deploy Landing Gear 200 4:59 8:50:59 11:50:59
Touchdown (185 KTS) 0 5:17 8:51:17 ll:51:17

Note
* Events and times are preliminary and may change prior to and during flight and are

dependent upon atmospheric and flight conditions.

** Altitudes are Above Ground Level (AGL) and are referenced to Orbiter ground aim
point on the runway. Add 2,300 feet to AGL to obtain altitude above Mean Sea
Level (MSL).

_* SCA - Shuttle Carrier Aircraft
MDD - Mate-Demate Device

FCS - Flight Control System (or Forward Crew Station)
SRT - Special Rated Thrust



ALT Free Flight ]

August 12, 1977

Actual Times/AltitudesTimeline

Event PDT Altitude_AGL Speed, kts

SCA/Orbiterbrake release,takeoff 8:00:00

Intersectracetrack 8:15:30 19,500

Flight controlsystems check 8:22:14 22,500

Begin special-ratedthrust 8:36:43 26,200

Pushoverfor Orbiter separation 8:47:40 28,000

Orbiterseparation 8:48:29 24,000 270

Orbiter landing 8:53:Sl 0 185

Total OrbiterFree Flight time; 5 min 22 sec; Average rate of sink

4615 fpm; Touchdownwas about .75 mile long (beyondpredictedTD

point);Touchdown-to-stoprolloutapproximatelyl1,000 feet.



ALT Free Flight2

September13, 1977

Actual Times/AltitudesTimeline

Event PDT AltitudeAGL

Takeoff 8:00

Pushover 8:48:34 28,300

Separation 8:49:24 24,000

Main Gear 8:54:55

Nose Gear 8:55:10

Stop 8:56:10

Highest Speed: 300 knots

Lowest Speed: 185 knots

Touchdown: 194 knots

Free Flight Total: 5 min, 31 sec

Touchdown680ft. past aim point
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RELEASENO: 77- 54

FIFTH GROUP OF ASTRONAUTAPPLICANTSREPORTTO JSC SEPTEMBER26

The fifth group of Space Shuttleastronautapplicants i5 scheduledto

be at the JohnsonSpace Center this week for individualinterviewsand

physicalexaminations. This group includespilot and mission specialist

applicants.

Seventeenof the twenty are pilot applicantsand three are mission specialist

applicants.

Of the 8,079 who applied for the Space Shuttleastronautprogram,approxi-

mately 200 are being broughtto JSC in groupsof 20 for furtherscreening.

The final group of applicantsis scheduledto report in mid-November.

From the approximately200 finalists,as many as 20 astronautcandidates

will be selected in each category -- pilot and mission specialist. Noti-

ficationof those selectedwill be made in December. The astronaut

candidateswill report to JSC at a later date for a two-yearevaluation

and trainingperiod before their final selectionas astronauts.

The names, age, military rank and/or degree,place of birth, high school (HS),

and currentduty stationor place of employmentof the individualsin this

fifth group are:

-more-
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Norman L. Suits, 39; Lt. Colonel USAF
Chebanse,Illinois;(HS)Moral Township,Indiana
F-15 Joint Test Force, EdwardsAFB, California

BronsonW. Sweeney,33; Major USMC
Fall River, Massachusetts;(HS) Newport,Rhode Island
Naval Air Test Center,PatuxentRiver, Maryland

Paul D. Tackabury,32; CaptainUSAF
Canastota,New York; (HS) Canastota,New York
USAF Flight Test Center,EdwardsAFB, California

James W. Tilley II, 34; Captain USAF
Milwaukee,Wisconsin;(HS) Milwaukee,Wisconsin
3246th Test Wing, Eglin AFB, Florida

David M. Walker, 33; LCDR USN
Columbus,Georgia; (HS) Eustis,Florida
NAS Oceana VirginiaBeach, Virginia

George J. Webb, Jr., 34; LCDR USN
Jacksonville,Florida; (HS)McLean Virginia
Cecil Field, Florida

Donald E. Williams,35; LCDR USN
Lafayette,Indiana; (HS) Otterbein,Indiana
NAS, Lemoore, California

Robert C. Williamson,Jr., 31; LCDR USN
West Chester, Pensylvania;(HS) Alexandria,Virginia
NAS Oceana,VirginiaBeach, Virginia

Paul D. Young, 34; Major USMC
Ada, Oklahoma;(HS) Roff, Oklahoma
Fleet Marine Force Pacific(Okinawa)

StevenA. Hawley,25; Ph.D. (missionspecialist)
Ottawa,Kansas; (HS) Salina, Kansas
Cerro Tololo InteramericanObservatory,La Serena,Chile

Gary W. Matthes, 35; Major USAF
St. Louis,Missouri; (HS) Jennings,Missouri
USAF FlightTest Center,EdwardsAFB, California

-more=
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Robert L. Oetting,37; Major USAF
Alton, Illinois;(HS) Wood River, Illinois
USMC Air Station, Cherry Point, North Carolina

Isaac S. Payne, IV; 37; Major USAF
Malakoff,Texas; (HS) Portland,Oregon
Hqs. USAF, The Pentagon,Washington,D.C.

Wilton T. Sanders, III, 29; Ph.D (missionspecialist)
Greenwood,Mississippi;(HS)Norfolk,Virginia
Departmentof Physics,Universityof Wisconsin,Madison, Wisconsin

Michael E. Sexton,36; Major USAF
Pendleton,Oregon; (HS) Pendleton,Oregon
36th TAC Fighter Wing F-15 Squadron,BitbergAFB, Germany

David M. Sjuggerud,35; LCDR USN
Blair, Wisconsin; (HS)Menomonie,Wisconsin
Naval Air Systems Command,Washington,D.C.

Paul S. Skabo, 35
Dixon, Illinois;(HS)Minor, North Dakota
FederalAviationAgency,Atlanta,Georgia

James L. Spencer, III, 35; LCDR USN
Charleston,South Carolina;(HS) Quantico,Virginia
Naval Air Test Center, PatuxtentRiver,Maryland

Will R. Stewart,32; Captain USAF
Montclair,New Jersey; (HS) Nutley,New Jersey
USAF Flight Test Center,Edwards,AFB, California

Joseph J. C. Degioanni,31, Ph.D.,M.D. (missionspecialist)
Italy; (HS) Montreal,Canada
Resident,AerospaceMedicine,JohnsonSpace Center,Houston,Texas

###

Septe_er 26, 1977
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SIXTH GROUP OF ASTRONAUTAPPLICANTS- ALL MISSIONSPECIALISTS

The sixth group of 20 Space Shuttleastronautapplicantswill re-

port to the NASA JohnsonSpace Center,Monday,October 3, for a week of

individualinterviewsand physicalexaminations. Applicantsin this

group are all in the mission specialistcategoryand includesone woman.

Of the 8,079 Who appliedfor the Space Shuttle astronautprogram,

approximately200 are being broughtto JSC in groups of 20 for further

screening. The screeningprocessis expectedto be completeby

mid-November.

As many as 20 astronautcandidateswill be selectedin each

category -- mission specialistand pilot. Those selectedwill be

notified in December.

The candidateswill report to JSC at a later date for a two-year

evaluationand trainingperiod. Satisfactorycompletionof this period

will determinetheir final selectionas astronauts.

The names, age, military rank, place of birth, high school (HS),and

currentduty stationor place of employmentof the individualsin this

sixth group,are:

-more-
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George R. Carruthers,38
Cincinnati, OH; (HS) Chicago,IL
Naval ResearchLab, Washington,D.C.

DouglasL. Dowd, 34, Captain US Army
Miami, FLA; (HS) Midland,TX
Mission Planningand Analysis Division,NASA/JSC,Houston,TX

MichaelJ. Frankston,26
New York, NY; (HS) New York, NY
RemoteSensing Laboratory,Mass. Instititeof Tech., Cambridge,MA

Robert B. Giffen 35, Major USAF
Princeton,NJ; (HS) Asheville,NC
U. S. AF Academy, Colorado

Alan M. Goldberg,28
Providence,RI; (HS) Providence,RI
Dept. of Earth & PlanetaryScience,Mass. Instituteof Tech., Cambridge,MA

Douglas R. Hansmann,32
Olympia,Washington,(HS) Mt. Vernon,Washington
Cardio-DynamicsLaboratories,Los Angeles,CA

Frank R. Harnden, Jr., 31
Pittsfield,MA; (HS) Dallas,TX
SmithsonianAstrophysicalObservatory,Cambridge,MA

WilliamD. Heacox,35
Pipestone,MN; (HS) Spokane,WA
NRC ResearchAssociate,NASA/GoddardSpace Flight Center, Greenbelt,MD.

JeffreyA. Hoffman, 32
New York, NY; (HS) Scarsdale,NY
Center for Space Research,Mass. Instituteof Tech., Cambri_Ige,MA

R. Jerry Jost, 30
Portland,Oregon; (HS) Sherwood,Oregon
Space Physics Dept., Rice University,Houston, Texas

DonaldW. McCarthy,Jr., 29
Minneapolis,MN; (HS) Hopkins,MN
Lunar & PlanetaryLab., Universityof Arizona,Tucson, AZ

-mo_re-
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Roger P. Neeland,35, Major USAF
Milwaukee,WI; (HS) Chadron,NE
U. S. Air Force Acadenly,Colorado

George D. Nelson,27
CharlesCity, Iowa; (HS) Willmar,MN
AstronomyDept., Universityof Washington,Seattle,WA

Arthur L. Pavel, 30, Captain USAF
Downey,CA; (HS) Orange, CA
USAF Test Pilot School,EdwardsAFB, CA

CharlesJ. Peterson,31
Seattle,WA; (HS) Yakima,WA
Cerro Tololo Inter-AmericanObservatory,LaSerena,Chile

Larry D. Petro, 29
Lansing,Michigan; (HS) Niles, Michigan
Hale Observatories,Carnegie Instituteof Washington,Pasadena,CA

LawrenceS. Pinsky, 31
New York, NY; (HS) Oxon Hill, MD
PhysicsDepartment,Universityof Houston, Houston,Texas

Sally K. Ride, 26
Los Angeles, CA; (HS) Los Angeles,CA
PhysicsDept., StanfordUniversity,Stanford,CA

RichardJ. Terrile,26
New York, NY; (HS) Flushing,NY
Divisionof Geological& PlanetaryScience, CaliforniaInstituteof
Technology,Pasadena,CA

Bobby L. Ulich, 30
Bryan, TX; (HS) Lubbock,TX
NationalRadio AstronomyObservatory,Tucson,AZ

###

October3, 1977
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NOTE TO EDITORS

The fourth Free Flight of the Space ShuttleEnterpriseis

scheduledfor Wednesday,October 12. The crew of the Orbiterwill

be Joe Engle and Richard Truly, the same crew that piloted the

second Free Flight on September13. Take-offis slated for 8 a.m.

PDT (lO:O0a.m. CDT).

This will be the first flight of the Orbiter in its space

flight configuration. The tail cone which had been installedon

the aft section of the Orbiterto smooth the airflowand reduce

drag has been removed. Three simulatedmain Shuttleengineshave

been installed.

The News Room at the Dryden Flight Research Centerwill

open at 8 a.m. PDT on Tuesday,October ll and 5 a.m. PDT on Wednesday,

October 12. Accreditationfrom the previousFree Flightswill be

accepted. Press passes will be requiredfor access to take-offand

landingsites.

Up to date status reports are available24 hours a day by

callingLos Angeles (213) 354-4213,Washington(202) 755-0670,

or Dryden (805) 258-4474,JohnsonSpace Center (713) 483-5111.

_dditionaldetails are availableby calling (805) 258-8381,Monday

throughFriday from 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

###

October 4, 1977
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RELEASENO: 77-58

FOURTH SHUTTLEORBITER FREE FLIGHT SET FOR OCTOBER _2

Orbiter Enterprisewill undergoits first test in its space

flight configurationat the NASA Dryden Flight ResearchCenter,Edwards,

California,when astronautsJoe Engle and RichardTruly bring the 75-ton

spacecraftinto a steep powerlesslandingcloselyresemblinglandingsthe

Space ShuttleOrbiterwill experienceupon its return from space in 1979.

Engle and Truly who pilotedEnterpriseon the second Free Flight

test on September13 will be at controlsduring this the shortest and

steepestflight in the Approach and LandingTest Program. Flight time

from separationto touchdownon the dry lakebedrunway (#17) at the

EdwardsAir Force Base is slightlymore than 2 min 30 sec.

more -



2

Enterprisewhich has been piloted to three successfulfree

flightswill be without its aft tailconewhich provided smooth airflow

and reduceddrag of the 747/Orbitercombo. The 5750 lb. (2608 kg.)

tailconehas been removed and has been replacedby three simulatedengines.

This configurationrepresentshow the Orbiterwill return from space.

The three Shuttlemain Engines are only used at launch to orbit

in tandemwith two solid rocket boosterswhich furnish liftoffpower

for the Shuttle. These engines are not used during reentryor during

landing.

Without the tailcone it is estimated the 747 will receive

about three times the amount of buffeting. This buffeting is expected

to reduce by 50 percent the stabilityof the 747 carrier aircraftand

also reduce the rudder controlof the 747 by nearly 20 percent.

In previous free flights,with tailconeon the 747 has been

able to attain release altitudeof more than 23,000ft. and launch

separationof 270 knots in about 45 minutes. Without the tailcone,

release altitudewill be about 18,000ft. and an airspeedof 245 knots.

Discretechecks will be made by onboard crew members and

ground controllersthroughoutthe climb to altitudeto assure the

747/Orbitercan reach proper altitudewithout excessivebuffetingwhich

might interferewith a nominalseparationof the two craft. A practice

separationwill be conductedat 18,000ft. (5486 m.) AGL, after which

the 747 with its enginespushed to specialrated thrustwill climb back

to 22,000 ft. (6705m.) AGL for pushover and release of the Orbiter.

- more -
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Ente?prisewill descentto the Edwards dry lake runway at

about a 22-degreeangle, much like a dive bomber attack. Approach

angle on the three previousflightshas been about II degrees. Release

of Enterpriseoccurs when the vehiclesare severalmiles north of

CaliforniaHighway58, north of Edwards.

During climb to altitudethe 747/Orbiterfollow along a race-

track patternwhich is 73 nauticalmiles (135.2km.) in length.

The flight is as follows:

- After takeoff variousbuffet,flutter, load stabilization

controlchecks are made as the mated configurationclimbs to altitude.

Approximately25 minutes after takeoffthe 747 noses over to perform

a 'dressrehearsal'for a separationat about 18,000ft. (5486m.)

AGL. This practiceseparationrun is concludedat about 14,500 ft.

(4420 m.) AGL when anotherseries of flight controlchecks are conducted

aboard the Orbiter.

- The crew of the 747 then appliesspecialrated thrust to

the modified enginesfor the climb from 18,500 ft. (5639m.) AGL to the

separationaltitude. Pushoverof the 747 will occur at about 56 minutes

after takeoff at 22,000 ft. (6706m.) AGL.

- Separationoccurs about one minute after pushoverwhen the

747/Orbiterreaches an altitudeof about 18,200ft. (5547m°) AGL.

The Orbiter is now about 20 miles (32.2 km.) from touchdown.

- more -
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- Sixteensecondsafter separationthe Enterprisecrew initiates

aerodynamicstick (ASI) inputs to the Orbiterto determinecontrol

surfaceand aerodynamicresponsesof the vehicle.

- A slight left turn, the first of two turns is commandedby

the crew 30 secondsafter release,followedby a pushover of the Orbiter

at 39 seconds. Five seconds later when the Enterprise is at 15,500 ft.

(4724 m.) AGL controlsare commandedto pull the Orbiter nose back up

to slow its descent. Anotherpushover and pullup follow to an altitude

of about 12,500ft. (3810m.) AGL where anotherseries of aerodynamic

stick inputs (ASI) are reinitiatedto test the control surfaces and

handling capabilitiesof the Orbiter after one minute and 10 seconds

of free flight.

- At 8,200 ft. (2500 m.) AGL and when Enterprise is descending

at a speed of about 290 knots (537 km/h) the speed brakes are deployed

to about 30 percentwhich reducesthe Enterpri.se'sspeed. A few seconds

later at 1 min 34 sec after separationthe second left turn is performed,

lining the vehicle up for its final approachto landingon runway 17.

- Two minutes after separationand about 30 secondsand 1,9OO ft.

(579 m.) AGL from landing,the Enterprisecrew commands a preflare

(pullingthe nose up) which reduces airspeedfor landing.

- Touchdownof Enterpriseis about 2 min 34 sec after separation

from the 747.

#_#



ALT FREE FLIGHT TIMELINE

·ent Altitude** T-Time* PDT a.m. EDT,w

Crew Wakeup T-240 4:00 7:00
Crew DepartQuarters T-210 4:30 7:30
Crew Arrives Trailer

(physical& breakfast) T-195 4:45 7:45
Crew Departsfor Suitup Trailer T-160 5_20 8:20
Crew DepartsTrailer T-125 5:55 8:55
Start Ingress T-120 6:00 9:00
Ingress Complete T-98 6:22 9:22
ALT Ground Team/Flight
Team Nandover T-67 6:53 9:53

Orbiter/SCAMove From MDD*** T-62 6:58 9:58
Orbiter/SCATow to NASA Ramp T-56 7:04 10:04
SCA Engine Start T-42 7:18 10:18
SCA Begin Taxi T-32 7:28 10:28
SCA Arrive Runway T-12 7:48 10:48
NavigationUpdate T-4 7:56 10:56
SCA Brake Release,Takeoff
Climbout T-O 8:00 11:00

MD/CSS LIM/LoadCheck 3,000 T+3 8:03 11:03
SCA Buffett Check 7,500 T+8 8:08 11:08
SeparationData Run 18,500 T+25 8:25 11:25
FCS Data Run 14,500 T+29 8:29 11:29
qRT 18,500 T+40 8:40 11:40
shover 22,000 T+56 8:56 11:56

SePlarationPoint

Separation,pullup, 18,200
Body Flap 34% 17,700 8:57 11:57

Pushover 17,850 8:57:11 11:57:11
First left turn, ASZ's
Pushover 16,700 8:57:32 11:57:32

Pullup 15,500 8:57:44 11:57:44
Pushover 14,500 8:57:55 11:57:55
Pullup 13,000 8:58:08 11:58:08
ASI's 12,300 8:58:12 11:58:12
Second Left Turn,
Speedbrake30% 7,300 8:58:36 11:58:36

ASI's 5,000 8:58:48 11:58:48
Speedbrakeclosed,
InitiatePreflare 1,900 8:59:05 11:59:05

Deploy LandingGear 200 8:59:23 11:59:23
T.D. 0 8:59:35 11:59:35
Mod-hard DifferentialBrake 8:59:45 11:59:45
Gentle-modBrake 8:59:50 11:59:50
OrbiterStop 9:00:00 11:00:00



ACTUAL TIMES/ALTITUDESTIMELINE

Free Flight 1 (Haise& Fullerton)
August 12, 1977

Event PDT Altitude_AGL Speedy knots

SCA/Orbiterbrake release,takeoff 8:00:00
Intersectracetrack 8:15:30 19,500
Flight controlsystems check 8:22:14 22,500
Begin special-ratedthrust 8:36:43 26,200
Pushoverfor Orbiter separation 8:47:40 28,000
Orbiter separation 8:48:29 24,000 270
Orbiterlanding 8:53:51 0 185

Total OrbiterFree Flight time: 5 min 22 sec
Averaterate of sink: 4615 fpm
Touchdownwas about .75 mile beyond predictedTD point
Touchdown-to-stoprollout approximately11,000feet

Free Flight 2 (Engle& Truly)
September13, 1977

Event PDT Altitude,AGL Speed, knots

Takeoff 8:00:00
Pushover 8:48:34 28,300
Separation 8:49:24 24,000
Main Gear 8:54:55
Nose Gear 8:55:10
Stop 8:56:10

Highest Speed: 300 knots
Lowest Speed: 185 knots
Touchdown: 194 knots
Free Flight Total: 5 min 31 sec
Touchdown680 ft. past aim point

Free Flight 3 (Haise& Fullerton)
September23, 1977

Event PDT Altitude,AGL Speed_ knots

Takeoff 8:00:47
Pushover 8:44:58 26,700

Separation 8:45:37 21,400 250 (287mph)
Touchdown (main) 8:51:12 191 (219 mph)
Nosegear 8:51:23
Rollout 9,147

Touchdown786 ft. beyond aim point
AutolandSystem: 45 seconds
Total Free Flight: 5 min 34 sec
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RELEASENO: 77-59 October 12, 1977

SEVENTH GROUP OF ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS TO REPORT TO JSC OCTOBER 17

Twenty more mission specialist astronaut applicants are scheduled

to report to the NASA Johnson Space Center, October 17, for a week of

physical examinations and individual interviews. Eight of the group

reporting are women.

To date 140 astronaut applicants have been selected to come to

JSC for further screening. Of the seven groups reporting, 77 have been

pilots and 63 in the mission specialist category. Of the above, 17 are

women and all are mission specialist applicants.

Of the 8,079 who applied for the Space Shuttle astronaut program,

approximately 200 are being brought to JSC in groups of 20 for further

screening. Screening of the applicants is expected to be complete by

mid-November.

As many as 20 astronaut candidates will be selected in each

category---mission specialist and pilot. Those selected will be notified

in December. They will report to JSC at a later date for a two-year

evaluation and training period. The candidates will become astronauts

after satisfactory completion of the two-year period.

The names, age, degrees and/or military rank, place of birth,

high school (HS), and current duty station or place of employment of the

individuals in this seventh group are:

- more -
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Jack L. Bufton,32; Ph.D.
Kenmore, NY; (NS) Warren,PA
NASA/GoddardSpace Flight Center,Greenbelt,MD

Samuel H. Clarke,Jr., 40; Ph.D.
Bristol,VA; (HS) Enid, OK
U.S. GeologicalSurvey,Office of Marine Geology,Menlo Park, CA

Kathleen Crane, 26; Ph.D.
Washington,DC; (HS) Falls Church,VA
Scripps Instituteof Oceanography,La Jolla, CA

Bonnie J. Dunbar,28
Sunnyside,WA; (HS) Sunnyside,WA
Rockwell InternationSpace Division,Downey,CA

Brady A. Elliott, 30
Columbus,OH; (MS) North Canton,OH
Texas A&M University(ResearchAssistant),CollegeStation, TX

Joan J. Fitzpatrick,27; Ph.D.
Bayonne,NJ; (NS) Bayonne,NJ
ColoradoSchool of Mines ResearchInstitute,Golden, CO

SalvatoreGiardina,Jr., 34
Hoboken, NJ; (HS) Union City, NJ
State of Arizona,Oil and Gas Commission,Tempe, AZ

David S. Ginley, 27; Ph.D.
Denver,CO; (HS) Denver,CO
Sandia Laboratories,Albuquerque,NM

CarolynS. Griner,32
Granite City, IL; (NS) Winter Park, FL
NASA/MarshallSpace Flight Center,Huntsville,AL

Evelyn L. Hu, 30; Ph.D.
New York, NY; (HS)New York, NY
Bell Laboratories,Holmdel,NJ

Carol B. Jenner,27; Ph.D.
Washington,DC; (HS)O'Fallon,IL
Universityof Wisconsin,Madison,WI

- more -
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Mary Helen Johnston,32; Ph.D.
West Palm Beach, FL; (HS) Fort Pierce, FL
NASA/MarshallSpace Flight Center,Huntsville,AL

N. Louise Kirkbride,24
Philadelphia,PA; (HS) Upper Darby,PA
Jet PropulsionLaboratory,Pasadena,CA

Larry A. Mayer, 25
New York, NY; (HS) New York, NY
Scripps Instituteof Oceanography,La Jolla, CA

Harry Y. McSween, Jr., 22; Ph.D.
Charlotte,NC; (NS) Clinton,SC
Universityof Tennessee,Knoxville,TN

RichardW. Newton, 29; Ph.D.
Baytown, TX;(HS)Baytown,TX
Texas A&M University,CollegeStation,TX

WilliamH. Peterson,36
Brooklyn,NY; (HS) San Francisco,CA
Universityof Miami (GraduateResearchAsst.),Miami, FL

Wayne R. Sand, 36
Conrad,MT; (HS) Valier,MT
Universityof Wyoming,Laramie,WY

Brian H. Shoemaker,40; CDR-USN
Noranda,Quebec, Canada; (HS) Bishop,CA
NAS North Island,San Diego, CA

RitchieS. Straff,24
Philadelphia,PA; (HS) Ardmore,PA
M.I.T. (GraduateStudent),Cambridge,MA

###
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Terry White ForRelease:

RELEASE NO: 77-64 October 19, 1977

NOTE TO EDITORS

SATURN V UPPER STAGES ARRIVE FOR JSC DISPLAY

Upper stages of the Saturn V launch vehicle used for Apollo

lunar landing missions and for placing the Skylab space station into

Earth orbit will arrive by barge at the NASA Johnson Space Center

October 24.

The S-II and S-IVB second and third stages will dock at the

JSC barge dock on Clear Lake at 12 noon,and preparations for moving

the stages at 6 p.m. the following day will begin. The two upper

stages will join the Saturn V first stage in the display area near

the JSC visitor parking lot.

Included on the barge are a spacecraft/lunar module adapter

(SLA) and a launch escape system. The display, when completed, will

include an Apollo spacecraft in a 370-foot long horizontal "stack."

The three Saturn V stages have been in storage at the NASA Michoud

Assembly Facility near New Orleans.

###
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Robert Gordon ForRelease:
Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas
(Phone: 713 483-5111) Upon Receipt

David Garrett
Headquarters, Washington, D.C.
(Phone: 202 755-3090)

Ralph B. Jackson
Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, California
(Phone: 805 258-8311)

RELEASE NO: 77-65

FIFTH SHUTTLE ORBITER FREE FLIGHT SET FOR OCTOBER 26

Astronauts Fred W. Haise and C. Gordon Fullerton are scheduled

to make a pinpoint landing of Orbiter Enterprise on a hard surface runway

at Edwards Air Force Base, California, for the first time in the fifth

and final free flight in the Shuttle Approach and Landing Test (ALT).

The flight which lasts less than two minutes is scheduled for no earlier

than October 26, 1977 with takeoff time set for 8 a.m. PDT.

This is the first time a hard surface runway landing will

be attempted and the second time the Orbiter is to be flown without its

aft tailcone. The tailcone provided smooth airflow and reduced drag of

the 747/Orbiter combo during mated flight. Without the tailcone the

- more -
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747/Orbitercombinationdid experienceadditionalbuffetingduring its

climb to separationaltitude. The 747 crew and the Orbiter astronauts

reported the level of buffetingwas acceptable.

Haise and Fullertonwill attemptto land the 75-tonEnterprise

at a point one third down the 15,000ft (4578m) concreterunway

and bring it to a stop before reachingthe 10,000ft (3048 m) mark.

Touchdownon the previous flightswith landingson dry lakebedrunways

has rangedfrom 500 to 1,000 ft (152-305m) beyond the aim point.

This will be the third free flight and shortestfor Haise and

Fullertonwho broughtEnterprisein for successfullandingson August 12

and September23, 1977. Flight time from releasefrom the 747 carrier

aircraftto touchdownis 1:55 seconds. The fourth flight on October 12

was 2:34 seconds in duration.

Flight five, as in the fourth flight with astronautsJoe Engle

and RichardTruly at the controls,will closelyresemble landingsthe

Space ShuttleOrbiterwill experience upon its return from space

in 1979.

Three simulatedOrbitermain engineshave replaced the smooth

5750 lb (2608 kg) tailcone. The three Shuttlemain engines are only used

at launch to orbit in tandemwith two solid rocket boosterswhich furnish

liftoffpower for the Shuttle. These engines are not used during reentry

or during landing.

- more -
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Enterprisewill be prepared for a series of ferry verification

flightsatop the 747 after this flight. It will be shippedto the

NASA Marshall Space Flight Center,Huntsville,Alabama,early in 1978

for a year long series of ground vibrationtests. It then will be

returnedin 1979 to the Rockwell InternationalSpace Divisionfacility

at Palmdalewhere it will be preparedfor space flight.

The second Orbiter (102)which is currentlyunder construction

at the R-I Palmdaleplant will be the first vehicle to be used in the

ShuttleOrbitalFlight Test (OFT)programwhich is scheduledto

begin in mid-1979. Six OFT flightsare planned to demonstratethe

Orbiter'scapabilitiesin Earth orbit 6efore the start of the Shuttle

operationalflightswhich are scheduledto begin in 1980.

The final flight of Enterp.risewill mark the last time Shuttle

Orbiterswill land at this desert air base until 1979-80period when the

first four OFT flightsset down after low earth orbitalflights.

SubsequentOFT flights and operationalflightswill land either at the

NASA Kennedy Space Center, Floridaor at VandenbergAir Force Base,

California.

Haise and Fullertonwill bring Enterprise in at a 22-degree

glide path, much like Engle and Truly did during the previous flight.

At one point during their flightEngle and Truly were guiding the

Orbiter in at a 25-degreeglide path. Commercialpassengerjets descend

at a glide slope of about three degrees.

- more -
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It will be a straight-inapproachfor Naise and Fullerton

followingreleasefrom the 747 carrieraircraft. Enterprisewill be

releasedfrom the 747 at about an altitudeof 17,000 ft (5182 m) when

the vehicles are about 10 nm (18.5 km) from touchdown.

After release the flight sequencewill be as follows:

- Separationwill occur when the mated vehicles are descending

at a speed of 245 kts (454 km/h). Three secondsafter release, the

Orbiter crew commands a slightright roll for clearancefrom the 747.

- Twenty seconds after separationand at an altitudeof 15,200ft

(4633m) Enterpris9 is commandedto a 22-degreeglide slope, increasing

its speed to 290 kts (537 km/h). Enterpriseis now four nm (7.4 km)

from touchdown.

- When the speed of 290 kts is reached,CommanderHaise deploys

Enterprise'sspeed brakes. This occurs 34 secondsafter separation

when the craft is at an altitudeof 11,700 ft ( 3566 m).

- The speed brakes are closedwhen Enterprisereaches 2000 ft

(610m) at which time a preflare (finalpre-landingmaneuver) is per-

formed.

- At 1:42 seconds after separation,when Enterp[iseis 200 ft

(61 m) above the hard runway,pilot Fullertondrops the landinggear.

The vehicle is now travelingat the speed of 250 kts (463 km/h).

- Touchdownis expected at 1:55 secondsafter release. Speed

at touchdownis expected to be about 185 kts (343 km/h). Hard

brakingwill be appliedafter touchdownin an attemptto bring the

- more -
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Enterprise to a stop at the 10,000ft (3048 m) runway marker. (On

FF-4 Engle and Truly broughtEnterpriseto a stop 5,7_5 ft (1744 m)

after touchdown.

- Descentrate of Enterprise,during this flight,will vary

from an overall average9,234 feet per minute (fpm) (46.4m/s) to a

maximumof 12,510fpm (63.5m/s) betweenpitch-downand flare.

- more -



ALT FREE FLIGHT TIMELINE

E....c Altitude** T-Time* PDT a.m. EDT

Crew Wakeup T-240 4:00 7:00
Crew Depart Quarters T-210 4:30 7:30
Crew Arrives Trailer

(physical& breakfast) T-195 4:45 7:45
Crew Departsfor Suitup Trailer T-160 5:20 8:20
Crew DepartsTrailer T-125 5:55 8:55
Start Ingress T-120 6:00 9:00
IngressComplete T-98 6:22 9:22
ALT Ground Team/Flight
Team Handover

Orbiter/SCAMove From MDD*** T-46 7:14 lO:14
Orbiter/SCATow to NASA Ramp
SCA Engine Start T-35 7:25 10:25
SCA Begin Taxi T-28 7:32 10:32
SCA Arrive Runway T-13 7:49 10:49
NavigationUpdate T-4 7:56 10:56
SCA Brake Release,Takeoff
Climbout T-O 8:00 ll:O0

T+O0

IntersectRacetrack 6,000 T+06 8:06 11:06
FCS Checks*** 19,000 T+31 8:31 11:31
¢ _egin SRT Climb*** 20,000 T+44 8:44 11:44
I ver 22,000 T+54 8:54 11:54

Separation
Point

Separation245 kts
(Rangeto TD lO nm) 17,000 0:00 8:55:00 11:55:00

Roll Right 20o 235 kts 17,600 0:03 8:55:03 11:55:03

Accelerateto 290 17kt_; 15,200 0:20 8:55:20 11:55:20Pitchup2°/sec to
Speed Brake 50% 11,700 0:34 8:55:34 11:55:34

S/B Close;Preflare 290 kts 2,000 1:24 8:56:24 11:56:24
Gear Deploy 250 kts 200 1:42 8:56:42 11:56:42
Touchdown 185 kts 0 1:55 8:56:55 11:56:55
Nosewheel Touchdown,
Hard Braking 130 kts 2:05 8:57:05 11:57:05

Orbiter Stop 2:15 8:57:15 11:57:15

Note

* Events and times are preliminaryand may changeprior to and during flight and
are dependentupon atmosphericand flight conditions.

** Altitudesare Above Ground Level (AGL) and are referencedto Orbiterground aim
point on the runway. Add 2,300 feet to AGL to obtain altitudeabove Mean Sea
Level (MSL).

· iCA - Shuttle CarrierAircraft
MDD - Mate-DemateDevice

FCS - Flight ControlSystem (or ForwardCrew Station)
SRT - SpecialRated Thrust
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PHASE III APPROACHAND LANDINGTESTS

(Free Flight)

ACTUAL TIMES/ALTITUDESTIMELINE

Free Flight 1 (Haise& Fullerton)
August 12, 1977

Event PDT Altitude_AGL Speedy knots

SCA/OrbiterBrake Release,Takeoff 8:00:00
IntersectRacetrack 8:15:30 19,500
Flight ControlSystemsCheck 8:22:14 22,500
Begin Special-RatedThrust 8:36:43 26,200
Pushoverfor Orbiter Separation 8:47:40 28,000
OrbiterSeparation 8:48:29 24,000 270
OrbiterLanding 8:53:51 0 185

Total Orbiter Free Flight Time: 5 min 22 sec
AverageRate of Sink: 4615 fpm
Touchdownwas about .75 mile beyond predictedTD point
Touchdown-to-stoprollout approximatelyll,O00 feet

_ree Flight 2 (Engle& Truly)
September13, 1977

Event PDT Altitude_AGL Speed_ knots

_off 8:00:00
lover 8:48:34 28,300

_:paration 8:49:24 24,000
Main Gear 8:54:55
Nose Gear 8:55:10
Stop 8:56:10

NighestSpeed: 300 knots
Lowest Speed: 185 knots
Touchdown: 194 knots
Free Flight Total: 5 min 31 sec
Touchdown680 feet past aim point

Free Flight 3 (Haise& Fullerton)
Sep'tember23, 1977

Event PDT Altitude,AGL Speed, knots
Takeoff 8:00:47
Pushover 8:44:58 26,700
Separation 8:45:37 21,400 250 (287 mph)
Touchdown(main) 8:51:12 191 (219 mph)
Nose Gear 8:51:23

Total Free Flight: 5 min 34 sec
' roland System: 45 sec

:hdown786 feet beyond aim point
,lout: 9,147 feet



_e Flight _ (Engle& Truly)
October 12, 1977

Event PDT _ltitude_ AGL Speeds knots

Takeoff 7:45:51
Pushover 8:49:37 23,000 feet
Separation 8:50:14 20,536 feet 240
Touchdown(main) 8:52:48
Touchdown(Nose gear) 8:52:54
Rollout 8:53:33 (5,000feet runout)



PNASE II APPROACHAND LANDINGTESTS
(Orbitermanned, systems active)

FLIGHT #1: June 18, 1977

SCA/OrbiterBrake Release: 8:06 a.m. (PDT)
SCA/OrbiterLanding: 9:01:46 a.m. (PDT)
SCA/OrbiterWeight: 263,088kilograms(580,000lbs)
Flight Duration: 55 min 46 sec
Maximum Speed: 181KEAS (208mph)
Maximum Altitude: 4562 meters (14,970ft)

SpacecraftCommanderFred Haise and Pilot Gordon Fullertonwere at the controlsof the
Space ShuttleOrbiter during this first manned captiveflight. This flight was a once
around a racetrack-likeflight path which measured approximately125 kilometers (78
statutemiles) on the "straight-a-ways"with 16 kilometer(10 statutemile) curves.

FLIGHT #2: June 28, 1977

SCA/OrbiterBrake Release: 7:49:50a.m. (PDT)
SCA/OrbiterLanding: 8:52 a.m. (PDT)
SCA/OrbiterWeight: 253,018kilograms (557,800lbs)
Flight Duration: 1 hr 2 min
m_ximum Speed: 270 KEAS (310mph)

imum Altitude: 6714 meters (22,030ft)

Spacecraft CommanderJoe Engle and Pilot Dick Truly were at the controlsof the Space
ShuttleOrbiter during this secondmanned captiveflight. This flight consistedof a
modified racetrack-liketrajectoryas well as a "Grand Prix" roadrace-liketrajectory.

FLIGHT #3: July 26, 1977

SCA/OrbiterWeight: 565,000 lbs
Duration: 59 min 53 sec
MaximumSpeed: 312 mph
MaximumAltitude: 27,992 ft (AGL)

SpacecraftCommanderHaise and Pilot Fullertonwere at the controls of Enterprise during
this third and final captiveflight, a full dress rehearsalof the planned August 12
free flight. The SCA/Orbiterreacheda maximum altitudeof 27,992 ft (AGL) at which
time pitch over was performed. The carrier aircraftlandinggear was deployedto simu-
late the free flight approachand landingprofile. A practice separationrun was
normal and "abort separation"was performedone minute after pushover. Enterprise
landinggear was deployedfor the first time after the SCA landed on runway 22. The
final approachprofilewas identicalto that plannedfor the first free flight.



APPROACH AND LANDINGTESTS SUMMARY RESULTS

PHASE I APPROACHAND LANDINGTESTS
(Orbiterunmannedand systsmsinactive)

TAXI TESTS: February 15, 1977

Three taxi tests assessedthe mated capabilityof the ShuttleOrbiter piggybackatop
the 747 in ground handling and controlcharacteristicsup to the flight takeoffspeed.
The tests also validatedthe 747 steering and braking.

FLIGHT #1: February 18, 1977

Duration: 2 hr 5 min
Maximum Speed: 287 mph
Maximum Altitude: 16,000 ft

FLIGHT #2: February22, 1977

Duration: 3 hr 13 min
Maximum Speed: 328 mph
Maximum Altitude: 22,600 ft

-_ght #2 accomplisheda series of flutter and stabilitycontrol tests. During this
_ht, the two right engines of the 747 were reducedto idle thrust. The flight

._ termed "super."

FLIGHT #3: February25, 1977

Duration: 2 hr 28 min
Maximum Speed: 425 mph
Maximum Altitude: 26,600 ft

This flight concludedthe flutter tests and concentratedon stability/control/flight
evaluation and airspeedcalibration. Stabilityand controlwere evaluatedby idling
the #4 engine of the 747 to simulatean engine failure.

At the completionof this flight, it was stated that if flights #4 and #5 follow the
same successfulpattern, flight #6 would not be necessary.

Flight #4: February 28, 1977

Duration: 2 hr 11 min
Maximum Speed: 425 mph
MaximumAltitude: 28,565 ft

This flight simulatedemergencydescentof the mated vehicles and a missed landing
-oach,as well as maneuversrequiredof the 747 when the mated vehiclesenter the

.Jarationflight phase.

- more -



SHT #5: March 2, 1977

Duration: 1 hr 39 min
Maximum Speed: 474 mph
MaximumAltitude: 30,000 ft

NASA-JSC
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RELEASENO: 77-66 October 20, 1977
2:00 p.m. CDT

EIGHTH GROUP OF ASTRONAUTAPPLICANTSTO BE AT JSC OCTOBER 25-29

The eighth group of Space Shuttle astronautapplicantsis

scheduledto report to the NASA JohnsonSpace Center on Tuesday,

October25 for five days of physicalexaminationsand individual

interviews.

Membersof this next group are all mission specialistappli-

cants. Nineteen of the applicantsare military and one civilian.

Services representedare: United States Air Force - 13; United States

Army - three; United States Navy - two; and United States Marine Corps

- one.

From July 1976, when the programwas announced,until June 30,

1977, the applicationdeadline,8,079 appliedfor the Space Shuttle

astronautprogram, Approximately200 of these applicantsare being

brought to JSC in groups of 20 for further screening.

Includingthis group, 160 applicantshave been selected to

come to JSC for further screening. Of the above, 77 are pilot

applicantsand 83 are mission specialistapplicants.

As many as 20 astronautcandidateswill be se]ected in each

cate9ory---pilotand mission specialist. Those selectedwill be

notified in Decemberand report to JSC at a later date for a two-year

training and evaluationperiod. The candidateswill become astronauts

after satisfactorycompletionof the two-yearperiod.

The names, age, military rank, place of birth, hi9h school (HS),

and current duty stationor place of employmentof the individualsin

this eighth group are:

- more -
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Thomas N. Almojuela,34; Major USA
Seattle,WA; (HS) BainbridgeIsland,WA
NASA/Ames,Moffett Field, CA

Robert F. Behler, 29; Capt. USAF
Rome, NY; (HS) Norman,OK
6512 Test Sq., EdwardsAFB, CA

Donald C. Bulloch, 32; Major USAF
Alexandria,LA; (HS)BelleChasse,LA
AirCommand& Staff College,MaxwellAFB, AL

WilliamJ. Fields, 35; Major USAF
Baltimore,MD; (HS) Baltimore,MD
Armament DevelopmentTest Center,Eglin AFB, FL

William F. Harrison,32; Lt.Cdr. USN
Charleston,SC; (HS) Hicksville,NY
NAS Whidbey Island,Oak Harbor,WA

Jane L. Holley, 30; Capt. USAF
Shreveport,LA; (HS) Annandale,VA
USAF Tactical FighterWeapons Center,Nellis AFB, NV

Robert A. Lancaster,Jr., 30; Capt. USAF
Washington,DC; (HS) FairmontHeights,MD
AeronauticalSystems Division,Wright PattersonAFB, OH

JohnnieB. Ligon, 35, Capt. USAF
Henderson,KY; (HS)Evansville,IN
3246th Test Wing, Eglin AFB, FL

John M. Lounge,31; Lt. USN
Denver,CO; (HS) Burlington,CO
Naval ElectronicsSystemsCommand,Washington,DC

RichardM. Mullane,32; Capt. USAF
WichitaFalls, TX; (HS) Albuquerque,NM
3246th Test Wing, Eglin AFB, FL

George C. Nield IV, 27; Capt. USAF
Washington,DC; (HS) Annandale,VA
USAF Flight Test Center,EdwardsAFB, CA

- more -
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FrederickK. Olafson, 30; Capt. USAF
Seattle,WA; (HS) Westport,WA
3246th Test Wing, Eglin AFB, FL

EllisonS. Onizuka, 31; Capt. USAF
Kealakekua,HI; (HS)Kealakekua,HI
USAF Test Pilot School,EdwardsAFB. CA

MichaelT. Probasco,26; 1st Lt. USAF
Houston, TX; (HS) Topeka,KS
SA-ALC/MMSRE,Kelly AFB, TX

Jerry L. Ross, 29; Capt. USAF
Gary, IN; (HS) Crown Point, IN
USAF Flight Test Center,EdwardsAFB, CA

Vernon P. Saxon, Jr., 32; Capt. USAF
Birmingham,AL; (HS) Bellevue,NE
USAF Test Pilot School,EdwardsAFB, CA

CharlesW. Schillinger,34; Capt. USMC
Chicago,IL; (HS) Holland,MI
NAS Whidbey Island,Oak Harbor,WA

Robert L. Stewart, 35; Major USA
Washington,DC; (HS)Hattiesburg,MS
US Army AviationEngineeringFlightActivity,EdwardsAFB, CA

Erik M. Stolle,29; civilian
Pensacola,FL; (HS) Chatsworth_CA
USAF Test & EvaluationCenter,Kirtland AFB, NM

CharlesA. Vehlow, 31; Capt. USA
Waukesha,WI; (NS) Waukesha,WI
Naval War Collegeof Command& Staff, Newport,RI

###
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Charl es Redmond ForRelease:
October 21, 1977

RELEASENO: 77-67

NOTE TO EDITORS

THE JOHNSONSPACE CENTER WILL HOST VISITS FROM TWO DIGNITARIESTHIS
HOLIDAYWEEKEND

On Saturday,His Excellency,Mr. Leo Tindemans,the Prime Minister

of Belgium,will visit the space center beginningat 2:45 pm. Mr. Tindemans

will be shown exhibitsand training facilitiesby Dr. Owen Garriott,

sciencepilot on the Skylab 3 mission.

On Monday,His Royal Highness,The Prince Charles,Prince of Wales,

will visit the center beginningat 10:20 am. ChristopherKraft, Jr.,

center director,and John Young, astronautoffice chief, will tour the

Prince.

Photo opportunitiesare planned for both events. No interviews

will be scheduled.

###
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Terry White ForRelease:

RELEASE NO' 77-68 October 31, 1977

NASA SIGNS SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT WITH FORD AEROSPACE

The NASA Johnson Space Center has signed a supplemental

agreement to the contract with Ford Aerospace Communications

Corporation, Houston, covering maintenance and operations,

ground data hardware and software engineering at the Center.

Also covered under the contract are systems engineering

and integration, logistics and reliability for the Mission Control

Center and other ground-based data systems managed by JSC.

The supplement to the cost-plus-award-fee contract is

valued at $2,253,113, bringing the cumulative contract value

to $49,766,449.

###
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Terry White ForRelease:

RELEASE NO: 77-69 October 31, 1977

JSC PICKS TAFT BROADCASTING FOR TV CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS

The NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, has selected Taft

Broadcasting Corporation of Houston for negotiations leading to

a television support services contract at the Center.

Covering engineering, installation, maintenance and oper-

ation of television systems, the proposed cost and fixed-fee

contract will run from January 1 through December 31, 1978, and

will have an estimated value of $981,429. The contract will

provide for two additional one-year optional extensions.

###
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Milton E. Reim ForRelease:
Friday, November 4 , 1977

RELEASE NO: 77-70 Noon

NINTH GROUP OF ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS FOR SHUTTLE AT JSC NOV. 7-11

The ninth group of Space Shuttle astronaut applicants is scheduled

to be at the NASA Johnson Space Center, November 7-11 for a week of

physical examinations and individual interviews.

This group includes 21 mission specialist applicants and two pilot

applicants. Eleven of the applicants are military with representatives

from each of the four services. Two of the applicants are women bring-

ing the total number of women applicants to 20.

Of the 8,079 who applied for the Space Shuttle astronaut program,

approximately 200 are being brought to JSC in groups of 20 or more for

further screening. With this group, 183 applicants have been selected

to come to JSC for further screening. Of the above, 79 are pilots and

104 are mission specialist applicants.

As many as 20 astronaut candidates will be selected in each category --

pilot and mission specialist. Those selected will be notified in December

and will report to JSC at a later date for a two-year training and evalua-

tion period. The candidates will become astronauts after satisfactory

completion of the two-year period.

The names, age, degrees and/or military rank, place of birth, high

school (HS), and current duty station or place of employment of the

individuals in this ninth group are:

-more-
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Lt. FranklinS. Achille, 29, USN
Doylestown,PA; (HS)Los Altos, CA
Naval Air Test Center,Patuxent River,MD

Lt. David W. Anderson,29, USN
Lincoln, IL; (HS) Princeton,IN
Naval Air Test Center,Patuxent River,MD

Maj. Guion S. Bluford, Jr., 34, USAF
Philadelphia,PA; (HS) Philadelphia,PA
Wright PattersonAFB, Dayton,OH

Lt. Joseph C. Boudreaux III, 30, USN
New Orleans, LA; (HS) Severna Park, MD
Cruiser _estroyerGroup 5, FPO San Francisco,CA

David R. Dougherty,32, Ph.D
Enid, OK; (HS) Enid, OK
LouisianaState University,Baton Rouge, LA

Capt. Thomas E. Edwards, 35, Ph.D, US Army
Starkville,MS; (HS) Starkville,MS
US Army Air Mobility Researchand DevelopmentLab
NASA/LangleyResearchCenter, Hampton,VA

Maj. John M. Fabian, 38, Ph.D, USAF
Goosecreek,TX; (HS) Pullman,WA
USAF Academy, CO

William F. Fisher, 31, MD
Dallas,TX; (HS) N. Syracuse,NY
Los Angeles, CA

CDR Stuart J. Fitrell,38, USN (Pilot)
Cleveland,OH; (HS) East Cleveland,OH
CommandingOfficer, Attack Squadron66, NAS, Cecil Field, FL

Lt. Dale A. Gardner,28, USN
Fairmont,MN; (HS) Savanna, IL
NAS, Pt. Mugu, CA

RobertL. Golden,37, Ph.D
Alameda, CA; (HS) Alameda,CA
NASA/JohnsonSpace Center,Houston,TX

Terry J. Hart, 31
Pittsburgh,PA_ (HS) Pittsburgh,PA
Bell TelephoneLaboratories,Whippany,NJ

-more-
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BarbaraJ. Holden, 32, Ph.D
Los Angeles, CA; (HS) Lincoln, NE
Naval Weapons Center,China Lake, CA

Gary R. Jackman,32, Ph.D
Waterbury,CT; (HS) Cheshire,CT
Universityof Florida,Gainesville,FL

LawrenceW. Lay, 33, DO
Kansas City, MO; (HS) Kansas City, MO
Flint OsteopathicHospital,Flint, MI

Samuel E. Logan, 30, MD
Los Angeles, CA; (HS) Woodland Hills, CA
UCLA Medical School,Los Angeles,CA

GregoryB. McKenna, 28, Ph.D
Pittsburgh,PA; (HS) Pittsburgh,PA
NationalBureau of Standards,Washington,D.C.

Judith A. Resnik,28, Ph.D
Akron, OH; (HS)Akron, OH
Xerox Corporation,E1 Segundo,CA

Capt. EugeneA. Smith, 32, USAF
Utica, NY; (HS) Middleville,NY
Office of the Secretaryof the Air Force
Los AngelesAir Force Station, CA

Maj. Robert C. Springer,35, USMC (Pilot)
St. Louis, MO; (HS) Ashland,OH
Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River,MD

Norman E. Thagard, 34, MD
Marianna,FL; (HS) Jacksonville,FL
Medical Universityof South Carolina,Charleston,SC

James D. vanHoften,33, Ph.D
Fresno,CA; (HS) Millbrae,CA
Universityof Houston,Houston,TX

Capt. Robert C. Ward, 35, USAF, MD
Homestead, FL; (HS) Miami, FL
Hill AFB, UT
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RELEASE NO: 77-71 November 4, 1977
2 p.m. CST

JSC PICKS ILC INDUSTRIES FOR SHUTTLE CREW EQUIPMENT

The NASA Johnson Space Center has selected ILC Industries, Inc.

of Frederica, Maryland,for negotiations leading to a contract for develop-

ment, production and support of Space Shuttle crew equipment and stowage

provisions.

Estimated value of the cost-plus-fixed-fee contract will be

$1.2 million. The contract will begin January 2, 1978 and end

September 30, 1980.

Covered under the contract will be crew clothing "shipsets,"

Orbiter survival kit, crew lifevest, personal hygiene kits, ancillary

crew provisions, and Orbiter stowage provisions. The contract will also

cover replacement, servicing and maintenance, and special studies

involving the crew equipment.
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RELEASENO: 77-72 November 4, 1977

STONESIFER HEADS NEW JSC EXPERIMENTS OFFICE

John C. Stonesifer has been named to head the newly created

JSC Life Sciences Experiments Program Office. JSC is the lead NASA

field center for program management, planning, development and opera-

tion of life sciences experiments to be carried aboard Space Shuttle

and other future spaceflight programs.

Life sciences flight experiment activities at JSC, at Ames

Research Center and at Kennedy Space Center will be managed by the

new program office.

Stonesifer will continue as acting chief of the JSC

Bioengineering Systems Division until a replacement is named.

Stonesifer joined NASA in 1957 at the Langley Research Center

and transferred to the NASA Space Task Group in 1962 during Project

Mercury. He was chief of the JSC Recovery Branch before becoming

chief of the Bioengineering Systems Division. He holds a BS degree

from the University of Miami.
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RELEASE NO: 77-73

ALSO RELEASEDAT NASA HEADQUARTERS

NASA'SLANDSAT TO MONITORCOMMERCIALTIMBERRESOURCES

NASA and the St. Regis Paper Co., New York City, have

agreed to use NASA's Landsatsatelliteto demonstratethe technical

and economiceffectivenessof monitoringcommercialtimber resources

scatteredthroughouta five-statearea from 900 kilometers(560 miles)

altitude. The Landsatdata will be computerprocessed into a

forest resource informationsystem to be used in the managementof the

St. Regis timberlandreserves.

NASA's JohnsonSpace Center,Houston, Texas,will provide

technicalexpertisein the developmentof an automaticclassification

system coveringforested areas.

The objectivesof the cooperativeventureare: to identify

kinds of trees, estimate timbervolume and productivity,implement

techniquesto detect changes in the health and growth of the forests

and integratethe new technologywith existingoperationaldata bases

(aerialphotographyand survey information).
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Remotely sensedforest resourceinformation(Landsatdata)

will be providedby JohnsonCenter throughthe Laboratoryfor

Applicationsof Remote Sensing (LARS),Purdue University,Lafayette,

Indiana. LARS will be operatingunder a separatecontract from

JohnsonCenter.

The St. Regis projectmanagerwill direct day-to-dayopera-

tions of the experiment,expected to last through 1980. The NASA

projectmanagerwill coordinatethe LARS-Purdueand JohnsonCenter

technicalefforts.

The land area to be surveyed as part of the experiment

consistsof forestlandowned by the St. Regis Co. in Florida,Georgia,

Alabama,Mississippiand Louisiana.

All software and techniquesdevelopedthroughthis experi-

ment will be consideredin the public domain and can therefore

benefitother forest resourcemanagers besidesSt. Regis.

This experimentis the first major demonstrationof its

kind between a private companyand NASA. Cooperativeventures

exploringapplicationsof Landsatand other remote sensors in the

past have been with NASA and other U.S. or foreigngovernment

departments.

Landsat, circlingthe globe 14 times a day 900 km (560 miles)

overhead,surveysEarth naturalresourceswith an electronicmulti-

spectralscanner that returnsdata for visual images and computer

tapes from which experts can distinguishdifferenttypes of terrain,

vegetation,soils, rock outcropsand other surfacefeatures.

- more -
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Besidesmapping forestsand possiblemineral areas, the

data has been used for -- among other things -- measuringcrop

acreages,mapping snow cover, detectingoil slicks,mapping urban

and agriculturalland use, detectingoffshoredumpingof sewage

and industrialwaste, monitoringthe environmentaleffectsof strip

mining and locatingpotentialearthquakezones.

Landsat-1has been in operationsince July 1972 and a

sister spacecraft,Landsat-2,since January1975. A third one is

planned for launch by NASA next year.

###
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RELEASENO: 77-74 November 7, 1977

ALSO RELEASEDAT NASA HEADQUARTERS
AND DRYDENFLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER

SHUTTLE ORBITERFERRY TEST FLIGHTSPLANNED

Four ferry test flightsof the Space Shuttle OrbiterEnterprise,

mated to the Boeing 747 Shuttle CarrierAircraft (SCA),have been

scheduledfor November 14, 15, 17 and 18 at NASA's Dryden Flight Research

Center.

The flightswill be made to measure the performanceof the

mated combinationwith a three degree forward angle between them. Pre-

vious flightswere flown with a six degree angle.

Data gatheredwill be used for planning the first ferry flight,

now scheduledfor March 1978, when OrbiterVehicle 101 (theEnterprise)

will be transportedatop the 747 to the NASA MarshallSpace Flight

Center in Huntsville,Alabama, for ground vibrationtests.

Subsequentferry flightswill transportfuture Orbitersto

NASA's KennedySpace Center in Floridawhere they will be launched

- more -
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into space followingtheir constructionat the RockwellInternational

facility,Palmdale,California. After the first four orbitalflights,

which will be recoveredat Dryden,the Orbiter used in those tests

will also be returnedto Kennedy atop the SCA.

In subsequentflights,the Orbiterswill return and land at

the Floridacenter.

In additionto determiningwhat the best speed and altitudes

are for ferry flight configuration,other test conditionsto be

explored includeholding-patternperformanceand engine-outperfor-

mance, both in cruise and the landing/takeoffpattern. The first

flight will primarilyexaminebuffet and flutteron the SCA's hori-

zontaltail.

Maximum speed for the series of four ferry flight tests should

be approximately450 mph, peak altitudewill be 26,000 feet, and top

take-offweight will be 710,000 lbs.

Crew for 747 will be FitzhughFulton,SCA commander,and

Tom McMurtry,SCA pilot. Flightengineerswill be Victor Horton and

Skip Guidry. The four were membersof the prime crew who flew the

747 in the approachand landingtest flights,completedon October 26,

1977.

The NASA JohnsonSpace Center,Houston, is responsiblefor

the design, developmentand testingof the Space ShuttleOrbiter,
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RELEASE NO: 77-75 November ll, 1977
Noon

TENTH GROUP OF ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS REPORT TO JSC NOVEMBER 14

The tenth group of Space Shuttle astronaut applicants is

scheduled to report to the NASA Johnson Space Center on November 14,

for a Week of physical examinations and individual interviews.

This group includes 24 mission specialist applicants and one

pilot applicant. Eight of the applicants in this group are military

and one is a woman.

There were 8,079 applicants for the Space Shuttle astronaut

program. From these, 208 have been selected t_3be brought to JSC in

groups of 20 or more for further screening.

Including this group of 25 applicants, 80 pilot and 128

mission specialist applicants (21 were women) will have been at JSC

for further screening prior to the final selection.

Notification of selection of as many as 20 astronaut

candidates in each of the categories---pilot and mission specialist---

will be made in December. The candidates will report at a later date

to JSC for a two-year evaluation and training period before their

final selection as astronauts.

The name, age, degrees and/or military rank, place of birth,

high school (HS), and current duty station or place of employment of

the individuals in this tenth group are:

- more -
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Atwood, William B., 30, Ph,D.
Nashua, NH; (HS) Williamstown, MA
CERN, EP Division, Geneva, Switzerland

Belcher, Robert C., 28
Del Rio, TX; (HS) Brackettville, TX
University of Texas (graduate student), Austin, TX

Bird, Ronald S., 35, LCDR, USN, Ph.D.
Ann Arbor, MI; (HS) Clearwater, FL
Pacific Missile Test Center, Pt. Mugu, CA

Buchli, James F., 32, Capt., USMC
New Rockford, ND; (HS) Fargo, ND
Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, MD

Cox, John T., 33, Ph.D.
New York, NY; (HS) Sherman Oaks, CA
NASA/JSC, Nouston, TX

Cruce, Andrew C., 34, Ph.D.
Fresno, CA; (HS) Tulsa, OK
Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, MD

Diner, David J., 24, Ph.D.
New York, NY; (HS) Bronx, NY
Caltech, Pasadena, CA

Ephrath, Ayre R., 35, Ph.D.
Czechoslavakia; (HS) Tel Aviv, Israel
University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT

Galik, Richard S,, 26, Ph.D.
Hackensack, NJ; (HS) Lyndhurst, NJ
Rittenhouse Labs, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA

Gregory, Frederick D., 36, Maj., USAF (Pilot)
Washington, D.C.; (HS) Washington, D.C.
Armed Forces Staff College, Norfolk, VA

Hagar, Hamilton, Jr., 37, Ph.D.
New York City, NY; (HS) Sarasota, FL
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA

Jones, John F., Jr., 31, Ph.D.
Detroit, MI; (HS) Berkley, MI
Sandia Laboratories, Livermore, CA

- more -
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Lichtenberg,Byron K., 29
Stroudsburg,PA; (HS)Stroudsburg,PA
MIT, Cambridge,MA

Maine, RichardE., 26
Louisville,KY; (HS) Charlottesville,VA
NASA/DrydenFlight Research Center,Edwards AFB. CA

McNair, Ronald E., 27, Ph.D.
Lake City, SC; (HS) Lake City, SC
Hughes Research Laboratories,Malibu,CA

Ortega, JosephK. E., 31, Ph.D.
Trinidad,CO; (HS) Denver,CO
Universityof Colorado,Boulder,CO

Rhoads, Harold S., 31, Capt., USAF, Ph.D.
Lexington,KY; (HS) Lexington,KY
4950th Test Wing, KirtlandAFB, NM

Richards,David W., 34, M.D., Ph.D.
San Pedro, CA; (HS) Demarest,NJ
North BrowardEmergencyPhysician,Ft. Lauderdale,FL

Schlein,Paul B., 33, LCDR, USN, ?h.D.
Stockton,CA; (HS)Man, ca, CA
NAVELEX,Washington,D.C.

Sessoms,Alan L., 30, Ph.D.
New York, NY; (HS)New York, NY
Harvard University,Cambridge,HA

Strada, Joseph A., 32, LCDR, USN, Ph.D.
Philadelphia,PA_ (HS) Cherry Hill, NJ
SAMSO, Los AngelesAir Force Station,CA

Sullivan,Kathryn D., 26
Paterson,NJ; (HS) WoodlandHills, CA
DalhousieUniversity(graduatestudent),Halifax,Nova Scotia

Vieira, David J., 27, Ph.D.
Oakland, CA; (HS) CastroValley, CA
Lawrence BerkeleyLab, Universityof California,Berkeley,CA

Walton, James R., 30, Capt,, USAF, Ph.D.
Ithaca,NY; (HS)Pittsburgh,PA
366th TacticalFighterWing, Hountain Home AFB, ID

Weir, CharlesR., 29, Lt., USCG
Sidney,NE; (HS) Gurley,NE
OceanographicUnit, U.S. Coast Guard, Washington,D.C.
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RELEASE NO: 77-76 November 15, 1977
2:00 p.m. CST

NASA SIGNS ADD-ON TO ORBITER CONTRACT

The NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, has signed a supple-

mental agreement with Rockwell International Corporation's Space Division

of Downey, California, covering engineering change orders on the Space

Shuttle Orbiter.

The supplement is valued at approximately $226 million, bringing

the total Rockwell contract value to approximately $3.2 billion.

Covered in the supplement are changes such as addition of the

Orbiter lightning protection system, payload and systems integration

activities, avionics changes, spares provisioning, support of the Shuttle

carrier aircraft during Approach and Landing Test, and many miscellaneous

changes.
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Release No: 77-77 November 15, 1977
2:00 p.m. CST

NASA SIGNS ADD-ON TO FORD CONTRACT

The NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, has signed a contract

modification with Ford Aerospace and Communications Corporation covering

hardware and software systems engineering, and maintenance and operations

of the Mission Control Center and other ground-based data systems at JSC.

Valued at $1,412,716, the modification brings the total value

of the cost-plus-award-fee Ford contract to $51,279,165.

###
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RELEASE NO: 77-78 Upon Receipt

ALSO RELEASED AT NASA HEADQUARTERS

UNITED STATES, SOVIET SPACE TALKS SCHEDULED

NASA and the Soviet Union's Academy of Sciences will hold

discussions November 14-17 in Moscow concerning further cooperation in

space. The talks are a result of an agreement reached by NASA and the

Soviet Academy of Sciences May ll, 1977, following a meeting of repre-

sentatives of the two agencies in Washington.

The U.S. delegation is headed by Dr. Noel Hinners, Associate

Administrator for Space Science, NASA Headquarters. The Soviet delega-

tion is expected to be led by Dr. Boris Petrov, Chairman of the

Intercosmos Council of the Soviet Academy of Sciences.

The Moscow meetings are exploratory and their purpose is to

identify candidate areas for studies to define a possible joint

experimental program in the 1980's using spacecraft of the U.S. Space

Shuttle type and the Soviet Salyut type.

- more -
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The delegationwill meet as two working groups; one on science

and applications,chairedby Dr. Hinners, and one on operations,chaired

by Dr. Glynn Lunney,manager of the ShuttlePayload Integrationand

DevelopmentProgramOffice at NASA's JohnsonSpace Center,Houston,Texas.

The two working groupswill seek to define scientificareas

for possibleexperimentationwhich might benefitfrom the flexibledelivery

capabilityand large capacityof the Space Shuttle and the capabilityfor

longer stay time in orbit representedby the Salyut.

In anotherarea, the eighth annualmeeting of the NASA-Soviet

Space Biology and Medicine WorkingGroup will be held November 19-25

at NASA's WallopsFlight Center,WallopsIsland,Virginia. Prior to the

formal meeting, a workshop on simulatedweightlessnesswill be held

November 16-18 in Bethesda,Maryland. The workshop and meeting are

part of a continuingprogram under the 1971 Science and Applications

AgreementbetweenNASA and the Soviet Academyof Sciences.

The meetingwill focus on biomedicalresults, includingthe

preliminaryresultsof the Cosmos 936 flight on which U.S. experiments

were flown; a briefingfrom the Sovietson Salyut 5/Soyuz 19 mission;

and a U.S. briefingon the SpacelabMissionsDemonstrationTest.

Participantswill also discussforcastingman's health state in

weightlessnessand the research approachto studyingspace motion

sickness.

The U.S. delegationof the formalmeeting will be,headedby

Dr. David Winter,NASA Directorfor Life Sciences. Dr. Rufus Hessberg,

Directorof Space Medicine,will head the U.S. workshop participants.

The Soviet leaderat both meetingswill be Dr. Nikolai Gurovskyof the

U.S.S.R.Ministry of Health.

,ASA-JSC ### Novemberll, 1977
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RELEASENO: 77-79 2 pm CST

JSC EXTENDSALPHA CONSTRUCTIONPACT

The NASA JohnsonSpace Center,Houstonhas awarded a cost-plus-

award-feecontract to Alpha BuildingCorporationof Houston for continued

constructionsupport servicesat the Center.

The contractcovers minor constructionand alterationof laboratory

systems, facilities,utilities,roads, sewers,walks and other projects

estimatedat $10,000 or less. BeginningDecember1, 1977 and ending

November 30, 1978, the estimatedcost and fee for the contractis

$1,670,000.

NASA has the option at the end of the second contractyear to

extend for one additionalyear.

###
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RELEASE NO: 77-80 November 22, 1977
2 p.m. CST

JSC BROADENS SINGER SIMULATOR CONTRACT

The NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, has modified the contract

with the Link Division of the Singer Company to cover additional work at

the JSC simulation complex. The addition covers major modifications to

the Shuttle Procedures Simulator, increase in Shuttle Mission Simulator

and Orbiter Aeroflight Simulator activity, and broadening of contract scope

to include simulated space operations with the Interim Upper Stage and

Solid Spinning Upper Stage.

Work performed under the contract includes systems and hardware

engineering, software development, drafting and illustration, modifications

to simulators, maintenance, operations and servicing. The JSC simulation

complex is used for Space Shuttle flight crew training.

The total estimated cost of the additional work in the Singer

cost-plus-award-fee contract is $6,092,500, bringing the contract total

value to $13,035,541. The contract runs from July 31, 1976 to July 30,

1978.

###
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RELEASENO: 77- 81 2:00 pm CST

JSC SIGNS ADD-ON TO ORBITER PACT

The NASA Johnson Space Center,Houston,has signed a supplemental

agreementto the ShuttleOrbiter contractwith Rockwell International

Space Division,Downey,California,coveringengineeringchanges. The

changesare Orbiter trainingequipment,modificationsto the Boeing 747

ShuttleCarrierAircraft used for ferry flightsand the now-completed

approach and landingtests, and spare parts.

Valued at $2,665,958,the supplementbrings the total estimated

worth of the RockwellOrbitercontract to $3.2 billion.

###
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NASA SIGNS ORBITER CONTRACT ADD-ON

The NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, has signed a supplemental

agreement to the Rockwell International Corporation cost-plus-award-fee

contract covering three subcontracts. Changes to the Rockwell contract

are on a cost-plus-fixed-fee basis.

Covered are multiplexer interface adapters and inertial measure-

ment units supplied by Singer Kearfott, and thermal circuit breakers

supplied by Mechanical Products.

The addition to the Rockwell contract for the Space Shuttle

Orbiter is valued at approximately $4.6 million, bringing the estimated

total contract value to $3.27 billion.

###
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Charles Redmond For Release:

RELEASE NO: 77-82 Upon Receipt

FRIENDSWOOD, TEXAS RESIDENT NOMINATED FOR SPACELAB CREW POSITION

William E. Thornton, 1963 graduate of the University of North

Carolina Medical School, has been nominated for a crew position aboard

Spacelab 1, an orbiting scientific laboratory scheduled for launch

in mid-1980. Dr. Thornton, an astronaut with the Johnson Space

Center in Houston, is one of 18 scientists from across the country

being considered for the position of Spacelab "payload specialist."

The first Spacelab mission is scheduled to have two such

payload specialists aboard. Because this particular mission is a

joint venture of NASA and the European Space Agency, one of these

scientists will be a European.

Spacelab, which fits inside NASA's new Space Shuttle, consists

of a pressurized, "shirtsleeve" environment laboratory module and

an outside pallet for instruments which require exposure to space.

The payload specialists who will operate this laboratory are unique

in several ways.

- more -
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They will be selected by the scientists who have experiments

aboard the mission, not by NASA. They will be trained specifically

for the one mission, unlike NASA's permanent astronaut-mission

specialists. The responsibility of flying and maintaining the Space

Shuttle vehicle will rest with the astronauts, leaving the payload

specialists free to concentrate on operating the instruments and

experiments put aboard by their scientific colleagues.

Thornton, a member of the highly successful 56-day Skylab

medical experiments simulation team, and the other 17 American

candidates for this position aboard the first Spacelab were inter-

viewed recently at NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville,

Alabama, where the first payload specialists are expected to undergo

more than a year of training prior to their flight. Early next year

the selection committee is expected to recommend two American and

two European candidates for training. One pair will actually fly

in space to operate the experiments of the scientists who selected

them. The other two will provide support from the ground control

center during the mission.

The Spacelab 1 mission emphasizes stratospheric and upper

atmospheric research, but research will also be done in plasma physics,

biology, medicine, astronomy, solar physics, Earth observations and

in technology areas subh as thermodynamics, materials processing

and lubrication.

The flight will last seven days.

###
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FRIENDSWOOD RESIDENT NOMINATED FOR SPACELAB CREW POSITION

· _ MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, mia. -- William E. Thornton _ 1 63

v _._c_.J_,,r_,t, _ .___ has been nominated for a crew position aboard

Spacelab 1, an orbiting scientific laboratory scheduled for launch

in mid-1980. Dr. Thornton, an astronaut with the Johnson Space Center

in Houston, is one of 18 scientists from across the country being

considered for the position of Spacelab "payload specialist."

The first Spacelab mission is scheduled to have two such payload

specialists aboard. Because this particular mission is a joint

venture of NASA and the European Space Agency, one of these scientists

will be a European.

Spacelab, which fits inside NASA's new Space Shuttle, consists

of a pressurized, "shirtsleeve" environment laboratory module and

an outside pallet for instruments which require exposure to space.

The payload specialists who will operate this laboratory are unique

in several ways.

They will be selected by the scientists who have experiments

aboard the mission, not by NASA. They will be trained specifically

-more- November 25, 1977
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for the one mission, unlike NASA's pe_anent astronaut-pilots and

astronaut-mission specialists. Re responsibility of flying and

maintaining the Space Shuttle vehicle will rest with the astronauts,

leaving the payload specialists _ee to concentrate on operating

the instruments and experiments put aboard by their scientific colleagues.

american candidates for this positionT nto andtheother17
aboard the first Spacelab were interviewed recently at NASA's Marshall

Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala., where the first payload

specialists are expected to undergo more than a year of training

prior to their flight. Early next year the selection committee is

expected to recommend two American and two Eur_ean candidates for

training. One pair will actually fly in space to operate the experiments

of the scientists who selected them. The other two will p_vide

support from the ground control center _ring the mission.

h_duction of the payload specialist _lfills a promise

Space S_ wo_d ta la__ scientists_F_de up into earth

orbit and ctu_a eay orp ate their o_eriments in space.

docto_, _ da emic researchers and industrial scientists. The ndidates

range in age from 24 to 60.

-more-
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The Spacelab 1 mission emphasizes stratospheric and upper

atmospheric research, but research will also be done in plasma physics,

biology, medicine, astronomy, solar physics, Earth observations

and in technology areas such as thermodynamics, materials processing

and lubrication.

The flight will last seven days.
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SEABROOK, TEXAS RESIDENT NOMINATED FOR SPACELAB CREW

R. Thomas Giuli, son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Giuli, PH-1,

2415 Ala Wai Blvd., Honolulu, has been nominated for a crew position

aboard Spacelab 1, an orbiting scientific laboratory scheduled for

launch in mid-1980. Giuli, an astronomer with the NASA Johnson

Space Center, Houston, Texas, is one of 18 scientists from across

the nation being considered for the position of Spacelab "payload

spacialist."

The first Spacelab mission is scheduled to have two such payload

specialists aboard. Because this particular mission is a joint venture

of NASA and the European Space Agency, one of these scientists will be

a European.

Spacelab, which fits inside NASA's new Space Shuttle, consists

of a pressurized, "shirtsleeve" environment laboratory module and an

outside pallet for instruments which require exposure to space. The

payload specialists who will operate this laboratory are unique in

several ways.

- more -
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They will be selected by the scientists who have experiments

aboard the mission, not by NASA. They will be trained specifically

for the one mission, unlike NASA's permanent astronaut-pilots and

astronaut-mission specialists. The responsibility of flying and

maintaining the Space Shuttle vehicle will rest with the astronauts,

leaving the payload specialists free to concentrate on operating the

instruments and experiments put aboard by their scientific colleagues.

Giuli and the other 17 American candidates for this position

aboard the first Spacelab were interviewed recently at NASA's Marshall

Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama, where the first payload

specialists are expected to undergo more than a year of training

prior to their flight. Early next year the selection committee is

expected to recommend two American and two European candidates for

training. One pair will actually fly in space to operate the experi-

ments of the scientists who selected them. The other two will provide

support from the ground control center during the mission.

The Spacelab 1 mission emphasizes stratospheric and upper

atmospheric research, but research will also be done in plasma

physics, biology, medicine, astronomy, solar physics, Earth observa-

tions and in technology areas such as thermodynamics, materials

processing and lubrication.

The flight will last seven days.'
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R. Thomas Giuli, son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Giuli,

PH-I, 2415 Als Wai Blvd., Honolulu, hasx been nominated

for a crew position ab oard Spacelab l, an orbiting scientific

labxoratory scheduled for launch in mid-1980. Giuli,

an astronomer with the NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston,

Texas, is one of 18 scientists from across the nation being

considered for tbs position of Spacelab "payload specialist."
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SEABROOK RESIDENT NOMINATED FOR SPACELAB CREW

MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, Alao -- R. Thomas Giuli

of Seabrook, Texas, has been nominated for a crew position aboard Spacelab

1, an orbiting scientific laboratory scheduled for launch in mid-1980. Giuli,

an astronomer with the Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas, is one of

18 scientists from across the country being considered for the position of

Spacelab "payload specialist."

The first Spacelab mission is scheduled to have two such payload

specialists aboard. Because this particular mission is a joint venture

· of NASA and the European Space Agency, one of these scientists will be

a European.

Spacelab, which fits inside NASA's new Space Shuttle, consists of

a pressurized, "shirtsleeve" environment laboratory module and an

outside pallet for instruments which require exposure to space. The

payload specialists who will operate this laboratory are unique in

several ways.

-more- November Z5, 1977
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They will be selected by the scientists who have experiments

aboard the mission, not by NASA. They will be trained specifically for

the one mission, unlike NASA's permanent astronaut-pilots and astronaut-

mission specialists. The responsibility of flying and maintaining the Space

Shuttle vehicle will rest with the astronauts, leaving the payload specialists

free to concentrate on operating the instruments and experiments put aboard

by their scientific colleagues.

Giuli and the other 17 American candidates for this position aboard

the first Spacelab were interviewed recently at NASA's Marshall Space

Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala., where the first payload specialists are

expected to undergo more than a year of training prior to their flight.

Early next year the selection committee is expected to recommend two

American and two European candidates for training. One pair will

actually fly in space to operate the experiments of the scientists who

selected them. The other two will provide support from the ground

control center during the mission.

Shuttle would at last enable ien_ ride up into Earth orbit and

actually operate thei_xperimen_ce.

· T_erican candidates for a

-more-
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doc to/academ__s and industrial scientists. The candidates
r_ge from Z4_o4_.._

The Spacelab 1 mission emphasizes stratospheric and upper

atmospheric research, but research will also be done in plasma physics,

biology, medicine, astronomy, solar physics, Earth observations and in

technology areas such as thermodynamics, materials processing and

lub rication.

The flight will last seven days.

-30-
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JSC SIGNS IBM TO MAINTAIN ORBITERDATAPROCESSORS

The NASAJohnson Space Center has signed a cost-plus-award-fee

contract with International Business Machines Corporation of Gaithersburg,

Maryland, for maintenance of Space Shuttle Orbiter data processing

hardware. IBM will furnishpeople,equipment,materials,facilities,

servicesand managementfor maintainingIBM-builtOrbiterdata pro-

cessingequipment.

The contract is valued at about $2,236,300.

###
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NASA SUPPLEMENT COVERS DOZEN ORBITER CHANGES

The NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, has signed a supplemental

agreement to the cost-plus-award-fee Rockwell International Corporation

Space Shuttle Orbiter contract. Supplements covering changes are on a

cost-plus-fixed-fee basis.

The supplemental agreement covers 12 previously-authorized

changes and proposals, including Government-supplied equipment (GSE),

overhaul and repair, spares, hardware for component testing, and special

studies.

The supplement adds $3,437,644 to the estimated $3.2 billion

Orbiter contract.

###
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MISSIONCONTROL CENTER TO BENEFIT FROM SOLAR POWER

The Mission ControlCenter at the Lyndon B. Johnson

Space Center was recentlymodified to enable the dehumidification

equipmentservicingthe buildingto operatepartiallythroughsolar

power.

Normally the moisture in the computerfacility is

extractedfrom the building air system by passingair over cooling

coils where the moisture condensesout. The air then passes through

a heat exchangerwhere it is heated to the proper temperatureusing

hot water from the space center'scentralsteam plant.

Solar panels installedon the roof of the control center

will be used to supplementthe steam system. The solar panels are

part of a closed systemwhich circulateswater through the panels,

a heat-exchanger,pumps, expansiontanks, and back throughthe solar

panels.

-more-
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Weather servicecalculationsfor the Houston area indicate

the solar system should be able to providecomplete or supplemental

heatingfor 60 percentof the time. The heat the panels provide

will save about 1.5 million cubic feet of natural gas a year. This

is the equivalentgas use of about 16 4-bedroomhomes.

The mission control solar systemconstructioncost is

about $240,000. The solar systemwas constructedas part of a

joint NASA/Departmentof Energy solar energydemonstrationproject.

Severalother NASA centers are also participatingin the project.

###

December 15, 1977
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HOUSTON RESIDENTNOMINATEDFOR SPACELAB CREW

James E. Myrick,sonof Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Myrick of Centre,

Alabama, has been nominatedfor a crew positionaboard Spacelab 1, an

orbiting scientificlaboratoryscheduledfor launch in mid-1980. Myrick,

an anlyticalbiochemistwith the JohnsonSpace Center in Houston, is one

of 18 scientistsfrom across the countrybeing consideredfor the posi-

tion of Spacelab "payloadspecialist."

The first Spacelabmission is scheduledto have two such payload

specialistsaboard. Becausethis particularmission is a joint venture

of NASA and the EuropeanSpace Agency,one of these scientistswill be

a European.

Spacelab,which fits insideNASA's new Space Shuttle,consists

of a pressurized,"shirtsleeve"environmentlaboratorymodule and an

outside pallet for instrumentswhich requireexposure to space. The

payload specialistswho will operate this laboratoryare unique in

severalways.

- more -
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They will be selectedby the scientistswho have experiments

aboard the mission, not by NASA. They will be trainedspecifically

for the one mission,unlike NASA permanentastronaut-pilotsand

astronaut-missionspecialists. The responsibilityof flyingand

maintainingthe Space Shuttle vehiclewill rest with the astronauts,

leavingthe payload specialistsfree to concentrateon operating

the instrumentsand experimentsput aboard by their scientific

colleagues.

Myrick and the other 17 Americancandidatesfor this position

aboard the first Spacelabwere interviewedrecentlyat NASA's Marshall

Space Flight Center in Huntsville,Alabama,where the first payload

specialistsare expected to undergomore than a year of training

prior to their flight. Early next year the selectioncommittee

is expected to recommendtwo Americanand two Europeancandidates

for training. One pair will actually fly in space to operate the

experimentsof the scientistswho selectedthem. The other two

will provide supportfrom the ground controlcenter during the mission.

The Spacelab1 mission emphasize_stratosphericand upper

atmosphericresearch,but researchwill also be done in plasma physics,

biology,medicine,astronomy,solar physics,Earth observationsand

in technologyareas such as thermodynamics,materialsprocessingand

lubrication.

The flight will last seven days.

###
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t_
HOUSTON RESIDENT NOMINATED FOR SPACELAB CREW _ :_ _t

3,2j-----_ *_ '?
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, Ai_-- James E. Myrick _,

Texas, has been nominated for a crew position aboard Spacelab

1, an orbiting scientific laboratory scheduled for launch in

mid-1980. Myrick, an analytical biochemist with the Johnson Space

f Center in Houston, is one of 18 scientists from across the country ,__'_, _'
being considered for the position of Spacelab "payload specialist."

The first Spacelab mission is scheduled to have two such __it[_'_ Kb c_

payload specialists aboard. Because this particular mission is _.. _

a joint venture of NASA and the European Space Agency, one of _

these scientists will be a European.

Spacelab, which fits inside NASA's new Space Shuttle, consists

of a pressurized, "shirtsleeve" environment laboratory module

and an outside pallet for instruments which require exposure

to space. The payload specialists who will operate this laboratory

are unique in several ways.

They will be selected by the scientists who have experi-

ments aboard the mission, not by NASA. They will be trained

-more- November 2S, 1977
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specifically for the one mission, unlike NASA's permanent astronaut-

pilots and astronaut-mission specialists. The responsibility of

flying and maintaining the Space Shuttle vehicle will rest with

the astronauts, leaving the payload specialists free to concentrate

on operating the instruments and experiments put aboard by their

scientific colleagues.

Myrick and the other 17 American candidates for this position

aboard the first Spacelab were interviewed recently at NASA's Marshall

Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala., where the first payload

specialists are expected to undergo more than a year of training

prior to their flight. Early next year the selection committee

is expected to recommend two American and two European candidates

for training. One pair will actually fly in space to operate the

experiments of the scientists who selected them. The other two

will provide support from the ground control center during the mission.

........ _t_on_"of_'the_'payload specialist futfi,.ts_a_.romi,s.e

i made by NASA years_scientific community--that the new

! Space Shuttle would at last ena_b_.scientists to_rf_e up into earth

orbit and actually operate their own ex_Im_iments in space.

The 18 American candidaK_or Spacelab f'Sz_sitions represent

a wide range of dispatches and backgrounds. They incline medical

doctors, aag_mic researchers and industrial scientists. The candidates
/

ra_g_in age from 24 to 60.
f

<

-more-
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The Spacelab 1 mission emphasizes stratospheric and upper

atmospheric research, but research will also be done in plasma physics,

biology, medicine, astronomy, solar physics, Earth observations

and in technology areas such as thermodynamics, materials processing

and lubrication.

The flight will last seven days.

-30-
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NEW LUNAR SCIENCE TEACHING AID DEVELOPED BY NASA

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has developed

a new lunar and planetary sciences teaching aid using actual samples of

lunar material encased in a clear plastic disk. The new aid is aimed

at both the earth science student through the Aerospace Education Pro-

gram and the museum visitor through the NASA exhibits program.

The sample disks will be used as the basic component in both

programs and is designed to be hand held so that both sides of a sample

can be seen and, because of the clear plastic encasing, viewed through

a microscope for greater resolution of the samples themselves.

The packets are designed to extend the lunar and planetary

science education programs which have been developed by NASA over the

past eight years. Presently, colleges can borrow thin-section micro-

scope slides of lunar material. These thin-section kits include an

extensive teaching manual and present lunar and planetary science

material at a level appropriate to university petrology and mineralogy

classes.

- more -
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In addition to the thin-sectionkits, NASA has severaldozen

representativelunar samples preparedin displaycases for exhibition

at state fairs and museums.

Up to now there has been no programusing lunar materialwhich

has been aimed at the secondaryearth sciencestudentor the more

curious sciencemuseum visitor. Many high schoolsand severalmuseums

throughoutthe country have innovativeand entertaining"handson"

scienceclassesand displayswhich invite participation. The new

lunar sample educationalpacketsare aimed for these audiences.

The programdesigned for high school earth scienceaudiences

will includea film on lunar science, _thesample disk, workbook

material,slides,an audio cassette,and will involveconsiderable

interactionbetweenthe teacherand the class. The museum program

will use a shortersound-slidepresentationand the disk. Both pro-

grams involvethe studentdirectlyby means of the student'sclose

examinationof the samplesand the interactivenature of the teacher's

discussionmaterial.

Student reactionto the material has alreadybeen tested

using studentsat Houston-areaand Lincoln,Nebraska,high schools.

Reactionfrom both studentsand teachershas been extremelyfavorable.

Museum visitor reactionwill be tested early next year when eight

prototypemuseum kits will be sent to the followingmuseums: Pacific

ScienceCenter,Seattle,Washington;Oregon Museum of Scienceand

Industry,Portland,Oregon; Palace of Arts and Science Exploratorium,

- more -
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San Francisco,California;LawrenceHall of Science, Berkeley,

California;Des Moines Center for Scienceand Technology,Des Moines,

Iowa; CranbrookInstituteof Science, BloomfieldHills, Michigan;

MarylandAcademy of Sciences/MarylandScienceCenter,Baltimore,

Maryland;and the NationalAir and Space Museum,SmithsonianInstitution,

Washington,D.C.

The sample disks are methacrylateplastic, six inches in

diameter,one-inch thick, and containa one-halfgram sample of each

of the followinglunar soil types: Lunar breccia (a broken surface

soil type); a lunar basalt (solidifiedvolcanicmatter); a lunar

anorthosite(an igneousrock composedof calcium,aluminum,silicon,

and oxygen); a sample of the Moon's orange glassy soil; a sample of

lunar Mare soil; and a sampleof lunar Highland soil.

Eventuallyone hundredlunar sampledisks are expected to

be made for use in both of the programs. Each of the six samplesin

the disks weighs one-half gram and has been extensivel_analyzed by

universityor governmentresearchers. The resultsof that analysis

are includedwith each of the disks. The total amount of lunar

materialexpected to be used for the programis about two-thirdsof

a pound. Apollo astronautsbroughtback 843.5 poundsof lunar material

during the lunar explorationsin the late 1960's and early 1970's.

Schoolsor museums interestedin participatingin this new

programshould contact the PublicAffairsOffice, Code AP4, L. B.

Johnson Space Center, Houston,Texas 77058.

###
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